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Summary
During the last decades the western society is constantly confronted with problems caused by
increasing road traffic. This increase in traffic demand leads to congestion and has a negative
effect on traffic safety, environment and energy consumption. The expectations of the use of
telematics technology in road traffic in this respect are high, since this technology could lead to
system innovations, which in the long term can contribute to the problems faced. In the coming
years motorists will have at their command a range of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). ITS
that support the driver in performing the driving tasks are called Advanced Driver Assistance
(ADA) systems. An ADA system that has been introduced on a small scale by the automotive
industry is Autonomous Adaptive Cruise Control (AACC). AACC is a radar-based system which is
designed to enhance driving comfort and convenience on highways by relieving the driver of the
need to continuously adjust his or her speed to match that of the preceding vehicle while also
maintaining a proper headway. Vehicle-to-vehicle communication is potentially boosting the
development of ADA systems. Recently, vehicle-to-vehicle communication is added to the AACC
system. This system is called Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control, abbreviated CACC.
Vehicle-to-vehicle communication could provide an ACC system with more and better information
about the vehicle it is following, enabling the own vehicle to react faster and smoother on
acceleration and deceleration of the predecessor. Since communication is quicker, more reliable
and less noisy than autonomous sensing, significant closer headways (down to a time gap that
could be as low as 0.5 second) can be postulated. Although CACC is primarily designed for
giving the driver more comfort and convenience, the system potentially has effects on traffic flow
and highway capacity when it is widely
Cruise Control systems
used. However, since CACC is in a very
early stage of development, not much
research into the traffic flow impacts of
CACC has been done so far. This study
Conventional
Cruise Control
aims at assessing the traffic flow impacts of
(CCC)
CACC on a Dutch highway. Since CACC
Autonomous Adaptive
does not exist yet and therefore field tests
Cruise Control (AACC)
on highways are not an option, research
has been done with the microscopic traffic
Co-operative
Adaptive Cruise Control
Radar sensors
simulation model ‘MIXIC’. MIXIC describes
(CACC)
the behaviour of vehicles on highways in a
very detailed way. The functionality of
Vehicle-vehicle
CACC has been elaborated in functional
communication
specifications for MIXIC and the model is
extended with this functionality.
Experiments with a platoon of CACC equipped vehicles approaching a slower vehicle on a single
lane indicate that if these vehicles following each other in the CACC mode the time gap between
these vehicles can safely be decreased to as small as 0.5 second. Further, the experiments
demonstrate an improvement of the string stability compared to a platoon of manually driven
vehicles. String stability is stability with respect to inter-vehicular spacing. A very small, almost
negligible communication delay replaces the reaction delay of the driver and the sensor delay of
the autonomous ACC. This makes the CACC controller smoother and more natural in response.
MIXIC simulations performed with data measured on a 4-lane Dutch highway with a bottleneck
due to a road narrowing prove that CACC has the ability to improve traffic flow performance.
Summary│ Co-operative driving on highways
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However, to what extent depends heavily on the traffic flow conditions on the motorway stretch
and the CACC penetration rate. In high flow conditions there is more interaction between
vehicles. As a result more vehicles are able to participate in a CACC platoon (if they are CACC
equipped). Since CACC reduces time headways and improves string stability, traffic flow
improves stronger in high traffic flow conditions and a high CACC penetration rate.Traffic flow
stability improves with an increasing CACC penetration rate, which is measured as a reduction of
the number of shock waves, varying from 25% (20% CACC) to 90% (100% CACC) on the highintensity stretch before a bottleneck. If the CACC penetration rate is low (<40%), this
improvement in traffic stability does not result in a better throughput. Even slightly lower average
speeds are measured on all links. If the largest part of the vehicle fleet is CACC equipped (>60%)
an improved traffic flow performance with respect to the reference case of only manually driven
vehicles is established (up to 10% improvement on the stretch before the bottleneck).
The impact of a dedicated lane for CACC equipped vehicles (CACC-lane) depends heavily on the
CACC penetration rate. A low CACC presence (<40%) leads to a degradation of performance,
which is demonstrated by lower speeds, higher speed variances and more shock waves. This is
explained by an increase of the intensities on the regular lanes and a relatively high number of
lane-changes, because manually driven vehicles should leave the left lane before it turns into a
CACC-lane. As a result an unbalanced division of vehicles over the lanes is observed. The
potential improvement of traffic performance of a CACC-lane with respect to a highway
configuration without CACC-lane is only confirmed for the high-intensity stretch before the
bottleneck if CACC fractions are high (>50%).
As communication is restricted to longitudinal control and no restrictions to the length and
compactness of CACC platoons is given, the system has negative effects in the merging process.
Close CACC platoons prevent other vehicles from cutting in, because the gap between
consecutive CACC vehicles is smaller than the gap accepted for performing a mandatory lane
change. The unsafe lateral effect of the presence of CACC in traffic is revealed by an increasing
number of removed vehicles from the simulation due to conflicts as more vehicles are CACC
equipped. It is recommended to study possible solutions for dealing with this negative effect on
merging. Options for improvement are (i) limiting the length of a CACC platoon, (ii) placing an
infrastructural beacon on the motorway-stretch before a bottleneck that communicates to a
vehicle that it should enlarge the time gap to its predecessor so a vehicle which wants to cut in
can perform its lane change and (iii) adding a ‘Co-operative Merging’ application to the CACC
system enabling vehicles to communicate their lateral movements (e.g. lane-change).
Implementing the CACC system is not a simple matter of demonstrating technological progress
and traffic improvement, but requires user-acceptance considering legal and liability issues,
comfort and socio-economic impacts. Therefore, it is of importance to evaluate introduction
effects already at an early stage of system development. An explorative study into the context of
the CACC system and a stakeholder analysis has been performed in order to recognise driving
forces and barriers that may affect a prospective CACC deployment. Stakeholders who are
involved in the development of ADA systems in general and CACC in specific have different
interests in this system and as a result take their own position towards CACC development and
deployment. Different conditions for a successful market introduction of CACC are identified:
- Considering human factors, driver awareness and driver’s wishes in the development of
CACC.
- Clarifying impacts of CACC by intensifying research.
- Getting autonomous ACC to a stage where the system is widely recognised and used.
- Developing of strategies to deal with the low usability in the early stage of deployment.
- Agreeing on standards for a reliable communication system.
Summary│ Co-operative driving on highways
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Samenvatting
De westerse maatschappij is in de laatste decennia in toenemende mate geconfronteerd met
verkeersproblemen. De stijgende verkeersvraag leidt tot congestie en heeft een negatief effect op
verkeersveiligheid, uitstoot van uitlaatgassen en energieconsumptie. De verwachtingen van ICTtoepassingen in het wegverkeer zijn hoog, omdat deze technologie kan leiden tot
systeeminnovaties die op de lange termijn kunnen bijdragen aan oplossingen voor de
verkeersproblemen. Het is aannemelijk dat in de komende jaren de automobilist een
verscheidenheid aan Intelligente Transport Systemen (ITS) tot zijn/haar beschikking krijgt. ITS die
een bestuurder assisteren bij hun bestuurderstaken worden bestuurdersondersteunende
systemen genoemd. Een bestuurdersondersteunend systeem dat eind jaren negentig is
geïntroduceerd door de automobielindustrie is ‘Adaptive Cruise Control’ (ACC). ACC is een
systeem dat is ontworpen om het comfort voor de bestuurder op snelwegen te verhogen door de
bestuurder te vrijwaren van de noodzakelijkheid om continue zijn/ haar snelheid aan te passen
aan de snelheid van de voorganger. Voertuig-voertuig communicatie heeft de mogelijkheid om de
ontwikkeling van bestuurdersondersteunende systemen te verhogen. Onlangs is voertuigvoertuig communicatie toegevoegd aan het ACC systeem. Dit systeem draagt de naam ‘Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control’, kortweg CACC.
Voertuig-voertuig communicatie verschaft het ACC systeem meer en betere informatie over de
directe voorligger en stelt een voertuig daarmee in staat om sneller en geleidelijker te reageren
op acceleraties en deceleraties van de directe voorligger. Ondanks het feit dat CACC
voornamelijk is ontworpen als een comfort verhogend systeem, is het aannemelijk om te
veronderstellen dat CACC, indien het door veel bestuurders wordt gebruikt, een positief effect
heeft op doorstroming en capaciteit van een snelweg. Echter, omdat CACC zich in een vroeg
stadium van ontwikkeling bevindt, is er weinig onderzoek gedaan naar doorstromingseffecten.
Het doel van deze studie is de impact van CACC op een verkeersstroom op een Nederlandse
snelweg te bestuderen. Omdat CACC nog
Cruise Control systemen
niet is geïntroduceerd in de markt en
derhalve veldexperimenten nog niet
kunnen worden uitgevoerd, wordt er
Conventional
onderzoek gedaan met behulp van het
Cruise Control
(CCC)
microscopische verkeersmodel ‘MIXIC’.
MIXIC is in staat om het gedrag van
Autonomous Adaptive
Cruise Control (AACC)
voertuigen op snelwegen gedetailleerd te
beschrijven. Dit maakt het mogelijk om de
effecten op doorstroming van het CACC
Co-operative
Adaptive Cruise Control
Radar sensoren
systeem, dat ingrijpt op voertuigniveau, te
(CACC)
verkennen. De functionaliteit van CACC is
uitgewerkt in specificaties voor MIXIC en
Voertuig-Voertuig
communicatie
MIXIC is vervolgens uitgebreid met een
CACC model.
Een modelexperiment met twee met CACC uitgeruste voertuigen op een snelweg met één
rijstrook stelt vast dat, wanneer voertuigen elkaar volgen in de CACC modus, de volgtijd veilig
kan worden verkleind tot 0.5 seconden. Een tweede experiment met een peloton van 4
voertuigen die een langzamer voertuig naderen in de CACC modus toont aan dat de stabiliteit in
afstand tussen voertuigen in het peloton verbetert ten opzichte van een peloton met uitsluitend
handmatig bestuurde voertuigen. Een kleine, bijna verwaarloosbare vertraging in de
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communicatie, vervangt zowel de reactietijd van de bestuurder als de vertraging in de sensor van
de ACC. Dit verbetert het volggedrag van het voertuig.
MIXIC simulaties, uitgevoerd met data gemeten op een 4-strooks snelweg met een bottleneck als
gevolg van een wegversmalling naar 3 rijstroken, bewijzen dat CACC de potentie heeft om de
verkeersprestatie te verbeteren. De mate waarin CACC een positief effect heeft op de stabiliteit
en doorstroming op een snelweg is afhankelijk van de conditie van de verkeersstroom en de
penetratiegraad van CACC. Bij hoge intensiteiten is er een hoge mate van interactie tussen
voertuigen, waardoor veel voertuigen kunnen participeren in een CACC peloton (op voorwaarde
dat ze uitgerust zijn met CACC). Omdat CACC volgtijden verkleint en de stabiliteit in een peloton
vergroot, heeft CACC een grotere positieve impact in druk verkeer en bij een hoge
penetratiegraad.
De stabiliteit van de verkeersstroom verbetert bij stijgende fracties van CACC. Dit is gemeten als
een reductie van het aantal schokgolven, variërend van 25% (20% CACC) tot 90% (100% CACC)
op het snelweggedeelte waarop intensiteiten hoog zijn (vóór de bottleneck). Bij een lage CACC
penetratiegraad (<40%) leidt deze verbetering in verkeersstabiliteit niet tot een betere
doorstroming. Zelfs lagere gemiddelde snelheden zijn gemeten. Wanneer het grootste deel van
het wagenpark is uitgerust met CACC (>60%) wordt een verbetering in doorstroming gemeten ten
opzichte van de referentie situatie van uitsluitend handmatig bestuurde voertuigen (tot 10%
verbetering op het weggedeelte vóór de bottleneck).
Het effect op doorstroming bij vervanging van een reguliere rijstrook door een rijstrook die
uitsluitend gebruikt mag worden door met CACC uitgeruste voertuigen (CACC-strook) is sterk
afhankelijk van de penetratiegraad van CACC. Een lage aanwezigheid van CACC (<40%) leidt tot
een significante verslechtering van doorstroming van verkeer. Dit is aangetoond door lagere
snelheden, hogere variatie in snelheden en meer schokgolven. Een verklaring hiervoor is een
intensiteitstijging op de reguliere rijstroken en een relatief hoog aantal rijstrookwisselingen, omdat
de niet met CACC uitgeruste voertuigen de linker rijstrook moeten verlaten voordat deze een
CACC-strook wordt. Als gevolg hiervan ontstaat een ongebalanceerde verdeling over de
rijstroken. De potentiële verbetering in verkeersprestatie van een CACC-strook in vergelijking met
een snelwegconfiguratie zonder CACC-strook kan uitsluitend worden bevestigd voor hoge CACC
fracties (>50%) en voor het snelweggedeelte vlak voor de bottleneck (waarop de intensiteiten
relatief hoog zijn).
Omdat in dit onderzoek uitsluitend longitudinale communicatie wordt beschouwd en er geen
beperkingen zijn voor de lengte van CACC pelotons, ontstaan er problemen bij het invoegen van
voertuigen als gevolg van een bottleneck. Een hoge penetratiegraad van CACC leidt tot de
formatie van lange CACC pelotons op het snelweggedeelte vóór de bottleneck. Deze lange
CACC pelotons beperken andere voertuigen in het uitvoeren van een rijstrookwisseling, omdat de
ruimte tussen twee voertuigen kleiner is dan de door de bestuurder geaccepteerde ruimte om een
rijstrookwisseling uit te voeren. Dit onveilige neveneffect van CACC uit zich in een stijgend aantal
voertuigen dat uit de simulatie wordt verwijderd als gevolg van conflicten, wanneer meer
voertuigen uitgerust worden met CACC. Aanbevolen wordt om mogelijke oplossingen voor dit
invoegprobleem te onderzoeken. Opties voor verbetering zijn (1) het limiteren van de lengte van
de CACC pelotons, (2) een baken in de infrastructuur, dat communiceert naar voertuigen op de
strook voor de bottleneck dat een grotere volgtijd moet worden aanhouden voor voertuigen die
willen ritsen en (3) het toevoegen van een zogenaamde ‘Co-operative Merging’ applicatie aan het
CACC systeem dat voertuigen in staat stelt hun laterale bewegingen (bijvoorbeeld
rijstrookwisselingen) met elkaar te communiceren.
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Het introduceren van CACC in de markt is niet uitsluitend een zaak van het demonstreren van
technologische ontwikkeling en verbetering van de verkeersprestatie, maar vereist
gebruikersacceptatie op het gebied van aansprakelijkheid, comfort en socio-economische
effecten. Daarom is het van belang de effecten van het introduceren van CACC in de markt al in
een vroegtijdig stadium van ontwikkeling te analyseren. Er is een verkennende studie naar de
context van het CACC systeem uitgevoerd om kansen en bedreigingen voor het inzetten van
CACC te identificeren. Actoren die betrokken zijn bij de ontwikkeling van ADA systemen en
CACC in het bijzonder hebben verschillende interesses in dit systeem en nemen als gevolg
hiervan hun eigen houding aan ten opzichte van een eventuele introductie van CACC. Op basis
van de sterke en zwakke punten van het CACC systeem en de kansen en bedreigingen voor een
marktintroductie van CACC kunnen verschillende voorwaarden voor een succesvolle
marktintroductie van CACC worden geïdentificeerd:
- De beschouwing van menselijke factoren, het bewustzijn van de bestuurder en de wensen
van de gebruiker in de ontwikkeling van CACC.
- Het verduidelijken van de effecten van CACC door onderzoek te intensiveren.
- Het verkrijgen van autonome ACC in een stadium waarin het systeem breed wordt gebruikt.
- De ontwikkeling van strategieën ten aanzien van het omgaan met de lage
gebruikersmogelijkheden wanneer slechts een beperkt aantal CACC systemen zijn
geïntroduceerd in de markt.
- Het bereiken van overeenstemming over standaarden voor een betrouwbaar communicatie
systeem.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

During the last decades the western society is constantly confronted with problems caused by
increasing road traffic. This increase in traffic demand leads to a heavy congested network and
has a negative effect on traffic safety, air pollution and energy consumption. The expectations of
the use of telematics technology in road traffic in this respect are high, since this technology could
lead to system innovations (e.g. Advanced Vehicle Guidance), which in the long term can
contribute to the problems faced (Nota Mobiliteit, 2004). In the coming years motorists will have at
their command a range of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). Available to the driver of an
intelligent vehicle will be support services and systems, such as information and advice about
time of departure, mode of transport and route, real-time information about journey time, advice
about route and systems which support or even take over driving tasks.
ITS that support the driver in performing the driving tasks are called Advanced Driver Assistance
(ADA) systems. ADA systems are being developed because in theory they promise to increase
the driver’s safety and driver’s comfort. Additionally, ADA systems can have a positive impact on
traffic flow performance and reduce emissions and fuel consumption. Examples of ADA systems
are various forms of cruise control, lane keeping systems and collision warning systems.
An ADA system that has been introduced by the automotive industry is the Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC) system Autonomous Adaptive Cruise Control (AACC). AACC is considered to be
the successor of the conventional cruise control (CCC). A vehicle with CCC is able to maintain a
pre-selected speed if no vehicle is upfront. AACC is a radar-based system which is designed to
enhance driving comfort and convenience by relieving the driver of the need to continually adjust
his or her speed to match that of a preceding vehicle. The system slows down the speed when it
approaches a vehicle with a lower speed and the system increases the speed to the level of
speed previous set when the vehicle upfront accelerates or disappears (e.g. by changing lanes).
Vehicle-to-vehicle communication is potentially boosting the development of ADA systems. An
example is the eSafety-initiative (EC, 2002), which is a joint initiative of the European
Commission, the industry and other stakeholders aiming to accelerate the development,
deployment and use of information and communication technologies, in order to increase road
safety. Recently, vehicle-to-vehicle communication is added to the AACC system, providing the
ACC system with more and better information about the vehicle it is following. This system is
called ‘Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control’, abbreviated ‘CACC’. With information of this type,
the ACC controller will be able to anticipate problems better, enabling it to be safer, smoother and
more ‘natural’ in response. Although CACC is primarily designed for giving the driver more
comfort and convenience and the system has not been introduced to the market yet, CACC
potentially has an effect on traffic safety and traffic throughput. It is of importance to understand
the traffic flow effects of CACC early in their development so that, if they are discovered to
inadvertently create problems, their designs can be adjusted accordingly before adverse traffic
effects are widely manifested. Apart from that, it is recommended to study the traffic flow effects
of CACC so that these (comfort) systems can be developed to best support future advances.
Implementing ADA systems is not simply a matter of demonstrating technological progress, but
requires driver acceptance considering traffic effects, legal and liability issues and socioeconomic impacts. Therefore, it is important to evaluate introduction effects at an early stage of
system development. Driving forces and barriers may exist that have a positive or negative effect
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on a future market introduction of CACC. Additionally, stakeholders will have different interests in
the development and deployment of this system.
1.2

Problem formulation

Uncertainties exist about the traffic flow impacts of the relatively new developed system Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control. In addition, it is not clear which factors influence a future
deployment of CACC. Considering this, the problem formulation for this research has been:
What is the traffic flow impact of the Advanced Driver Assistance (ADA) system ‘Co-operative
Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC)’ on a Dutch highway and what are driving forces, barriers
and conditions for a deployment of CACC?

1.3

Objective

Based on the background and problem formulation from this research the objective of this
research has been dual and can be formulated as follows:
1) To assess the traffic flow impact of Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) on a
Dutch highway by using microscopic traffic simulation.
2) To identify driving forces and barriers for CACC deployment and to define conditions for a
successful market introduction of CACC.
1.4

Research model

In order to structure the previous research steps that lead to the achievement of the objectives a
conceptual model is graphically shown in figure 1.1.
A. System analysis

Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems

Co-operative Adaptive Cruise
Control

Literature Review
B. Model discription

Potential traffic flow impacts
of CACC

Microsimulation model
‘MIXIC’

C. Functional specification of
CACC in MIXIC

D. Simulation setup

Simulation

E. Traffic flow impact
assessment of CACC

F. Driving forces, barriers and
conditions for CACC
deployment

Expert interviews

Figure 1.1 General research model
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As a start, a literature study has provided insight in the functionality of CACC and the potential
traffic flow effects according to this CACC functionality. This literature review introduced the
CACC system extensively. In general, it is seen that traffic flow impact studies on ADA
applications that not have been introduced to the market are predominantly done with the help of
microscopic traffic simulation models. After all, traffic flow effects of ADA systems cannot be
estimated from field tests on highways, since these systems do not exist yet or a large fleet of
ADA equipped vehicles is lacking. In this study the microscopic traffic simulation model ‘MIXIC’
(MICroscopic model for Simulation of Intelligent Cruise control), which was developed by TNO
and the Transport Research Centre of the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management has been used. MIXIC is suitable for the assessment of the impacts of modern
telematic technologies in traffic. To be more specific, MIXIC is able to explore the effects of a
small number of ADA systems, including autonomous ACC. To be able to work with this
simulation model extensive insight has been gained into the construction of MIXIC.
As CACC is a relatively new system that has not been deployed yet, the system was not
programmed in MIXIC before this study. In order to determine the effects of CACC on traffic flow
it has been essential to model the CACC functionality in MIXIC. MIXIC has been extended with a
CACC model, which matches the functionality of the system as good as possible. Before
performing the simulation of CACC in MIXIC, a simulation setup was designed. This setup has
been drawn up in a way the simulations were able to demonstrate the traffic flow effects of
CACC. The output of the MIXIC simulation scenarios has been analysed statistically to get
reliable conclusions on traffic flow effects of CACC.
The roadmap to a future market introduction of CACC does not only depend on the strengths and
weaknesses of the system itself. Stakeholders who are involved in the development of ADA
systems in general and CACC in specific have different interests in this system and as a result
take their own position towards CACC development and deployment. Driving forces and barriers
for a future CACC deployment determine the celerity of a CACC market introduction. An
explorative analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the CACC system and the drivers and
barriers has been conducted. This analysis resulted in a number of conditions for successful
CACC deployment.
1.5

Research questions

To be able to manage the problem and achieve the objective presented above, the problem
formulation has been split into a number of research questions. These research questions are
linked to the research model by alphabetic numbers and are divided into several sub questions.
A. What are the potential effects of Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) on traffic
flow?
1. What are advanced driver assistance (ADA) systems?
2. What is the influence of vehicle-to-vehicle communication on the development of
ADA systems?
3. What is Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) and how is it positioned in the
world of ADA systems?
4. Considering the functionality of the system, what are the potential traffic flow effects
of AACC and CACC?
5. Considering the model studies described in the available literature, what are the
traffic flow effects of CACC?
6. Why is it important to study the effects of CACC on traffic flow and explore factors
that influence a prospective deployment of CACC?
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B. What are the characteristics of the microscopic traffic simulation model ‘MIXIC’?
1. How is MIXIC constructed?
2. How is vehicle behaviour modeled in MIXIC?
3. What is the position of the ACC model in MIXIC?
C. How should a CACC system be modeled in ‘MIXIC’?
1. What is the functional design of CACC?
2. Which algorithms describe the functionality of the CACC system?
3. How should these algorithms be implemented in MIXIC?
4. How should the CACC model parameters be set in order to reflect the functionality of
CACC as much as possible?
5. To what extent matches the MIXIC CACC model with the functionality of the CACC
system?
D. Which simulation setup is appropriate for studying the traffic flow effects of CACC?
1. How is a reference case for the scenarios designed?
2. Which indicators are selected to describe traffic flow effects?
3. How is the road configuration designed?
4. Which simulation scenarios are appropriate for studying the traffic flow effects of
CACC?
5. What are the expectations on model results?
E. What will be the traffic flow effects of CACC?
1. To what extent is the design of the reference case appropriate for determining traffic
flow effects of CACC?
2. What are the traffic flow effects of CACC on a Dutch highway?
F. Which factors influence CACC deployment and what are the conditions for a successful
market introduction of CACC?
1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the CACC system?
2. Which stakeholders are involved in the development of CACC and what is their
interest in this system?
3. What is the attitude of the stakeholders identified towards CACC development and
deployment?
4. What are the driving forces and barriers for a market introduction of CACC?
5. Which conditions for a successful CACC deployment can be identified?
1.6

Research approach

To be able to get answers on the research questions, which contribute to an answer on the
problem formulation and the achievement of the research objective, a well-considered research
approach has been followed. There are different methods for collecting data and information. In
this research the following research methods have been used:
-

Literature review

Literature research is able to place the research subject in its context and makes it possible to
collect a high amount of reliable data in a short amount of time. In this research both literature
and secondary data on ACC systems were used. Secondary data is empirical information
collected by other researchers and experts through field experiments, interviews or simulation. In
this research a literature study has been performed in order to explore the concept of ADA
systems in general and Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) in specific, to learn the
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general effects of CACC, to get informed on the details of the microscopic traffic simulation
models MIXIC and finally to get insight into the driving forces and barriers for CACC deployment
in the Netherlands.
-

Simulation

With the help of simulation the impact of a system or a measurement could be assessed.
Simulation was performed with simulation models, which are a simplification of reality. Simulation
is used, when field experiments are impossible. In this study a field experiment was not an option,
since CACC is in a very early stage of development. Microscopic traffic simulation has been
used, because CACC intervenes on a vehicle level. It was essential to be able to equip specific
vehicles with a CACC system.
-

Expert interviews

Expert interviews are a good method for gaining insight into the research issues. In this study
expert interviews have been done with researchers from the Californian Program for Advanced
Transit and Highways (PATH) in Berkeley (USA). PATH is a research institute which is well
respected worldwide for its research on ITS systems. These expert interviews were used to get
information about the strengths and weaknesses of the CACC system in the early stage of
deployment and to identify driving forces and barriers for a CACC market introduction in the
United States. The experts interviewed have worked on CACC research projects or at least at
related studies and are considered to have an independent view on the subjects raised. It has
been chosen to do semi-structured oral interviews (structure of questions is determined, answers
are open). This interview construction made it possible to ask new or additional questions, which
go deeper into a specific subject.
1.7

Contents of report

Following on from this research introduction, chapter 2 gives a general introduction of the ADA
system ‘Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control’. Chapter 3 is concerned with a general description
of the structure of the microscopic traffic simulation model ‘MIXIC’. In chapter 4 the functionality of
the CACC system and the way CACC is implemented in MIXIC are pictured. Chapter 5 provides
information about the setup of the simulation. Next, in chapter 6 the traffic flow impacts of CACC
derived from the micro simulations are analysed and assessed. Chapter 7 describes the
conditions for a successful CACC deployment and finally in chapter 8 the conclusions are
recommendations for further research are presented.
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2

Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control

2.1

Introduction

This chapter provides a literature review of the Advanced Driver Assistance (ADA) system ‘Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control’ (CACC). The research approach is visualised in figure 2.1. In
section 2.2 it is explained what ADA systems are. Section 2.3 considers co-operative driver
assistance systems. Co-operative driver assistance systems can best be defined as ADA
systems based on vehicle-to-vehicle communication. Section 2.4 focuses on Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC) systems. Recently, vehicle-to-vehicle communication is added to the ACC
controller. This system is called ‘Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC)’. CACC is
described in section 2.5.

Advanced Driver Assistance
(ADA) systems (2.2)

Co-operative driver assistance
systems (2.3)
Vehicle-to-Vehicle

+ communication
Adaptive Cruise Control
(ACC) systems (2.4)

Co-operative Adaptive
Cruise Control (CACC)
(2.5)

Figure 2.1 Research approach literature review

After focusing on CACC, the potential effects of CACC on traffic flow are presented in section 2.6.
These effects have been explored by regarding the functionality of the system as well as by
reviewing the literature on studies in which the traffic flow effects of CACC are examined. In
section 2.7 and 2.8 respectively the conclusions of the literature review and the justification for
this study are presented.
2.2

Advanced Driver Assistance (ADA) systems

Advanced Driver Assistance (ADA) systems are defined as systems that support a driver’s task
(Van Arem & Smits, 1997).
In general the following driving tasks are identified:
 Navigation (finding and following a route from A to B)
 Manoeuvring (lane change, turning)
 Operational (speed, headway, heading)
 Emergency manoeuvres
ADA systems are aimed at supporting the manoeuvring, operational and emergency driving
tasks. Different levels of support are possible:
 Informative systems (e.g. warning)
 Supporting systems (e.g. active gas pedal)
 Systems actively taking over driving tasks (e.g. automated headway keeping)
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The first ADA system being introduced to the US market is the Collision Warning system for
trucks and buses (Van Arem et al., 2004). The next system that has entered the market is
Autonomous Adaptive Cruise Control (AACC). The AACC system is based on a front looking
sensor with a maximum detection range of around 100 metres. Based on information of the
preceding vehicle, AACC regulates its own vehicles speed by acting on engine control and
braking system. These introductions were followed by introductions of the following functions:





Night Vision system: gives a warning message to the driver if for example a pedestrian or
animal is detected in the surrounding of the car.
Lane Departure Warning system: intends to prevent involuntary lane departure by giving the
driver warning signals when he/ she is leaving the lane.
Automatic Parking: helps the driver entering a parking slot in a parallel manoeuvre.
Pre-crash Collision Mitigation system: reduces the damage of an accident by acting on the
safety belts before an accident occurs and by automatically braking in case of an imminent
collision that cannot be avoided.

It is to be expected that in 2010 Autonomous Adaptive Cruise Control would be extended with a
Stop & Go functionality allowing to drive also in stop & go traffic combined with Lane Departure
Warning and Emergency Braking (Berghout et al., 2004). Emergency Braking (EB) is an
automated longitudinal control system combined with inter-vehicle communication that allows for
anticipation to severer braking manoeuvres in emerging shock waves.
Worldwide there is an increasing interest in R&D of ADA systems, because these systems
potentially have positive effects on traffic safety (reduced number of road fatalities), traffic
efficiency (reduced level of congestion), comfort to the driver and environment (reduced air
pollution and energy use). ADA systems can contribute to these different goals by helping drivers
to respond faster and more adequate to dangerous situations, by making traffic smoother and by
increasing the level of comfort. In a state of the art study performed within the Advance Driver
Assistance in Europe – II (ADASE-II) project (2004), it is concluded that most research projects
do not focus on one or more specific ADA functionalities, but instead pay attention to a whole
range of functionalities. The emphasis of R&D is on technological development. However, safety
has become a big motivation for R&D into ADA systems. The eSafety Working Group (EC, 2002
& 2003) expects that ADA systems can contribute to the EC goals of reducing road fatalities by
50%. They support this expectation by referring to the fact that human failures contribute to 95%
of the accidents, and that technology can help drivers to respond faster and adequate to
dangerous situation and by making traffic smoother. The PReVENT consortium is expecting that
ADA systems can help prevent 10-15% of traffic accidents. (PReVENT, 2004). As a
consequence, incident related congestion can be reduced significantly and the reliability and
predictability of travel time be improved. Finally, ADA systems can contribute to cleaner traffic by
homogenizing traffic and by reducing congestion, resulting in fuel consumption savings of at least
15% (Vanderschuren, van Arem & Zegwaard, 1997a).
Figure 2.2 presents the relationship between the different technologies, the basic functions and
the basic effects of ADA systems. In this study the focus is on the ADA system Co-operative
Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC), which is based on Autonomous driving and Safe speed and
following. In this study the effects on traffic efficiency have been examined.
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ADA systems

Basic functions

Obstacle & Collision Warning
Early Braking
Lane Departure Warning
Adaptive Cruise Control

Safe speed & following

Traffic safety

Lateral support
Obstacle detection and
collision warning
Intersection safety & complex
situations

Traffic efficiency

Co-operative Adaptive
Cruise Control
Intelligent Speed Adaption
Lane Keeping Assistant
Night Vision
Platooning
Autonomous Driving
Intersection Support
Local Hazard Warning
Stop & Go ACC
Near Field Collision Warning

Basic effects

Comfort
Environment

Autonomous driving

Barriers and
requirements

Figure 2.2 Impact assessment framework [Based on: Bootsma et al., 2004]

2.3

Co-operative driver assistance systems

In the last few years new wireless inter-vehicle communication technologies have been
introduced to the research and development area of ADA systems. These communication
systems make it possible for vehicles to communicate with each other and with the road
infrastructure. These ADA systems can be called ‘Co-operative driver assistance systems’.
Compared to the “regular” ADA systems co-operative ADA systems can provide more information
about other vehicles in the traffic flow, infrastructure and traffic conditions to the driver. As a result
drivers will be informed better and faster on traffic conditions. For this reason vehicle-to-vehicle
communication has a strong potency to improve traffic flow, traffic safety and driver comfort.
Vehicle-to-vehicle communication is able to provide warning information to the driver, to automate
tasks like lane merging and to automate longitudinal control. Examples of Co-operative ADA
systems are:








Basic Warning Functions (BWF): A vehicle that has an acceleration of -2 m/s2, or a speed of
less than 75% of the maximum roadway speed, broadcasts a warning. Equipped upstream
vehicles within the specified application range receive the message, and then provide a
warning to the driver of the vehicle.
Early Braking (EB) or Co-operative Forward Collision Avoidance (CFCA): A vehicle that has
an acceleration of -2 m/s2 or less broadcasts a warning. Equipped, receiving vehicles within
the application range then automatically take the CFCA/EB-messages into account along with
the ACC-accelerations, when calculating the new vehicle acceleration. In fact, CFCA/EB is an
automated control extension of BWF (Malone, 2004).
Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC): vehicle-to-vehicle communication is added to
the capabilities of ACC systems. Vehicle-to-vehicle communication enables it to receive more
information from a preceding vehicle with only a very small communication delay. With the
help of this information the ACC controller can better anticipate changes in driving behaviour.
As a result the time headway between consecutive CACC equipped vehicles can decrease
tremendously, so they offer the potential to improve traffic performance (Shladover et al.,
2002).
Co-operative Merging (CM): The process of merging can be smoothened when vehicles
communicate with each other in their lateral behaviour (Tampère et al., 1999).
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It should be noted that all of these co-operative concepts are in a very early stage of
development. Some co-operative systems are still at the prototype level and some systems are
only conceptualised by describing the functionality and technological specifications of the system.
2.5

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) systems

A driver assistance system which has been deployed many years ago is the Conventional Cruise
Control (CCC) system. This regular cruise control maintains the speed the vehicle has at the time
the cruise control is switched on by the driver, regardless of the traffic environment. In the USA
this conventional cruise control is a standard system for all cars. In the early nineties in R&D a
radar sensor was added to the conventional cruise control. This sensor enables it to adjust the
headway distance and speed to the vehicle driving directly in front of it. Extensions made to the
conventional cruise control are called Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) systems. ACC systems are
primarily designed to enhance driving comfort and convenience by relieving the driver of the need
to continually adjust his or her speed to match that of preceding vehicles. On the open road ACC
systems act like a conventional cruise control, maintaining a fixed speed, but when the systems
detect a vehicle ahead in the same lane within a certain distance, the system adopts a predetermined safe following distance by matching the speed of the preceding vehicle. ACC systems
will likely replace the driver in:





Maintain his preset desired driving speed, if possible;
Slow down or braking when approaching a slower driving vehicle in front on the same lane;
Maintain a safe car following distance, and
Accelerate towards the desired driving speed in case no slower driving vehicle in front is
observed.

Different kinds of ACC systems have been designed. The most basic version of ACC is
Autonomous Adaptive Cruise Control (AACC). AACC has been introduced to the market on a
small scale by the automotive industry in Japan and Europe. AACC is considered to be the first
step in a progressive path leading towards future automated highway systems (Shladover et al.,
2002). AACC basically consists of forward radar sensors (typically millimetre wave radar or
infrared radar) for measuring the distance to the preceding vehicle and a controller, which
controls the distance to the preceding vehicle or the velocity if no preceding vehicle is present.
When an ACC equipped vehicle approaches a vehicle ahead, the system will automatically slow
down the car by reducing gas or active braking by a maximum deceleration of 2 to 3 m/s2. After
deceleration the following vehicle keeps the specific time gap that is chosen by the driver in
advance. In general, four different settings between a time gap of 1.0 and 2.0 seconds are
possible. However, this can be different for different types of ACC. When the vehicle upfront
accelerates, the system decreases the time gap to the time gap previous set by accelerating.
When no vehicle in front is observed, the AACC works like a conventional cruise control, which
means that the vehicle will maintain a by the driver pre-selected speed. When the necessary
braking power goes beyond the braking power the AACC system can deliver, the driver will get
aware of the fact that the operational boundaries of the system are exceeded and driver
intervention is required. The system will be switched off by pressing down the accelerator or
braking pedal. The driver of the vehicle remains responsible to maintain an appropriate style of
motoring at all times. Figure 2.3 shows the principle of the AACC system.
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Figure 2.3 Platoon of vehicles with Autonomous Adaptive Cruise Control

The autonomous ACC system maintains safe distances between cars at speeds above 40 km/h
and does therefore not work in traffic jams. The relatively new Stop & Go ACC only works with
very low speeds. If the preceding car stops or slows down to a low speed, the system will adjust
the speed of the Stop & Go ACC equipped vehicle. The car will accelerate and decelerate along
with the predecessor over any range between zero and the cruising speed set by the driver
(Automotive Engineering, 2001). Some overlap in functionality with the autonomous ACC is
needed to provide a seamless stop-and-go ACC system between 25 and 40 km/h. Until now the
Stop & Go ACC has not been introduced to the market yet.
Recently, in R&D vehicle-to-vehicle communication is added to the ACC controller. This system is
called ‘Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC)’. In the next section, the CACC system is
described more extensively. The evolution of cruise control systems as described above is
visualised in figure 2.4.
Cruise Control systems

Conventional
Cruise Control
(CCC)

Autonomous Adaptive
Cruise Control (AACC)

Co-operative
Adaptive Cruise Control
(CACC)

Radar sensors

Vehicle-vehicle
communication

Figure 2.4 Evolution of cruise control systems

2.6

Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC)

Vehicle-to-vehicle communication improves the ACC controller. The communication could be as
primitive as equipping the back of the preceding vehicle with a tag that could be clearly
distinguished by the ACC radar or it could be extended to a complete two way wireless
communication system. Vehicle-to-vehicle communication can provide an ACC system with more
information about the vehicle it is following. The information could include precise speed
information, acceleration, fault warnings, warnings of forward hazards, maximum braking
capability, and current braking capability. Not only following distance and speed difference with
respect to its direct predecessor is considered, but also speed changes (acceleration and
deceleration) are coordinated with each other. With information of this type, the ACC controller is
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able to anticipate problems better, enabling the vehicle to be safer, smoother and more ‘natural’
in response. Since communication is quicker, more reliable and less noisy than autonomous
sensing, significant closer headways (down to a time gap that could be as low as 0.5 second) can
be postulated. Figure 2.5 shows the principle of the CACC system.

Figure 2.5 Platoon of vehicles with Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control

When a CACC equipped vehicle drives behind a vehicle that is not similar equipped, it cannot
operate at the reduced time gap. Since communication is not possible in this scenario, the time
gap must be enlarged. This principle is demonstrated by figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 Platoon of vehicles with and without Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control

2.7

Potential traffic flow impact of CACC

Although CACC is primarily designed for giving the driver more comfort and convenience, the
system potentially has effects on traffic flow and highway capacity when the system is widely
used. In this section the potential traffic flow impacts of CACC are described by both regarding
the functionality of the CACC system and examining CACC studies found in literature.
2.7.1

CACC functionality

Considering the functionality of the CACC system, two traffic flow effects could be achieved when
the system is widely deployed. Both effects result in an improvement of traffic throughput.
1. Reduced inter-vehicle spacing increases highway capacity
Since communication is quicker, vehicle-to-vehicle communication enables vehicles to
follow at closer headways than are permitted by current ACC systems. CACC makes it
possible to set a time gap of as small as 0.5 second between consecutive vehicles
(Shladover et al., 2002). This improved performance can only be achieved when pairs of
vehicles are equipped with the communication system. In other words, traffic flow
improvement is strictly limited by the penetration level of CACC.
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2. Improved string stability improves the homogeneity of traffic flow
A cause for congestion is the occurrence of shock waves in traffic platoons. A shock
wave is amplified when the reaction of the following driver to the braking maneuver of a
lead vehicle is delayed so that the follower has to brake stronger than the leader to avoid
a collision. This can cause his follower to brake even stronger, etcetera. The number and
severity of shock waves are indicators for traffic stability (or homogeneity) of traffic flow.
This traffic stability may be improved by a higher string stability. String stability is stability
with respect to inter-vehicular spacing (Liang & Peng, 2000). It ensures the relative
position and speed of vehicles in a platoon. High string stability means that speed and
position to the preceding vehicle change only limitedly. The string stability can be
improved by reducing or even eliminating the reaction delay in braking and accelerating
actions. This can be done by communicating the intended braking maneuver by a CACC
equipped vehicle to the following CACC equipped vehicle, which will be able to react
automatically with only a very small delay. Those equipped with CACC receive the
warning and start responding to it immediately while (in mixed traffic) non equipped cars
are not yet aware of the braking action. As a result CACC should be able to reduce shock
wave effects, which may have a positive effect on the (local) traffic flow. These reduced
fluctuations should also help to make the smaller time gap operations acceptable to
drivers (Shladover et al., 2002). Again, this effect can only be observed if the penetration
rate of CACC equipped vehicles is sufficient high.
Based on the system functionality the potential traffic flow effects of CACC are visualised in figure
2.7. A plus means a positive effect.
Traffic Flow
characteristics

Capacity

+

Throughput

+
Inter-vehicle
spacing

+

Traffic safety

+

+

Shock waves

+

+

Cooperative
Adaptive Cruise Control

Figure 2.7 Potential effects of CACC

The improved string stability and better performance due to the ability of vehicle-to-vehicle
communication assumedly result in positive effects when CACC is present in traffic. CACC is able
to decrease the number of shock waves, which results in better throughput (less congestion) on
highways. Additionally, CACC will potentially increase the capacity of a road (if the market
penetration is high) as a result of small inter-vehicle headways.
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2.7.2

Literature

Before focusing on CACC, a brief summary of effects of autonomous ACC described in the
literature is given. Much work has been done to the understanding of the effects of AACC in traffic
flow. Regarding two literature studies to AACC performed by Zwaneveld & Van Arem in 1997
(describing the results of 14 studies) and Hoetink in 2003 (describing the results of 8 simulationstudies), the main findings of the different model analyses of AACC can briefly be summarised as
follows:





AACC can contribute to the stability of traffic flow limitedly.
AACC can affect traffic performance both positively and negatively. To what extent AACC
affect traffic flow does especially depend on the market penetration level of ACC and the time
gap set.
- Low penetration level of ACC does not have any effect on traffic flow, regardless of
the time gaps set (Van Arem et al., 1995);
- Even under the most favorable conditions, with ideal ACC system design and
performance, it appears that AACC can only have a small impact on highway
capacity (Shladover et al., 2002)
- Significant effects on throughput in terms of average speed and travel time were not
found (De Jong, 2004).
There are indications that AACC does not result in an improvement of throughput on the main
roadway of a motorway round an on-ramp (De Jong, 2004).

In contradiction with the number of effect studies on autonomous ACC, the literature related to
co-operative ACC is small. In a number of studies the functionality, architecture or design of
CACC systems has been described. However, extensively exploring the traffic flow effects
quantitatively in terms of throughput and capacity is done by only a few researchers. These effect
studies have been performed with microscopic traffic simulation models, because CACC is still at
the prototype level and therefore field studies are impossible.
Ioannou (1997) describes the concept of full platooning. High capacity values of up to 8,500
vehicles an hour per lane can be achieved if separate infrastructure is available and all vehicles
using this lane can communicate with each other. This concept of Automated Highway Systems
(AHS) is especially pictured by American researchers. AHS has been defined as vehicle-highway
systems that support hands-off and feet-off driving on dedicated freeway lanes. Different AHS
have been explored and some have been investigated in depth.
Tampère et al. (1999) explored in his study to what extent communication between vehicles can
contribute to more stable traffic flow for better throughput and safer driving on highways. Tampère
et al. described the system ‘Co-operative Following’ (CF). CF is defined as automated
longitudinal control combined with inter-vehicle communication that allows for anticipation to
severer braking manoeuvres in emerging shock waves with the aim of smoothening traffic flow
and enhancing traffic safety. The philosophy of the CF system is to extend the ACC controller so
that it not only considers following distance and speed difference to its direct predecessor but
also takes into account speed drops that occur further downstream. The functionality of CF has
been modelled in the microscopic traffic simulation model ‘MIXIC’ and the simulation has been
runned with a platoon of mixed CF equipped and non CF equipped vehicles. The potential
advantages of CF with respect to throughput and traffic safety could not be confirmed by the
MIXIC simulations. CF is in a later stadium further developed as ‘Early Braking’ (EB). EB differs
from the concept of CACC. CACC is a cruise control, which is technically designed for carfollowing. EB is a forward collision avoidance system, which is taking over the control in case of a
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deceleration warning. In short, both ADA systems have comparing characteristics, but they have
different functions. Therefore they have the potency to strengthen each other.
Hedrick et al. (2001) studied the effects of vehicle-to-vehicle communication on the performance
of ACC. This is considered to be the first micro simulation study on CACC. Two simulation works
were done. One is a single ACC vehicle simulation using MATLAB/SIMULINK. A cut-in scenario
and a braking scenario were tested respectively. The study concluded that communication greatly
saves control effort in the first scenario, while has little effect in the latter. In a second study, ACC
controlled highway merging have been simulated with SHIFT language. The results show
beneficial effects of communication in terms of braking effort, waiting-to-merge queue length, and
main lane traffic shock waves caused by merging.
Girard et al. (2002) have proposed a hierarchical control architecture for integrated CACC and
Co-operative Forward Collision Warning (CFCW). A hierarchical structure for control and planning
has been adopted to provide a systematic design framework for this complex system. This
architecture is being implemented on two cars to support the physical validation. In their research
Girard et al. assumed that CACC does not involve more than two vehicles at any given time and
that the maneuvers are specified only for longitudinal control. The integrated CACC design is
considered to have seven different modes of operation, viz. off mode, conventional cruise control
mode, autonomous ACC mode, CACC mode, FCW-off mode, FCW mode and a Co-operative
FCW mode. Pending on the experimental results, it is demonstrated that CACC offers an
advantage over AACC because of enhanced signal quality and reliability. Girard et al. posed that
the CACC may be deployable in the intermediate term and could yield benefits as a potential
safety-enhancing and congestion reducing system.
Shladover et al. (2002) examined the effects on capacity of increasing proportions (market
penetrations) of both autonomous ACC and co-operative ACC vehicles relative to manually
driven vehicles in a quantitative way by using microscopic traffic simulation. A single highway
lane, with a ramp-highway junction consisting of a single lane off-ramp followed immediately by a
single lane on-ramp has been considered. The analyses were initially conducted for the distinct
cases of 100% manually driven vehicles, 100% AACC (time gap 1.4 s) and 100% CACC (time
gap 0.5 s) in order to verify the reasonableness of the results under these simplest cases. The
effects are exploratory, since the interaction between the CACC system and the driver has not
been taken into account. The nominal capacity estimates for the manual driving, AACC and
CACC cases were respectively 2,050, 2,200 and 4,550 vehicles per hour. Thereafter, mixed
vehicle populations were analysed in all feasible multiples of 20% of each vehicle type on a single
protected highway lane. Shladover et al. conclude about CACC that using vehicle-to-vehicle
communication to enable closer vehicle following (time gap of as small as 0.5 second possible)
have the potential to produce significant highway capacity increases. CACC can potentially
double the capacity of a highway lane at a high CACC market penetration. The capacity effect is
very sensitive to market penetration, based on the fact that the reduced time gaps are only
achievable between pairs of vehicles that are CACC equipped. Shladover et al. conclude that if a
high market penetration of CACC is reached, this provides a strong justification for giving priority
access to a special lane for CACC vehicles.
CHAUFFEUR 2 (Benz et al., 2003) has been one of the most advanced vehicle-highway
automation projects worldwide. CHAUFFEUR was aiming to reduce a truck driver’s workload by
developing truck platooning capability. Three approaches have been implemented:
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Electronic Tow Bar: A vehicle follows a manually driven leading vehicle automatically like a
‘trailer’. Due to vehicle-to-vehicle communication the following distance is very close (6-12 m,
which is equal to 0.3-0.6 s at 80 km/h).
Chauffeur Assistant (CA): Extension to a flexible electronic tow bar, which enables the truck
to follow any other vehicle on a motorway with a safe following distance and lateral guided.
While driving alone, the driver benefits from a lane keeping system and an autonomous ACC.
Chauffeur Platooning: Three trucks have been electronically coupled in a platooning mode.
The leading vehicle is driven conventionally and both following vehicles follow like ‘trailers’.
Also here the following distance is very close (6-12 m).

For this last platooning mode the trucks have been equipped with vehicle-to-vehicle
communication systems. This system has commonalities with the functionality of CACC. In a
study about Chauffeur Assistant (CA) and Chauffeur Platooning (CP) both a technical system
specification and a simulation study have been performed (Schermers & Malone, 2004).
Considering the results of a simulation study with the microscopic traffic simulation models
VISSIM and FARSI it is concluded that the main effects of the CHAUFFEUR 2 systems are a
better usage of road infrastructure capacity, up to 20% reduction in fuel consumption and
increased traffic safety. It has been remarked that platooning is only feasible at night-time or on
sections with very low traffic volume. In high traffic conditions the stability of traffic flow was
decreased.
2.8

Conclusions

From this literature review several conclusions can be drawn:


Vehicle-to-vehicle communication can provide an ACC system with more and better
information about the vehicle it is following. Not only following distance and speed difference
with respect to its direct predecessor are considered, but also speed changes can be
coordinated with each other. The information could include precise speed information,
acceleration, fault warnings, warnings of forward hazards, maximum braking capability, and
current braking capability. With information of this type, the ACC controller can better
anticipate problems, enabling the vehicle to be safer, smoother and faster in response and as
a result enable closer vehicle following. Time gaps could be as small as 0.5 second.



CACC has the potency to increase capacity by minimizing time gaps between consecutive
vehicles and traffic flow stability by improving string stability. This improved performance can
only be achieved when pairs of vehicles are equipped with the CACC system. In other words,
the improvement of traffic efficiency is strictly limited by the level of CACC deployment.



Only a few experts have described the functional and technical design of a CACC system. In
general, these experts have designed similar systems. However, also differences can be
pointed out. These differences in system design may influence the traffic flow effects on a
highway. Therefore, it is advisable to describe the functional design of the CACC system to
be modelled extensively in this study.



Extensive research into the traffic flow impact of CACC in terms of traffic flow stability and
throughput is lacking. The limited CACC effect studies that have been performed emphasise
that CACC is able to increase the capacity of a highway significantly. CACC can potentially
double the highway capacity at a high market penetration.
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2.9

When a high market penetration of CACC is reached, it provides a strong justification for
giving priority access to a special lane for CACC vehicles. A special lane will optimise the
advantages of the CACC system, because every vehicle on that particular lane is able to
communicate with each other.
Justification for research

Only a limited number of studies into CACC have been done. The studies that have been
performed primarily describe a functional and/or technical design of CACC. Only in a few studies
the capacity effects of CACC have been researched. Effects on traffic flow throughput and traffic
flow stability of CACC have not been examined yet. Since CACC exists on the prototype level
only, research should be done with microscopic traffic simulation models. In this study the traffic
model ‘MIXIC’ is used. The possible restraints of CACC in mixed traffic - the system only works if
two consecutive vehicles are CACC equipped - provide a justification for analysing the traffic flow
effects of the system if a lane is dedicated to CACC equipped vehicles. Finally, it should be noted
that a further development and a deployment process of co-operative driver assistance systems
in general and CACC in specific does not only depend on technological progress and traffic
improvement, but also on usability, legal issues, financial risks, public policy, etc. Therefore it is
important to evaluate driving forces, barriers and conditions for a future CACC deployment
already at an early stage of system development.
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3

Microscopic Traffic Simulation Model ‘MIXIC’

3.1

Introduction

TNO and the Transport Research Centre (AVV) of the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works
and Water Management have developed the microscopic traffic simulation model ‘MIXIC’
(MICroscopic model for Simulation of Intelligent Cruise control), which is suitable for the
assessment of the impacts of ADA systems on a number of consecutive motorway stretches (Van
Arem et al., 1997b). An important characteristic of this model is the driver-vehicle combination
that is implemented, which gives the opportunity to model the behaviour of the vehicle in a very
detailed way. MIXIC is calibrated for motorways in the Netherlands. As a start the ADA system
Autonomous Adaptive Cruise Control (AACC) has been modelled and studied in MIXIC. In the
last few years more ADA systems (Intelligent Speed Adaption, Early Braking) have been
implemented in MIXIC.
3.2

Structure of MIXIC

Figure 3.1 illustrates the general structure of MIXIC. It is seen that MIXIC is able to study traffic
safety as well as traffic flow and environmental impacts.

Emissions
Driver Model

Traffic Safety
Vehicle
Model

ADA
Model

Traffic Efficiency
Model for
Road side
systems

Noise Pollution
Traffic Condition

Figure 3.1 General structure of MIXIC [based on: Van Arem, de Vos & Vanderschuren, 1997]

MIXIC consists of different sub-models, which are discussed below:
1. A traffic generator, generating vehicles at the start of a link.
2. A link model, giving the relevant link data to which vehicle positions can be related.
3. A traffic evolution model, describing the movements of the vehicles. This traffic evolution
model is induced by the individual vehicle and driver models. At this level the modeled
ADA system can be switched on or off by the driver. In this description the group of ADA
systems ‘Adaptive Cruise Control’ (ACC) will be chosen, because the MIXIC model is
initially developed for this ADA system and in this study the effects of CACC are
explored. If the ACC is switched on, it can take over parts of the tasks the driver normally
fulfils.
4. A data collection component, collecting the microscopic output parameters needed for
the production of traffic statistics.
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3.2.1

Traffic generator

The traffic generator decides whether to place new vehicles at the start of the first road link or not.
Vehicles are generated from a traffic injection file and are assigned specific vehicle and driver
data and an initial state. The injection file states the time of generation, the entrance speed of the
vehicle, the electronic length1 of the vehicle and the lane number on which the vehicle enters the
road network.
When a vehicle is generated a vehicle/driver combination is added to the vehicle. This
vehicle/driver combination is the result of a function which chooses a vehicle type and a driver
type with its own specifications. The vehicle type is chosen on basis of the physical length
(calculated from the electronic length) of the vehicle. If there are more vehicle types based on one
vehicle category then a random generator determines which type is assigned, taking into account
the fractions of the involved vehicle types. The driver type is added to the vehicle randomly.
Given the type of driver and the type of vehicle a driver state and a vehicle state are generated.
These specify some unique features to the vehicle/driver combination, for example reaction time,
aggression rate and intended speed for the driver state and weight and transmission ratio for the
vehicle state. These specifications of the vehicle/driver combination determine the behaviour of
the vehicle in the model. Figure 3.2 structures the process of traffic generation in MIXIC.

Injection File

Vehicle Length

Speed

Lane

Entrance Time

Vehicle Type

Driver Type
Generate Vehicle

Vehicle State

Driver State

Vehicle/Driver
Combination

Position
Speed
Acceleration

Figure 3.2 Traffic generation in MIXIC

3.2.2

Link model

The road network in MIXIC consists of links that are connected by nodes. The links together form
a straight motorway road. From the link types proposed in the link specifications, only one is
actually implemented: the ‘homogeneous motorway link’. This link type contains all the
specifications for the link (i.e. maximum speed, number of lanes, road conditions). In the basic
MIXIC model no on- and off-ramps are modeled. Recently, the model is extended with the
possibility of modeling these entries and/or exits, which enables it to study the traffic flow effects
of an ACC at a merging on-ramp (De Jong, 2004). Narrowing and widening scenarios are
1

The electronic length of a vehicle is the length of a vehicle that produces a signal on a loop detector. The
relation between physical and electronic length depends on the speed, the vehicle shape, the detector type
etc.
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supported in the link model. In the graphical mode, the links are represented below each other,
where the right end of the upper link connects to the left end of the link below. The nodes are
origin, destination or just connection between links. Each node is specified by an incoming link (if
any) and/or an outgoing link (if any). If a node marks a motorway discontinuity (i.e. change in the
number of the lanes) then a ‘pre warning distance’ is given to the vehicle.
3.2.3

Traffic evolution model

The purpose of the traffic evolution model is to continuously update the traffic state. Given a
traffic state at time t, it computes the traffic state at time t + D. The traffic state consists of the
position, speed and acceleration of all vehicle/driver combinations, including all the vehicle and
driver states. The traffic evolution model proceeds along the following stages:
1. Compute control: traffic control signals are computed.
2. Generate new vehicle: decision whether or not to place new vehicles at an origin node.
3. Compute new states and positions; for each vehicle/driver combination the vehicle and driver
model is invoked (see next paragraph).
4. Move vehicles; the output of the vehicle and driver model is used to compute and assign new
speeds and positions of all vehicle/driver combinations.
5. Detect and solve conflicts; if vehicles are overlapping by changing to the same lane at the
same time or negative distance headways may occur, the model tries to correct these
conflicts. If this does not succeed, the vehicle/driver combination is removed from the
simulation.
3.2.4

Data collection

Data collection is done by keeping statistics for individual vehicles (mean and variance of speed,
fuel consumption, etc.), for cross-sections (flow, speed, traffic composition, headways, time-tocollision, etc), for links (density) and for a sequence of links (travel time). Statistics can be
collected during a number of time intervals and for all time intervals together.
3.3

Vehicle behaviour

In MIXIC the vehicle behaviour is described by a driver model and a vehicle model to model the
behaviour of vehicles as natural as possible. The output of microscopic traffic simulation models
normally consists of the realised acceleration of the vehicle, i.e. those models describe the total of
driver plus vehicle. In MIXIC, however, this distinction is explicitly made. Within the driver model
the driver makes decisions about the speed and whether or not changing lanes. The purpose of
the driver model is to calculate a desired acceleration, the new position of the pedals (gas, clutch
and brake) and the new gear number. Based on the position of the pedals and information on
characteristics of the vehicle, road condition and the wind the vehicle model generates an
updated vehicle acceleration (positive or negative). The vehicle model is runned after the driver
model.
3.3.1

Driver model

The driver model consists of three main components. The first two describe the actual driving
behaviour: these are the lane-change model and the longitudinal driver model. For vehicles that
are equipped with a type of ACC, the third component models the interaction between the driver
and the ACC. This part indicates when the ACC is switched on and off. In MIXIC three separate
vehicle types are distinguished: cars, vans and trucks. For cars, two different driver types (a slow
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and a fast one) have been specified, which differ in the intended speed parameters. For vans and
trucks two driver types are defined. The desired acceleration is calculated depending on a
number of factors: free-flow or busy traffic, aggression level of the driver and the type of
manoeuvre the driver is in.
1. Lane-change model
The lane-change model distinguishes two different types of lane-change models:
-

Free lane-change model: the free lane-change model is applied when a slower lead vehicle is
forcing the driver to reduce his speed below his desired speed. During normal operation, the
free lane-change model is applied, unless a driver has to make a mandatory lane change.

-

Mandatory lane-change model: the mandatory lane-change model is applied if a driver is
aware that the lane he or she is driving on does not lead to his destination, does not continue
on the next link, or is not accessible for the driver.

Both the free and mandatory lane-change model are described more extensively in Appendix A.
2. Longitudinal driver model
The longitudinal driver model describes the driver’s actions with respect to longitudinal vehicle
control. The first step in the longitudinal driver model is the calculation of the driver’s desired
acceleration as a result of the current state of the vehicle and relative position and speed to
leading vehicles (predecessor and pre-predecessor). Next, the desired acceleration is used
together with the current state of the vehicle to determine the vehicle’s controls in such a way that
the desired acceleration is realised as much as possible. The controls to be determined are gas
pedal position, brake pedal force, clutch pedal position and gear number. The longitudinal driver
model distinguishes free-driving and car-following behaviour. In each iteration the desired
acceleration is calculated for both situations, and the most restrictive one is used as the resulting
desired acceleration.


Free-driving
In the free-driving situation, the driver only attempts to reach or maintain his intended speed
within certain boundaries. This intended speed indicates the speed that would be maintained
in the absence of other traffic. If the current speed deviates more than a given proportion (set
at 3%) from the desired speed, the desired acceleration is made proportional to the speed
error. The resulting desired acceleration is limited within the boundaries for comfortable
acceleration and deceleration. These parameters are set at +3 and -5 m/s2.



Car-following
In the car-following situation, the driver has to adjust his speed and/or following distance with
respect to traffic ahead. It is based on the assumption that the driver tries to keep the relative
speed to the lead car zero, and simultaneously attempts to keep the distance headway at a
desired value. The desired headway increases according to a quadratic function of driving
speed (Van Arem, Hogema, Vanderschuren and Verheul, 1995). Also the relative speed to
the vehicle ahead is taken into account. The desired acceleration from the car-following
algorithm is obtained as a linear combination of the relative speed and the deviation from the
intended distance headway. In the evaluation of the headway and relative speeds, the
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reaction time of the driver is taken into account. Also aspects like delays for moving the foot
between the accelerator and brake pedal and perception thresholds are modeled separately.
3. Driver interaction with the ACC
When a vehicle is equipped with an ACC system, then this system will take over parts of the
longitudinal control task. The driver has the liberty to switch the ACC on or off. It will be assumed
that the driver has the ACC on as much as possible. However, since the ACC has a limited
detection range, in cases of strong braking the driver must overrule the ACC. Basically two
approaches can be followed to let the driver model take over control from the ACC in situations
which require strong braking (Van Arem et al., 1997b):
1. Driver monitors the car-following situation: in this option it is assumed that the driver is
continuously monitoring the control actions of the ACC in relation to the actual car-following
situation. When the driver detects the ACC is braking insufficiently, he or she takes over
control. The condition for taking over control would then be: the ACC is braking at its highest
deceleration capacity and the driver would decelerate more strongly in this situation if he/she
was driving him/ herself.
2. ACC warns driver: since the ACC’s sensor is measuring the headway and speed difference to
the lead vehicle, it can also determine to a certain extent whether its maximum deceleration is
sufficient to avoid a collision. Based on this information, the driver can be warned when
necessary. In fact, this adds a Collision Warning Function to the ACC.
Since it is assumed that drivers with equipped vehicles will use the ACC as much as possible the
driver will re-engage the ACC as soon as the strong-braking situation has been handled.
Reflecting on the different components of the driver model, the driver model is illustrated by figure
3.3.

Free lane-change

Update Lateral
position

Mandatory lanechange

Update Longitudinal
position

ACC model

Free-driving

Longitudinal model

Car-following

Car-following

Free-driving

Desired Driver Acceleration
Position of gas, brake and clutch pedal
Gear number

Figure 3.3 Driver model of MIXIC
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3.3.2

Vehicle model

The vehicle model describes the dynamic behavior as a result of the interaction with the driver
and the road, taking into account the ambient conditions. The input variables from the driver
model are the position of the accelerator pedal and the force applied on the brake pedal, and for
vehicles with a manual gear shift also the gear and clutch position. The vehicle model is provided
with information on the characteristics of the vehicle, the road geometry, the condition of the road
and the wind. The output of the vehicle model is an updated vehicle acceleration, which is used
by the model to calculate a new vehicle speed and position. Figure 3.4 explains the general
structure of the vehicle model.
Desired Driver Acceleration
Position of gas, brake and clutch pedal
Gear number

Friction force

Braking force

Driving resistance
force

Nature force

Vehicle Acceleration

Current Speed

Vehicle Speed

Current Position

Vehicle Position

Figure 3.4 Vehicle model of MIXIC

3.3.3

ACC model

If a vehicle has an Adaptive Cruise Control system, the driver has the possibility to switch the
system on or off. If the driver has switched on his or her ACC, the ACC model takes over the
longitudinal driver model. The ACC is equipped with a sensor to measure the headway and
relative speed with respect to the lead vehicle in the current lane. The sensor is characterised by
its delay and by its maximum detection range. Equal to the driver model the ACC model
calculates a reference acceleration.
As visualised in figure 3.5, the ACC has two separate modes, speed control and distance control,
which both result in a reference acceleration, i.e. the acceleration the ACC algorithm wants to
realise in that mode. The speed controller tries to maintain the ACC’s reference speed (selected
by the driver). The distance controller tries to maintain a reference headway to a lead car. This
reference distance has been implemented as a linear function of the current speed, which is
defined by a time headway parameter. In MIXIC, the output of the distance controller is a linear
function of the relative speed and/ or the distance error. The outputs of the speed and distance
controller are combined into an overall reference acceleration by selecting the most restrictive of
the two. This reference acceleration serves as input for the acceleration controller, which has the
aim of controlling the vehicle’s acceleration to its reference value. This is achieved by setting
suitable signals to a gas and brake actuator, which have as their output the gas pedal position
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and the brake pedal force, respectively. The actuators produce the input to the vehicle model.
The ACC model is outlined in figure 3.5.
Sensor

Distance
Controller

Acceleration
Controller

Actuators

Vehicle model

Vehicle
Acceleration

Vehicle Speed

Vehicle Position

Speed
Controller

Figure 3.5 ACC model

3.4

Conclusions

The microscopic traffic simulation model MIXIC is able to describe the behaviour of the vehicle in
a very detailed way. Therefore MIXIC enables it to study the traffic flow effects of ADA systems
that intervene on a vehicle level. MIXIC contains an autonomous ACC model that is able to
provide a vehicle with the AACC system. It is concluded that the microscopic characteristics of
MIXIC are suitable for studying the traffic flow impacts of CACC. In order to study these effects, a
new CACC model needed to be designed in MIXIC. As CACC is considered to be an extension of
the AACC system, the (autonomous) ACC algorithms in MIXIC should be extended to new CACC
algorithms. The position of the CACC model in MIXIC is comparable to the ACC model as
described in this chapter. In the next chapter information about the functional specification of
CACC in MIXIC is given.
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4

Functional Specification of CACC in MIXIC

4.1

Introduction

MIXIC did not contain a CACC model which reflects the behaviour of the CACC controller. A new
CACC module needed to be modelled in MIXIC. This chapter describes the process of designing
this CACC model. In this process the research steps visualised in figure 4.1 are taken.

Functional design (4.2)

Model design (4.3)

Model testing (4.4)

Figure 4.1 Research approach

As a start in section 4.2 the CACC system architecture and functional design are taken into
account. A description of the system architecture and, on a more detailed level, the functional
design of CACC is of importance to be capable of modelling the CACC system and its behaviour
into MIXIC. It should be noted that, because CACC is in a very early stage of development, no
technical and functional standards are available yet. Therefore the focus is on functionality and
not on technology. As the key issues of the CACC design were known, the system have been
modelled in MIXIC. The modelling steps are described in section 4.3. Both the position of the
CACC model in MIXIC and the CACC algorithms are considered. A validation of the CACC model
is necessary to determine if the MIXIC module matches the functionality of the system. This
module testing has been done by performing tests in which the behaviour of only a small number
of CACC equipped vehicles on a single lane highway is studied. These experiments are
described in section 4.4.
4.2

Functional design of CACC

4.2.1

System architecture

Today’s autonomous ACC systems basically consist of a radar sensor for measuring the distance
to the preceding vehicle and an ACC controller, which controls the distance to the preceding
vehicle or the velocity if no preceding vehicle is present (De Bruin et al., 2002). In a CACC
equipped vehicle a communication system, a positioning system and a processor that orders the
data obtained is added to the autonomous ACC system.
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The relation between the different parts of the CACC system is described in figure 4.2.
Data
predecessor

Communication
system

Processor

CACC Controller

Vehicle

Vehicle state
Positioning System
Postion

Figure 4.2 Block scheme of CACC system

For collecting information about the preceding vehicle a CACC vehicle uses both an ACC sensor
and a communication system. With the ACC sensor the vehicle constantly measures its own
speed and acceleration and the distance and speed difference between itself and its
predecessor. In addition, the position of the vehicle is obtained with a global positioning system
(GPS). With the help of the communication system data of the preceding vehicle is transmitted to
the following vehicle. The data that is transmitted to the following vehicle consists of (1) the
velocity of the lead vehicle, (2) the acceleration of the lead vehicle and (3) the current braking
capability of the lead vehicle. It is concluded that the communication system (together with the
sensor) provides all the information about position, speed and acceleration (capability) of both
itself and its predecessor. This information is all the information needed to enable a vehicle to
closely match the behaviour of the lead vehicle.
This process of autonomous driving is coordinated by a CACC controller. The CACC controller
actually consists of two controllers:
1. A speed controller: tries to reach or maintain a pre-selected speed in the free driving
situation.
2. A distance controller: tries to reach or maintain a certain following distance to the preceding
vehicle in the car-following situation.
The CACC distance controller does not only maintain a reference time gap and a reference
speed, or in the case of car-following a relative speed of zero, but also adjusts the acceleration of
the following vehicle to the acceleration of the preceding vehicle. This third acceleration factor
enables the vehicle to react quicker on its predecessor. As a result the time gap between two
following vehicles can be reduced. In summary, the CACC uses an error-based controller, which
attempts to maintain three invariants (Shladover et al., 2001):




Acceleration of the following vehicle = Acceleration of the preceding vehicle (acceleration
factor).
Speed of the following vehicle = Speed of the preceding vehicle (speed factor).
Distance headway to preceding vehicle = Reference (desired) distance headway to preceding
vehicle (distance factor).

Since the radar detectors are complemented to or replaced by a two-way wireless communication
system, the detection delay of the autonomous ACC is for CACC replaced by a smaller
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communication delay. Since this communication delay (20 ms) is smaller than the MIXIC timestep (100 ms) is neglected in the modelling process.
A schematic representation of the CACC controller is given in figure 4.3.
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system

Outerloop
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Innerloop
Controller
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Vehicle model

Vehicle
Acceleration

Vehicle Speed

Vehicle Position

Acceleration vehicle = desired Acceleration

Acceleration following vehicle = Acclereration preceding vehicle
Speed following vehicle = Speed preceding vehicle
Distance headway = desired distance headway

Figure 4.3 Block scheme of CACC controller

An ACC system can be viewed to consist of an inner loop and an outer loop (Hallouzi, 2003).
Based on the distance and difference in speed and acceleration to the direct predecessor, the
outer loop of a CACC system calculates the acceleration the vehicle should undergo to reach the
reference time gap (0.5 s) to the predecessor. Actually, the distance gap is measured. However,
the distance gap can be converted to the time gap by using the speed of the vehicle. The
acceleration set point as calculated by the outer loop controller is provided to the inner loop
controller, which controls the throttle and brakes of the vehicle, in order to let the acceleration of
the vehicle follow the acceleration set point (De Bruin et al., 2002).
4.2.2

Modes of operation

A CACC equipped vehicle can drive in four different modes of operation:
1. Off Mode: The Cruise Control is not activated and the driver is in control.
2. Conventional Cruise Control (CCC) Mode: There is no preceding vehicle, the speed controller
reaches and maintains a pre-selected speed.
3. Autonomous ACC Mode: The preceding vehicle is not equipped to communicate; only the
radar sensor is active.
4. Co-operative ACC Mode: Both the preceding and following vehicle are equipped to
communicate.
Considering the current ACC systems the driver has the final say in validating some of the
transitions. To be more specific, the driver is able to select which cruise control mode to be in:
Off, CCC, AACC or CACC (Girard et al., 2001). Considering this, the driver should be notified
about the possibility to cooperate with a preceding or following vehicle. A computer system may
inform both drivers about engaging in CACC. If both drivers agree on participating in vehicle
cooperation the computer systems from both cars take control and transition to the CACC mode.
Drivers can be notified by a Human Machine Interface (HMI) in the car. Technical details for this
HMI are left out of consideration in this study.
If two-way communication is not possible or the driver refuses to cooperate with a preceding or
following vehicle, the CACC controller is able to work as an autonomous ACC controller. In this
case the time headway should fall back to a larger setting. After all, information about the
acceleration and deceleration of the preceding vehicle is not available. Considering the modes of
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operation, three different car-following situations are derived. MIXIC should distinguish these
three situations:
1. A non-CACC equipped vehicle following a non-CACC equipped or a CACC equipped vehicle.
2. A CACC equipped vehicle following a non-CACC equipped vehicle.
3. A CACC equipped vehicle following a CACC equipped vehicle.
Only if both consecutive vehicles are CACC equipped a short time headway of 0.5 second can be
adjusted. In the other car-following situations a larger time gap should be tuned. Since the CACC
system works as an AACC system when the preceding vehicle is not CACC equipped, it is
chosen to enlarge the time gap to 1.4 seconds, which is in general the regular time gap setting of
the AACC system.
4.2.3

Driver interaction with the CACC

The modes of operation do not fully describe the operation of the system. The transition between
these modes needs to be considered in order to describe the behaviour of the vehicle. The
acceleration commanded by the CACC controller is constrained by a limited acceleration range (3 m/s2 to 2 m/s2). If the CACC controller of the following vehicle exceeds the deceleration or
acceleration threshold, the driver must overrule the CACC. As described in section 3.3, basically
two approaches can be followed to let the driver take over control from the CACC in situations
which require strong braking: (i) the driver monitors the car-following situation and (ii) the CACC
systems warns the driver when the deceleration necessary exceeds the maximum system
deceleration. For modelling purposes it is assumed that the driver takes over when the
acceleration or deceleration exceeds the acceleration range of the CACC. How the driver is
informed (by a HMI) has not been taken into account in this study.
4.3

CACC model design in MIXIC

To study the traffic flow effects of the CACC system the specification of the CACC system
needed to be modelled in MIXIC. The functionality of the CACC system has been translated to
mathematical algorithms. These algorithms should describe the behaviour of the CACC controller
in both free-driving and car-following situation. In addition, the relation between the different
modes of operation should be distinguished. The CACC system has been integrated in MIXIC by
translating the mathematical algorithms to the MIXIC source code. This last step has been
conducted by adapting the existing autonomous ACC model to a new CACC model.
4.3.1

Position of CACC model in MIXIC

A CACC system takes over the longitudinal driving task of a driver. For modeling purposes, a
CACC equipped vehicle can be divided into two distinct components: the CACC controller
delivering demand values and a vehicle model transforming the demand values into actually
realised values. The acceleration demand from the CACC controller must be determined and
then fed into the MIXIC vehicle model. This model then provides the actual acceleration with
which the vehicle changes its speed.
As described in chapter 3 the driver model of MIXIC consists of three main components: (1) a
lane change model, (2) a longitudinal model and for vehicles that are equipped with a type of
ACC (3) an interaction model between the driver and the ACC (Van Arem et al., 1997b). A new
CACC model intervenes with the longitudinal model of MIXIC. The basis of the longitudinal driver
model in MIXIC is the calculation of a desired acceleration of a driver. If a CACC system has
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taken over a part of the longitudinal driving task of a driver a reference acceleration of the CACC
controller is calculated instead. This reference acceleration is used to determine the real
acceleration of the vehicle in the MIXIC vehicle model as described in section 3.3. The position of
the CACC model in MIXIC as described above is presented in figure 4.4.
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behaviour

Mode of operation
Driver model

CACC model

Reference
acceleration

Lane change

Vehicle model

Position of pedals

Vehicle acceleration,
speed & position

Figure 4.4 Position of CACC model in MIXIC

4.3.2

CACC controller design

To model the CACC system, the functionality of CACC needed to be translated into mathematical
algorithms. These algorithms describe the CACC controller in a very detailed way and are the
basis for modelling the CACC system in MIXIC source code. Again, two situations of driving have
been derived: (1) free driving: the CACC speed controller calculates a reference acceleration and
(2) car-following: the CACC distance controller (with an acceleration factor, speed factor and
distance factor) calculates a reference acceleration. The most restrictive commanded reference
acceleration calculated by the speed controller and by the distance controller is input for the
MIXIC vehicle model. The equations for the speed and distance controller have been derived
from a research report of California PATH (Shladover et al., 2001). Since MIXIC differs from the
model used at PATH, some changes have been made in these algorithms in order to develop a
workable model.
In the free-driving situation the CACC speed controller attempts to reach and/ or maintain an
intended speed when no vehicle is driving in front or the headway to the preceding vehicle
increases a certain value. If a vehicle with a CACC system switched on is not following another
vehicle the system is functioning like a conventional Cruise Control (CCC) which tries to reach or
maintain a pre-selected reference speed. When a vehicle is not AACC or CACC equipped, a
driver tries to reach or maintain his or her own ideal speed. Therefore the commanded reference
acceleration in the free driving state is equal for manual driving and all sorts of cruise control
(conventional, autonomous and co-operative) and is described by equation 4.1.

(

a ref _ v _ CACC = k CACC ⋅ vint − vt −tr
Where:

a ref _ v _ CACC

)

[4.1]

= CACC reference acceleration for free driving (m/s2)
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k CACC

= error factor for speed controller [=constant value]

vint

= intended speed of driver/CACC (m/s)

v t −t r

= vehicle speed (m/s) at current time minus communication delay

The resulting reference acceleration is limited between the maximum comfortable acceleration
and the maximum comfortable deceleration. In this study communication delay is neglected.
In case a CACC equipped vehicle is following another CACC equipped vehicle, the distance
controller calculates a CACC command acceleration (reference acceleration) for the following
vehicle. This command acceleration is calculated according to equation 4.2.

a ref _ d _ CACC (t ) = k a _ CACC ⋅ a1 (t ) + k v _ CACC ⋅ (v1 (t ) − v 2 (t ) ) + k d _ CACC ⋅ (r (t ) − rref (t ) )

[4.2]

a ref _ d _ CACC (t ) ≤ a max a ref _ d _ CACC (t ) ≥ d 2
Where: a ref _ d _ CACC (t )

= CACC reference acceleration for car-following (m/s2)

k a _ CACC

= acceleration error factor [=constant value]

k v _ CACC

= speed error factor [=constant value]

k d _ CACC

= distance error factor [=constant value]

a1 (t )

= current acceleration of the preceding vehicle (m/s2)

v1 (t )

= speed of preceding vehicle (m/s)

v 2 (t )

= speed of following vehicle (m/s)

rref

= reference distance headway between vehicles (m)

r (t )

= current distance headway between vehicles (m)

a max

= maximum allowed acceleration (m/s2)

d2

= maximum deceleration or braking capability of the following
vehicle (m/s2)

The reference distance headway rref is defined as a maximum among safe following distance
(rsafe), following distance with 0.5 s time gap (r0.5 s), and a minimum allowed distance (rmin). When
the following vehicle has less braking power than its predecessor dangerous situations may occur
when the time gap of 0.5 s. is the only criterion for the reference distance headway. A safe
distance headway depending on the speed of the predecessor and the difference in braking
capability of two consecutive vehicles should avoid collision. In addition to a safe headway based
on the difference in braking capability of two consecutive vehicles, an absolute minimum allowed
headway is defined.

rref (t ) = max(rsafe (t ), r0.5 s (t ), rmin )
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2
v1 (t ) ⎛ 1
1⎞
2
rsafe (t ) =
⋅ ⎜⎜ − ⎟⎟ + δ ⋅ v1 (t )
2 ⎝ d 2 d1 ⎠

[4.3.1]

r0.5 s (t ) = ICC tau ⋅ v 2 (t )

[4.3.2]

rmin = 2

[4.3.3]

Where:

δ
d1
d2
ICC tau

= communication delay (ms) (assumed zero)
= maximum deceleration or braking capability of the preceding vehicle (m/s2)
= maximum deceleration or braking capability of the following vehicle (m/s2)
= CACC time-headway to predecessor (s) [= 0.5 s]

When a CACC equipped vehicle follows a non-CACC equipped vehicle, an alternative control
scheme must be used. The time gap will be enlarged from 0.5 s to 1.4 s. rsafe(t) and rmin remain
unchanged.

rref (t ) = max(rsafe (t ), r1.4 s (t ), rmin )

[4.4]

r1.4 s (t ) = ICC tau _ pred _ nonCACC ⋅ v 2 (t )

[4.5]

Where: ICC tau _ pred _ nonCACC

= CACC time-headway to predecessor when predecessor is non
CACC equipped (s) [=1.4 s]

Finally, the CACC model calculates the most restrictive reference acceleration of the speed
controller and the distance controller. This most restrictive reference acceleration is input for the
vehicle model of MIXIC. This vehicle model calculates the real acceleration based on the
weather, road and vehicle characteristics.

a ref _ CACC = min (a ref _ v _ CACC , a ref _ d _ CACC )

[4.6]

These CACC algorithms have been translated to MIXIC source code (C++), which is described in
Appendix B.
4.3.3

Modelling assumptions

At this moment no field experience is obtained on the relatively new CACC system. However, this
experience is important to validate the CACC system and get information about user acceptance
as seen in the research approach in figure 4.1. Since validation based on field experience is
lacking, CACC has been modelled based on the described functionality of the system. Some
assumptions have been made:
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Hop-by-hop communication: CACC is a cruise control which adapts distance, speed and
acceleration to the direct predecessor. However, in theory vehicle-to-vehicle communication
systems make it possible to communicate with vehicles driving further downstream or
upstream in a traffic flow. In event-based systems like ‘Co-operative Forward Collision
Avoidance (CFCA)’ vehicles respond immediately on a severe braking action of a vehicle
driving further downstream in a traffic flow. CACC is not an event-based system, but a system
that continually maintains the relative speed to the direct predecessor zero and the distance
headway to the direct predecessor at a constant level. The communication of this system is
assumed ‘hop-by-hop’ or, in other words, communication is only possible between two
consecutive CACC equipped vehicles.



Only longitudinal control: The CACC system is disengaged during a lane change process. In
theory it should be possible for vehicles to co-operatively conduct a lane change. However, it
is not to be expected that co-operative lane changing or merging will be technically possible
in the coming years, since these kinds of systems are very complex and sensitive to
disturbances.



Short headways accepted by driver: When two following vehicles have both its CACC system
switched on, the time headway can decrease significantly. It is assumed that the time
headway can be decreased to 0.5 s. When a CACC equipped vehicle follows a non-CACC
equipped vehicle, the CACC system of the following vehicle works like an autonomous ACC.
The time headway should fall back to a larger value. A time headway of 1.4 s is chosen,
because 1.4 s is the average time headway setting for autonomous ACC systems. The
values 0.5 and 1.4 are derived from a CACC study of PATH (Shladover et al., 2001). There is
a possibility that drivers feel very uncomfortable driving (or actually be driven) at a time
headway of 0.5 s. In this study it is assumed a time headway of 0.5 s is accepted by drivers.



Driver has the CACC switched on as much as possible: The driver has the liberty to switch
the CACC on and off. To be more specific, if the HMI of a CACC equipped vehicle informs a
driver it is possible for him or her to participate in CACC following, he/ she may refuse this
proposal. In the model context of MIXIC it is assumed the driver will always participate in cooperative driving if it is possible. The only reasons for switching off the CACC are when the
predecessor decelerates heavier than the maximum deceleration of the CACC (-3 m/s2) and
when a (mandatory) lane change is performed (as described in section 3.3). Based on the
assumption that drivers with CACC equipped vehicles use the CACC as much as possible,
after a driver has taken over control in a strong-braking or –acceleration situation, it is
assumed that he/ she re-engages the CACC as soon as the situation is handled.



Transmitting process of data messages is not modelled explicitly: Every time step, the CACC
communication system of a preceding vehicle transmits a data messages to a following
vehicle. In the CACC model of MIXIC it is assumed that certain data of the leading vehicle is
transmitted to the following vehicle meaning the transmitting process of messages with this
data is not modelled explicitly. The assumption is made that the data is available for the
following vehicle if two consecutive vehicles have a CACC controller (communication system)
at their disposal.



System communication delay is neglected. Messages of the CACC system are transmitted
with a very small communication delay of 20 ms. Since the communication delay is smaller
than the time-step (0.1 seconds) of MIXIC, this delay is neglected.
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4.3.4

CACC model parameters

Before testing the CACC model, the parameter setting needed to be adjusted, so the model
‘behaves’ as natural as possible. New parameters and their default settings used for the CACC
controller are listed in table 4.1.
Table 4.1 New parameters in CACC model

CACC Parameter
KCACC
Ka_CACC
Kv_CACC
Kd_CACC
ICCtau_pred_nonCACC

δ

Description
Error factor for speed controller, identical for all vehicles
2
(m/s )/(km/h)
Acceleration error factor in distance controller, identical
for all vehicles
Speed error factor in distance controller, identical for all
vehicles
Distance error factor in distance controller, identical for
all vehicles
Time gap to predecessor without CACC, set per vehicle
type (s)
Constant value for delay in communication (ms)

Default
0.3
1.0
To be determined
To be determined
1.40
0

The parameters KCACC, Kv_CACC and Kd_CACC can be compared to the parameters which are used
in the AICC model (KAICC, Kv_AICC and Kd_AICC). The parameter Ka_CACC is not used in the AICC
controller. Ka_CACC is a gain for the acceleration error in the distance controller. The default value
of Ka_CACC is 1 (Shladover et al.., 2002). Considering the mathematical algorithms it is not likely to
change this default value of Ka_CACC. The value of KCACC is in correspondence with the parameter
setting of KAICC in earlier MIXIC studies, because the commanded reference acceleration in the
free driving state is equal for manual driving as well as all sorts of cruise control (conventional,
autonomous and co-operative). Therefore the default value of 0.3 for KCACC is considered to be an
acceptable value. The parameter values for the parameters Kv_CACC and Kd_CACC may have a
strong effect on the longitudinal car-following behaviour of the CACC model. With a high value of
Kv_CACC and a low value of Kd_CACC the emphasis is more on speed difference than on deviation
from the intended headway. Higher values of both CACC parameters end in a more ‘aggressive’
behaviour of the CACC system, which expresses itself in a faster approaching behaviour. To be
more specific, the following vehicle starts braking later than in situations with low values of the
car-following parameters mentioned.
There are a lot of possible values for the two car-following parameters. The default values of
MIXIC for kv_AICC and kd_AICC are 3 and 0.2 respectively. In the most recent MIXIC study (Malone
et al., 2004) the values for kv_AICC and kd_AICC are set more ‘aggressively’ to 0.58 and 0.1
respectively. Figures 4.5 to 4.8 illustrate how combinations of the respective CACC parameters of
the reference acceleration function influence the speed, acceleration, distance headway and
relative speed of a CACC equipped vehicle approaching a slower CACC equipped vehicle.
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Figure 4.8 Relative speed-time for four parameter settings

Considering the figures on the four parameter settings for car-following a parameter setting of
Kd_CACC = 0.1, Kv_CACC = 0.58 and Ka_CACC = 1.0 results in the most smooth and fast reaction of the
CACC controller without leading to unsafe situations.
Besides the new CACC parameters, a couple of vehicle type dependent parameters have been
set differently than the MIXIC default values. Vehicle type dependent parameters are parameters
which can be adjusted for every vehicle type. Most parameters which can be set in the MIXIC
input-file have been assumed to be unchanged for this study. Parameters that have been
changed are:








Maximum deceleration of the CACC controller (ICC_max_dec): This parameter has been
enlarged to -3 m/s2, because this matches the ability of the current autonomous control
systems. The maximum acceleration remains unchanged on 2 m/s2.
Reference time headway of the CACC controller (ICC_tau): This parameter is set at 0.5 s,
because the vehicle-to-vehicle communication makes it possible for CACC equipped vehicles
to follow safe at this small time gap.
Safety margin for reference time gap (ICC_M): the safety margin is set at 0 meter, because
the reference time gap is set at 0.5 s (which matches the ability of the system). For this
reason no extra safety margin is added.
Reference time gap when the preceding vehicle is not CACC equipped
(ICC_tau_pred_nonCACC): The time gap of a following CACC equipped vehicle should fall
back to 1.4 s when no communication between the consecutive vehicles can take place.
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Table 4.2 provides an oversight of the values for CACC parameters which have been set
differently than the default values in MIXIC.
Table 4.2 Parameter setting for CACC

Vehicle type
independent parameter
KCACC
Ka_CACC
Kd_CACC
Kv_CACC

4.4

MIXIC 1.3:
(KAICC: 0.1)
-(Kd_AICC: 0.2)
(Kv_AICC: 3.0)

CACC
0.3
1.0
0.1
0.58

Vehicle type dependent
parameter
ICC_max_dec
ICC_tau
ICC_M
ICC_tau_pred_nonCACC

MIXIC 1.3:
-2
0.64 or 1.14
10
--

CACC
-3
0.50
0
1.40

CACC model testing

MIXIC is adapted to accommodate the CACC system. Before examining this new system on the
quality of traffic flow it was essential to test the CACC model extensively. Since the system is
newly modelled in MIXIC it should be studied if the functionality and behaviour of the system
matches the expectations regarding the literature review on CACC. To demonstrate the validity of
the CACC model in MIXIC the acceleration and deceleration behaviour have been examined with
the help of experiments on a single lane motorway.
4.4.1

CACC model validation

Considering the specifications of the CACC model described above it is concluded that the CACC
system only affects the longitudinal behaviour of the vehicle. For this reason lane changing is
initially left out of consideration through the choice of a single lane highway lay-out. Model
experiments are accomplished to test the behaviour of the CACC model on both deceleration and
acceleration. To study this behaviour tests have been performed with 2 vehicles and a small
platoon of 5 vehicles respectively. In the first test, a scenario is modelled in which one vehicle is
approaching a vehicle driving slower. After approaching, the preceding vehicle accelerates slowly
until the simulation time of 2 minutes is expired. Consequently, it is analysed how a CACC vehicle
behaves when the preceding vehicle has its CACC system switched off or has no CACC system
at all (so communication between these consecutive vehicles is impossible). In the second test, 4
vehicles approach a vehicle driving slower. Again, after approaching the preceding vehicle
accelerates. This second simulation describes the behaviour of a small platoon.
It should be mentioned that the CACC system is a system which is designed for increasing
comfort. Therefore, the real values for the maximum acceleration and deceleration of the CACC
system are 2 m/s2 and -3 m/s2 respectively. Nevertheless, in order to test the behaviour of the
CACC system the maximum deceleration and acceleration are broadened to -10 and 10 m/s2
respectively, so the results of the tests can only be dedicated to the CACC system. The
characteristics of the different tests used for testing the behaviour of the CACC model are given
in table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Scenarios micro simulations

Test
1

Vehicle
1
2
1
2
1
2 t/m 5
1
2 t/m 5

2

CACC active
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no

Speed (km/h)
80
120
80
120
80
120
80
120

Time entering simulation (s)
0.5
15.0
0.5
15.0
0.5
15.0, 15.5, 16.0, 16.5
0.5
15.0, 16.5, 18.0, 19.5

The results of every scenario are presented with a set of four diagrams: speed, acceleration,
headway to the predecessor and relative speed to the predecessor. It is to be expected that a
tighter control of the CACC controller is seen in the curves of the vehicles, because the CACC
controller is able to react faster and smoother on deceleration and acceleration actions of the
predecessor than a manually driven vehicle. In addition, a CACC equipped vehicle should keep a
larger following distance to its predecessor when the preceding vehicle is not CACC equipped or
has its CACC system switched off (1.4 s instead of 0.5 s).
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Figures 4.9 to 4.12 represent the speed, acceleration, time headway and relative speed of a
vehicle approaching a slower vehicle before accelerating respectively. Both a situation in which
the CACC equipped vehicle is following a vehicle which has its CACC switched on and a situation
in which the CACC equipped vehicle is following a vehicle which has its CACC switched off is
plotted.
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It is seen that if two CACC equipped vehicles following each other, the second or following
vehicle starts braking later than the following vehicle in case the predecessor has its CACC
turned off. In this last scenario the second vehicle falls back to a larger time gap to its
predecessor (1.4 s in stead of 0.5 s). For this reason the following vehicle starts to brake earlier if
it approaches a slower vehicle.
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Figures 4.13, 4.15, 4.17 and 4.19 illustrate the speed, acceleration, time headway and relative
speed of four manually driven vehicles approaching a slower leading vehicle before they
accelerate. Figures 4.14, 4.16, 4.18 and 4.20 show the lines of four CACC equipped vehicles
approaching a slower CACC equipped vehicle before they accelerate.
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Comparing the figures of the platoon which consists of CACC equipped vehicles to the platoon of
manually driven vehicles, it is concluded that the approaching CACC equipped vehicles react
faster on the decelerating predecessor than in the scenario in which all vehicles are manually
driven. The lines in the diagrams of the 100% CACC equipped platoon stick close together, which
proves that the time between an accelerating or decelerating action of the predecessor and the
same action of the successor is less than in the scenario of 100% manual driven vehicles.
Further, the curves of the CACC equipped platoon are smoother, which illustrates a smoother
behaviour of the CACC equipped vehicles above manually driven vehicles. Figure 4.18
demonstrates the reduction in time headway between consecutive vehicles.
Figure 4.19 and 4.20 show that the relative speed to the predecessor improves tremendously if
the manually driven vehicles are replaced by CACC equipped vehicles. The space between
CACC equipped vehicles appears to be constant. This indicates better string stability.
If a CACC equipped vehicle is following a non-CACC equipped vehicle there is no possibility of
two-way communication. In this case the CACC functions like an autonomous ACC. As a result
the time headway between the following vehicles has to fall back to at least 1.4 s. In MIXIC the
difference between 100% CACC equipped platoon and a mixed (CACC and manual) platoon is
visualised with the help of two plots of MIXIC: (1) a platoon of 100% CACC equipped vehicles
and (2) a platoon with mixed CACC equipped and non-CACC equipped vehicles. The differences
in time headway are clearly demonstrated in figure 4.21 and 4.22.
C A C C e q u ip p e d ve h icle

Figure 4.21 100% CACC platoon
C AC C equipped vehicle

M anually driven vehicle

Figure 4.22 Mixed platoon
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4.4.2

Lateral behaviour of CACC in MIXIC

The CACC model which is newly implemented in MIXIC has been tested extensively on its
longitudinal behaviour on a single lane highway layout without bottlenecks and only with a few
following vehicles. Considering the lateral behaviour of CACC in MIXIC it has been tested if the
CACC system is disengaged during the lane change process. In addition, the traffic flow
behaviour around the lane drop is observed. Two main observations have been done:
1. The CACC system was switched off when the vehicle performs a lane change, despite it is a
free lane change or a mandatory lane change. This matches the described functionality of the
CACC system.
2. Some vehicles which want to conduct a mandatory lane change before the lane drop could
not merge if high fractions of CACC equipped vehicles are present, because in high traffic
volumes the close CACC platoons were long. As a result the vehicle which wanted to merge
could not find a proper gap and fell out of the simulation because lane ends. This lane
changing problem is very likely to occur in real traffic if a significant amount of vehicles is
equipped with the CACC system. In order to decrease the effects of this lane changing
problem as much as possible, without adding lateral communication to the CACC system, the
parameter setting for the MIXIC mandatory lane-change model has been optimised. With a
new parameter setting of the MIXIC mandatory lane change model the number of removed
vehicles is comparable to a scenario in which the MIXIC default values are used. However,
the number of shock waves decreases with 65%, which indicates better performance.
Although the parameter setting of the mandatory lane change model is optimised, it is still to
be expected that this merging problem remains present, since no reduction of the number of
removals is seen. The lane change problem is visualised by the plot of the graphical mode of
MIXIC in figure 4.23.
Lane changing vehicle

CACC platoon

Figure 4.23 Merging problem CACC

A more extensive description of the tests on lane-change behaviour and the parameter setting of
the mandatory lane change model are presented in Appendix A.
4.5

Conclusions

The functionality of CACC has been elaborated in functional specifications for MIXIC and the
model has been extended with this functionality. The new CACC model matches with the
functionality of the CACC system, which is proved by the following results on a set of tests with
two and five following CACC equipped vehicles on a single highway lane.
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If the CACC model takes over the longitudinal behaviour of the vehicle it is demonstrated that
following CACC vehicles react fast and smooth on an acceleration or deceleration action of a
CACC predecessor.



Despite the small time headway (0.5 s) between consecutive vehicles no ‘unsafe’ situations
or negative headways occur in severe braking scenarios. So it is concluded that the CACC
system makes it indeed possible to safely decrease the time headway to 0.5 s.



In MIXIC the time headway between following vehicles is larger for a CACC equipped vehicle
following a non-CACC equipped vehicle (1.4 s) than for a CACC equipped vehicle following a
CACC equipped vehicle (0.5 s). This matches the characteristic of the CACC system that
communication is only possible when two consecutives vehicles are both CACC equipped.



When a CACC equipped vehicle is changing lanes the CACC is switched off. After the lanechange is performed the CACC is switched on as soon as it is possible.

The tests of a platoon of CACC equipped vehicles demonstrate the following results with respect
to a platoon of manually driven vehicles:


the reaction of the following vehicle on a braking or accelerating action of its predecessor is
faster and smoother



the string stability improves tremendously, which is proved by a relative speed to a
predecessor of almost zero.

Tests on the lane-change effects of CACC on a multi-lane highway indicate that long CACC
platoons cause problems for vehicles to merge. If long CACC platoons are present on the lane a
vehicle wants to change to, it is impossible for this merging vehicle to perform its lane-change,
because this vehicle cannot find an appropriate gap to merge in. If this lane-change is mandatory,
for example because a lane drop is ahead, unsafe situations occur. This problem is very likely to
occur in real traffic.
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5

Simulation Setup

5.1

Introduction

The main purpose of this study is to explore the traffic flow effects of CACC by analyzing data
which is generated by running different simulations in the microscopic traffic simulation model
‘MIXIC’. These simulations have to be set up in a way the data it produces is useful to determine
the traffic flow effects of CACC. In this chapter an overview of the simulation setup is given. In the
first section a description of possible variables to be set in the CACC simulation is given.
Hereafter, the traffic flow indicators are defined and the highway layout and traffic generation for
the simulations are specified. In order to limit the number of simulations, a manageable set of
CACC scenarios is given. These simulations are compared to a reference case to be able to
determine and explain effects. Subsequently, considerations on the statistical analyses to be
performed are stated out and in the last section expectations on model results are described.
5.2

Indicators

Before developing the simulation scenarios it should be determined which indicators are able to
assess the traffic flow effects of CACC. The choice of indicators is restricted to the capability of
the model used. MIXIC is keeping statistics for individual vehicles (mean and variance of speed,
fuel consumption, etc.) for cross-sections (flow, speed, traffic composition, headways, time-tocollision, etc.), for links (density) and for a sequence of links (travel time). A special feature is the
possibility of measuring shock waves. Data is generated for a section of time intervals and also
for the total simulation time (Van Arem et al., 1997b).
The following indicators that are able to point out the traffic flow effects of CACC in terms of
throughput and traffic stability are selected:


Number of shock waves
Shock waves are discontinuous waves that occur when traffic on a section of a road is denser
in front and less dense behind. The waves of the less dense section travel faster than those
in the dense section ahead and catch up with them. Then the continuous waves coalesce into
a discontinuous wave or ‘shock wave’ (May, 1990). The number of shock waves on a
highway stretch is a measure for traffic stability. A more homogenising traffic flow improves
traffic throughput. The number of shock waves is determined per link and for the total
simulation.



Average speed
The average speed on a link is an indicator for traffic throughput, since the average speed is
correlated to the inverse of travel time. The average speed is determined per link and for the
total simulation.



Standard deviation of speed (speed variance)
The standard deviation of average speed is an indicator for the reliability and stability of
traffic. A high standard deviation of speed can be translated as big fluctuations in traffic flow.
Speed breakdown is characterised by low values for average speed combined with a high
standard deviation. The speed variance is determined per link and for the total simulation.
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Fundamental diagrams
A general impression of the overall throughput is obtained by the traffic intensity or volume, q
(vehicles per unit of time), traffic density, k (vehicles per unit of highway length) and the
speed, v (highway length per unit of time). The relations between these indicators are called
‘fundamental diagrams’ and provide a good indication of traffic throughput. Three
fundamental diagrams are in use: the speed – volume, speed – density and volume – density
curve. Since by definition volume is density times speed these fundamental relations
represent the same information. The fundamental diagrams are determined per link and for
the total simulation.



Maximum intensity
The maximum intensity is an indicator which is frequently used for addressing the motorway
capacity enlargement. The capacity is defined as the maximum amount of vehicles per hour
that can reasonably be expected to traverse a point or uniform section of a lane or roadway
during a given period of time under prevailing road, traffic, and control conditions (AVV,
1999). The maximum intensity can be measured by determining the queue discharge rate
after a bottleneck (e.g. lane drop, bridge or on-ramp). The queue discharge rate is the outflow
of a traffic jam and is equal to the maximum intensity on the particular segment of the road.
Since MIXIC is not primarily designed for total congested situations the capacity is not
estimated explicitly. The maximum intensity is used to get an indication for the effects on
traffic flow throughput. The maximum intensity can be derived from the speed – flow curve of
the link downstream the overloaded bottleneck during congested conditions upstream the
bottleneck. But in this study, the three highest 5-minute average traffic volumes are used to
indicate the maximum intensity. It should be noticed that maximum intensities are not
constant values, but vary under different conditions (composition of vehicles fleet, weather
and road condition, etc.).



Division over the lanes
The division over the lanes is an explanatorily indicator for traffic flow throughput. An
unbalanced division over the lanes can explain a bad traffic performance. The division over
the lanes is calculated per link and for the total simulation.

Besides indicators which are able to explore the traffic flow effects of the ACC system, it is
recommended to define an indicator which says something about the quality of the simulation.
After all, analysis of low quality simulations can not provide reliable conclusions about the traffic
flow effects. An indicator which can point out the quality of a simulation is:


Number of vehicles removed from the simulation

Two types of inconsistencies can occur in MIXIC. At first, two vehicles may overlap by changing
to the same lane at the same time. Secondly, negative distance headways may occur, i.e.,
vehicles ‘overlap’. If ‘regular’ measures for correcting these inconsistencies do not succeed, a
vehicle is removed from the simulation. The number of ‘removals’ is a good indicator for the
quality of the simulation. Because the indicators described above are determined per link, this
indicator will also be studied per link. If a high amount of vehicles is removed this results in a
significant lower number of generated vehicles and therefore has influence on the traffic flow
effects.
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To value the indicators described, a main condition is that traffic demand is sufficiently high, but
not so high that severe congestion occurs on the highway. The traffic demand should be
sufficiently high, since in free-flow condition Co-operative (and also Autonomous) ACC works like
a regular cruise control. Data derived from a free-flow traffic condition is not able to analyse
effects of CACC, which is designed for improving the car-following process. So interaction
between vehicles is necessary. However, traffic demand should not be so high that severe
congestion occurs, because CACC is a comfortable system not designed to work at very low
speeds. For very low speeds, Stop & Go ACC is a more appropriate system. Additionally, if traffic
is in a (severe) congested state something can be said about motorway capacity, but traffic
throughput cannot be studied. A third reason for limiting the level of congestion is that MIXIC is
not primarily designed for congested situations. However, in 1997 the MIXIC lane change model
is extended with a ‘congestion’ component (Van Arem et al., 1997b). This component was
introduced after observing, that if a certain lane becomes congested, lanes to the right could still
be free-flowing. Therefore the congestion lane change model specifies that if a vehicle’s speed is
below a certain threshold (default set at 70 km/h), it will consider changing a lane to the right to
gain speed advantage.
Considering these conditions for traffic demand it is concluded that the amount of traffic
generated in the model simulation is an important factor which has a large influence on the
effects derived from the simulation study. It is reasonable to assume that a road narrowing in the
highway layout, which is realised by a drop of the most left lane, can contribute to this condition.
This road narrowing will also reduce the dependency of the MIXIC injection file, because a
disturbance in the road network is created.
5.3

Reference scenario

To carry out an analysis of model results a common reference case needs to be defined to
compare the different scenarios with. Because the main purpose of the research is to explore the
traffic flow effects of CACC a reference case of ‘regular’ traffic is chosen. ‘Regular’ traffic consists
of all manually driven vehicles, meaning no vehicles are equipped with autonomous or cooperative ACC. This reference case should provide a proper view of traffic on a motorway.
5.4

CACC scenarios

Lots of different scenarios for model simulation can be designed by varying different parameters.
Variables that can be set are focusing on (1) traffic characteristics and (2) design parameters of
the CACC system. The traffic characteristics and ACC design parameters which can be varied
are listed in table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Possible variables

Traffic characteristics
Traffic generation (intensities)
Composition of traffic (vehicle and driver
types)
Fractions of ACC equipped vehicles in traffic
(penetration rate)
Dedicated lane for ACC equipped vehicles
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ACC design parameters
Maximum level of acceleration and
deceleration
Minimum and maximum speed
Manual/ automatic reactivation
Activation rate
Characteristics of communication system
Sensitivity of sensors
Bandwidth of ACC controller
Time gap setting of ACC
Failure rate
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Considering studies on traffic flow effects of ACC systems three of the variables listed above
seem to have a big influence on traffic flow effects of ACC systems: (i) time gap setting of ACC,
(ii) penetration rate of ACC equipped vehicles and (iii) the presence of a dedicated lane for ACC
equipped vehicles. For this reason these variables are described more extensively.
1. Time gap setting of ACC
The time headway between consecutive vehicles is an important flow characteristic that affects
safety, driving behaviour and capacity of a transportation system. The time headway is defined as
the elapsed time between the arrivals of pairs of vehicles. The time headway actually consists of
two time intervals: the occupancy time for the physical vehicle to pass an observation point and
the time gap between the rear of the lead vehicle and the front of the following vehicle (May,
1990).
Under very low flow conditions there is very little interaction between the manually driven vehicles
and the time headways appear to be somewhat random. As the traffic flow increases, there are
increasing interactions between vehicles. However, in high traffic flow situations more vehicles
decelerate and accelerate. The reaction of a driver on a preceding vehicle is delayed by a
reaction time. The main purpose of ACC systems is to increase driver comfort, traffic safety and
traffic flow efficiency by keeping the time gap between two consecutive vehicles on a constant
level. This time gap is decreased by substituting the reaction time of the driver to a smaller
communication delay of the system.
The time gap (not the time headway) of the ACC system is in MIXIC a parameter which can be
adjusted per vehicle type and for every simulation. The time gap setting is restricted by the
functionality and capability of the ACC system.
2. Penetration rate of ACC systems
Besides the time gap setting, a second variable which has an approved influence on the traffic
flow effects of the ACC system is the penetration rate of the ACC systems. A characteristic of the
development of ACC systems is that these systems are introduced to the market step by step. If
only a small fraction of the total number of vehicles is equipped with an ACC system this will
result in other traffic flow, safety, driver comfort or environmental effects than a 100 percent
penetration rate of the ACC system. ACC systems will function differently in mixed traffic
(vehicles with and without ACC). Different ACC systems (AACC, CACC, Stop & Go ACC) can be
present in a mixed traffic flow. This study is focusing on different fractions of CACC. However,
when a predecessor of a CACC equipped vehicle does not have the availability of CACC, the
CACC systems works as an AACC.
3. Dedicated lane for vehicles with ACC system
In more recent studies a dedicated lane (or special lanes) for ACC vehicles is added to the
highway configuration in microscopic traffic simulation models. This special lane is dedicated
exclusively to ACC vehicles. The basis of the concept of Automated Highway System (AHS) is a
special lane for Intelligent Vehicles (e.g. CACC vehicles) - which are able to communicate with
each other - separated from the regular lanes for vehicles without vehicle-to-vehicle
communication. It is to be expected that different effects on traffic flow efficiency are seen in
mixed traffic, where both vehicles with and without the ability for vehicle-to-vehicle communication
are present and in 100% automated traffic, where every vehicle is able to communicate with
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another vehicle (100% CACC vehicles). On a special lane for intelligent vehicles this 100%
situation is created.
It is of importance to focus the study on a manageable set of scenarios that is able to reveal the
effects on traffic flow. The vehicle capabilities that have been chosen for this simulation are: (i)
manually driven vehicles and (ii) Co-operative ACC vehicles. As described, in MIXIC studies
mainly three variables are used, the time gap setting, the penetration rate of the ACC system and
the presence of a dedicated lane for ACC equipped vehicles. In this simulation study the time gap
setting of the CACC system is not varied, but is set on 0.5 second if it is following a CACC
equipped vehicle and on 1.4 seconds if it is following a non-CACC equipped vehicle respectively.
The other two factors are varied for designing CACC scenarios:
1. The penetration rate of CACC equipped vehicles: multiples of 20% penetration
2. The presence of a dedicated lane for CACC equipped vehicles (CACC-lane)
The scenarios that are simulated with MIXIC are summarised in table 5.2.
Table 5.2 CACC scenarios

% Manual

% CACC

CACC-lane

Scenario

100
80
60
40
20
0

0
20
40
60
80
100

No
No
No
No
No
No

Reference I
I
II
III
IV
V

80
60
40
20

20
40
60
80

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

VI
VII
VIII
IX

The 100% and 0% CACC scenario in the presence of a CACC-lane are not studied, since it is
very unlikely to replace a regular lane for a dedicated lane for CACC equipped vehicles when no
CACC vehicles are present or all vehicles are CACC equipped. A second reason for not
researching the 0% CACC scenario is that three ‘regular’ lanes will not be able to process the
traffic demand.
5.5

Highway Configuration

The configuration used in this study is a 4-lane highway. After a number of motorway stretches
the number of lanes is reduced by one. So the road narrowing is realised by a lane drop. Another
possible disturbance is traffic entering the highway on an on-ramp. This disturbance is not
selected, because of the lack of a well validated merging model (De Jong, 2004). A lane drop
corresponds to a mandatory lane change in the MIXIC traffic simulation model. When a
mandatory lane change is carried out, the drivers turn off their CACC system. Once the
mandatory lane change has been carried out, the system is turned back on under the normal
conditions maintained by MIXIC (Van Arem, Vos and Vanderschuren, 1997a). A lane drop makes
it possible to measure the maximum intensity at different penetration rates of CACC when the
intensity on the link before the lane drop nears a congestion state.
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The highway configuration, presented in figure 5.1, is split into a number of links, each with its
own link characteristics. A measurement point is placed in the middle of each link for statistical
analysis. Data is generated for each link. For generating traffic MIXIC makes use of a so called
‘injection file’. Vehicles are generated with a certain velocity. This vehicle will perform relatively
many braking and acceleration actions before driving in a steady state. Because of this possible
instable effect the data of the first link is not analysed. In addition, the data derived from the last
link is not used, because vehicles ‘fall’ out of the model, which may also result in instable data. In
the design of the road configuration it is therefore advisable to create extra links that enable traffic
to reach a steady state. The highway section is split into 6 links of 1000 m each. A left lane drop
is modelled from 4 km after the start of the simulation. A pre-warning of the ‘merge’ is given to the
driver 1350 metres before the transition from 4 to 3 lanes.
U p s tre a m

L a n e D ro p
D o w n s tre a m

L in k 1
500 m .
N o s te a d y
S ta te

L in k 2

L in k 3

L in k 4

L in k 5

1000 m .
S te a d y
S ta te

L in k 6
500 m .

S te a d y
S ta te

L a n e d ro p o f le ft
la n e (p re w a rn in g
d is ta n c e o f 1 3 5 0 m )

L e ft la n e
d ro p p e d

N o s te a d y
S ta te

Figure 5.1 Highway configuration

It is studied to what extent a dedicated lane for CACC equipped vehicles, called ‘CACC-lane’, has
a positive effect on traffic flow efficiency. On a CACC-lane manually driven vehicles are not
allowed to drive. The highway configuration including the CACC-lane is given in figure 5.2. It is
chosen not to start the CACC-lane at the beginning of the first link. Since vehicles are generated
on one of the 4 lanes of link 1 it is likely that a vehicle without the CACC system or the CACC
system switched off is generated on the CACC-lane. A possible solution for this problem is to
impose restrictions to the process of traffic generation (only CACC vehicles injected on lane 4).
However, it is to be expected this delays the process of reaching a steady-flow situation.
U p s tr e a m

L a n e D ro p
D o w n s tr e a m

L in k 1
500 m .

N o s te a d y
S ta te

L in k 2

L in k 3

L in k 4

L in k 5

500 m .

1000 m .

S te a d y
S ta te

L in k 6

L e ft la n e is C A C C la n e . N o n C A C C v e h ic le s n e e d to le a v e
C A C C -la n e (p re -w a rn in g
d is ta n c e 1 3 5 0 m )

L a n e d ro p o f le ft la n e (p re w a rn in g d is ta n c e 1 3 5 0 m )

L e ft la n e
d ro p p e d

N o s te a d y
s ta g e

Figure 5.2 Highway configuration – CACC-lane
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5.6

Traffic generation

As mentioned in section 5.2, traffic demand should be sufficiently high, but not so high that
severe traffic congestion occurs. In MIXIC traffic is generated by use of a so called ‘injection file’.
MIXIC has been calibrated with a data set of the A50 highway at Wolfheze (Hoogvelt et al.,
1996), the A2 motorway between Utrecht and Amsterdam (Van Arem, Hogema, Vanderschuren
and Verheul, 1995) and the A4 motorway near Schiphol Airport (Van Arem, Vos and
Vanderschuren, 1997a). In addition in a few MIXIC studies (Vanderschuren, Van Arem and
Zegwaard, 1997a and Tampère et al., 1999) these three sets of data have been extended or
adjusted.


The A2 motorway between Utrecht and Amsterdam
This calibration addressed a homogeneous motorway with 3 lanes and traffic volumes up to
7000 veh/h. The results with respect to traffic performance and shockwaves were found to be
in reasonable agreement with real traffic. At high traffic volumes relatively high speeds were
observed, indicating a possible over-estimate of the roadway capacity by MIXIC.



The A50 motorway at Wolfheze
This calibration addressed a homogeneous motorway with 2 lanes and traffic volumes up to
3700 veh/h. Also these results show reasonable agreement with real traffic. Actually this
dataset contains of two sub-datasets; one with 22% trucks and one with 9% trucks.



The A4 motorway near Schiphol
This calibration addressed a homogeneous motorway with 4 lanes, traffic volumes with a
peak of 7600 veh/h and an introduction of a road narrowing scenario. This road narrowing
scenario leads together with relatively high traffic volumes to a congested traffic situation. The
number of trucks and vans in this data set is small (vehicles 94%, vans 4% and trucks 2%).

The main criteria for selecting a suitable set of data for this CACC study are:
1. The number of lanes of the injection file highway should be sufficiently high to model a
CACC-lane combined with a lane drop without resulting in a disastrously increase of
congestion. After the lane drop at least 2 regular lanes (besides the CACC-lane) should be
left over to gain useful data for analysing the traffic flow effects of CACC.
2. The traffic flow intensities should be so high that it approaches the motorway capacity.
Considering the characteristics of the data set and the criteria described above the A4 motorway
data set is selected for this CACC study. The main reason is the number of lanes of the roadway
the data is derived from. The A50 and A2 contains of 2 and 3 lanes respectively. In order to study
the effects of a CACC-lane together with a lane drop at least 4 lanes are needed to gain useful
data. Besides this, the calibration for the A4 data set was conducted within an earlier MIXIC study
that has examined the effect of a special lane for AACC equipped vehicles. This matches with the
intention of this CACC study.
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5.7

Analysis

To derive reliable conclusions from the indicators describing the traffic flow effects of CACC it is
of importance to perform statistical analysis on the data derived from the simulations.
MIXIC is a stochastic model that makes use of distributions and random numbers of driver and
vehicle characteristics. To ensure that these characteristics are dissimilar the model makes use
of a seed number in the random generator and that determines the outcome of the selected
vehicle and driver characteristics. To ensure statistical validity it is therefore necessary to run a
number of stochastically independent simulations for each selected scenario. It is explored to
what extent the average model results depend on the amount of runs for each simulation
scenario. It is demonstrated that the difference between 5 and 10 runs for an identical simulation
scenario is very small. It is concluded that the significance of a scenario increases only very little
with a number of runs above 5. However, this small increase is not very relevant for the
conclusions on CACC traffic flow effects.
The simulation time should be sufficiently high to obtain sufficient data at different traffic volumes.
Therefore a 2.5 hour simulation is runned in every scenario. This means that in total 150 hours of
simulation is gained. As mentioned the analysis focuses on specific links. The reliability of the
statistical analysis is guaranteed as much as possible by not analyzing the output of the first link,
because of the communication problems between the injection file and the model itself and the
output of the last link, because of the fact that vehicles ‘suddenly disappear’ from the model at the
end of the last link. As a basis for the determination of the indicators 5-minutes-averages are
used. The first 5 minutes-average of the simulation is not analysed because in this period not
every link is filled with traffic.
In order to determine whether or not results are significant, statistical analyses are performed.
Analysis of variance (abbreviated ANOVA) (Kallenberg, 1999 & Norusis, 1992) is used to test
whether or not the means of an indicator in different groups (scenarios) are comparable or
significantly differ from each other. Analysis of variance examines the variability of the
observations within each group (that is, the variability of the observations around their group
mean) as well as the variability between the group means. If the null hypothesis is true, the
population means for all groups are equal. The statistical test for the null hypothesis that all
groups have the same mean in the population is based on this ratio, called an F-statistic. The F
ratio is the between-groups mean square divided by the within-groups mean square. If the
between-group mean square is dominant the main part of the spread is caused by the differences
between the groups. The F value is in this case larger than 1 and the null hypothesis, that the
population means for all groups are equal, should be rejected. The observed significance level is
obtained by comparing the calculated F value to the F distribution (the distribution of the F
statistic when the null hypothesis is true).
The ANOVA analyses cannot indicate which scenarios significantly differ from each other. This
can be demonstrated by a ‘post hoc Tukey test’. This test enables it to compare the means of two
groups to each other. The Tukey test is used for studying if the value of the indicator is
significantly different on a specific link with respect to other links in the analysis of the reference
case. In order to test to what extent a CACC scenario is significantly different from the reference
case ‘post hoc Dunett’s pairwise multiple comparisons tests’ are performed. These tests enable it
to compare the means of a group to a control group. In this case, the control group is the 0%
CACC scenario (reference case).
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5.8

Hypotheses

Considering previous studies on ACC systems and the functionality of the system some
expectations on the model results of this study can be pointed out. The hypotheses are
summarised in table 5.3.


Low penetration rates of the CACC system will not result in an increase of traffic flow
throughput and motorway capacity. CACC is only useful when two consecutive vehicles are
equipped with the CACC system. If a CACC equipped vehicle follows a non-CACC equipped
vehicle the CACC works as an autonomous ACC (to guarantee traffic safety time headway
must fall back to at least 1.4 s.). A literature review of AACC studies shows that low
penetration rates do not have any effect on throughput and motorway capacity, regardless of
the time gaps set. Only a positive effect on the stability of traffic flow in terms of fewer
shockwaves should be found. With a low CACC penetration only a small number of CACC
pairs are expected. So little impact on one of the traffic flow indicators will be seen.



High penetration rates of the CACC system will have a positive impact on traffic flow
efficiency in terms of throughput and a more stable traffic flow. More CACC equipped
vehicles will drive automatically behind each other with a short time gap of 0.5 second. The
motorway capacity will increase, which will assumedly result in higher speeds if traffic
demand is unchanged. Also the number of shock waves will decrease, which has a positive
impact on traffic throughput.



In the presence of a CACC-lane low fractions of CACC will probably decrease the capacity
and traffic flow throughput. After all, an intensively used regular lane is replaced by a
moderately used CACC-lane. Only a relatively small number of CACC equipped vehicles will
make use of this special lane, so the Intensity-Capacity ratio (I/C-ratio) of this lane will be low,
but the I/C-ratio of the regular lanes will increase. Congestion will certainly occur.



In the presence of a CACC-lane a high penetration rate of the CACC system will assumedly
increase capacity and traffic flow throughput. On the special lane CACC vehicles are able to
drive on a short time headway to the predecessor without a single shockwave. The division
over the lanes is more balanced, since intensities on the regular lanes will not increase
tremendously due to an unused CACC-lane. In addition, also on the regular lanes
consecutive vehicles are CACC equipped and are therefore able to drive with small timeheadways.



It is to be expected that some merging problems occur when relatively high fractions of
vehicles are CACC equipped. It is likely that close CACC platoons prevent other vehicles
from cutting in, because the gap between consecutive CACC vehicles is lower than the gap
accepted for performing a mandatory lane change. This problem may result in an increasing
number of removed vehicles from the simulation and higher speed variances if more vehicles
are CACC equipped.
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Table 5.3 Expectations for model results

CACC-lane

No

Yes

Penetration rate

Low



High


No effect on motorway
capacity and throughput
Small positive effect on
stability of traffic flow



Positive effect on motorway
capacity and throughput
Positive effect on stability of
traffic flow
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Negative effect on motorway
capacity and throughput
Negative effect on stability of
traffic flow
Large positive effect on
motorway capacity and
throughput
Large positive effect on
stability of traffic flow
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6

Traffic Flow Effects of CACC

6.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the CACC model simulations. As a start the reference
scenario is studied extensively, because this enables interpreting the simulation results in the
presence of CACC. In the interpretation of the results a judgment on the statistical significance is
given. These statistical analyses are described more extensively in Appendix D. The analysis of
the CACC simulation results is completed with a discussion of the results.
6.2

Reference scenario

6.2.1

Removed vehicles

An important indicator reflecting the quality of a simulation run is the number of vehicles that are
removed from the simulation. Vehicles are removed from the simulation in case two vehicles
physically overlap or if they fail to perform a mandatory lane change. MIXIC calibration studies
have shown that typically 1% of the vehicles is removed from the simulation. The overall number
of removed vehicles is listed in table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Removed vehicles per link and total - Reference scenario

Link 1
Link 2
Link 3
Link 4
Link 5
Link 6
Total

Overlap
25
2
3
63
5
4
102

Removed vehicles
Failure to merge
0
0
0
31
0
0
31

Total
25
2
3
95
5
4
134

The total number of removed vehicles during the simulation is 134 (average of 5 runs), which is
0.8% of the total number of vehicles. About 20% of the 134 vehicles is removed due to overlap on
the first link. This is caused by a relatively large number of vehicle accelerations and
decelerations, which are performed in order to reach the driver’s desired speed. This result
confirms that the data of the first link should not be used, since traffic is not in a steady state.
About 70% of the removed vehicles are found on the link before the lane drop (link 4). This high
number of removals is dedicated to disturbances in the merging process.
6.2.2

Shock waves

Figure 6.1 shows the number of shock waves per link.
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Shock waves (#)

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
2

3

4

5

Link

Figure 6.1 Number of shock waves per link – Reference scenario

Analysis of variance indicates a significant effect of the independent variable ‘link’ on the average
number of shock waves [F(3.24) = 418; p<0.001]. A Tukey post-hoc test proves that the number
of shock waves on link 4 is significantly higher [p<0.01] than on the other links. This is caused by
the mandatory lane change of vehicles driving on the most left lane. These vehicles cut in to a
platoon of (manually driven) vehicles which have to decelerate in order to reach a safe headway
to a predecessor.
It is likely that this high number of shock waves results in lower speeds and higher speed
variances on the fourth link. Considering the number of removals and shock waves it is concluded
that the lane drop causes disturbances in traffic stability on the highway. After the bottleneck the
number of shockwaves per link drops down to its value of before the lane drop.
6.2.3

Average speed

Average speed (km/h)

115
110
105
100
95
90
2

3

4

5

Link
Figure 6.2 Speed per link - Reference scenario

Figure 6.2 presents the average speed per link of the reference scenario. Analysis of variance
demonstrates a significant effect of the independent variable ‘link’ on the average speed [F(3.24)
= 1504 p<0.001]. The average speed on the link before the lane drop is significantly lower
[p<0.01] then on the other links (97.2 km/h to 109.4, 106.8 and 106.2 km/h respectively), but does
not really collapse. The results on this indicator prove also that the lane drop causes a
disturbance in throughput on the highway. The average speed recovers on link 5, even though it
is seen that the average speed on the link after the lane drop is lower than before the lane drop.
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Figure 6.3 Standard deviation of speed per link - Reference scenario

Figure 6.3 gives the average standard deviation of speed per link. Analysis of variance shows a
significant effect of the variable ‘link’ on the speed variance [F(3.24) = 288; p<0.001]. The figure
illustrates that the standard deviation of speed of the link before the lane drop is higher than the
speed variance of the other links (15.5 km/h to 11.6, 10.9 and 10.7 km/h respectively). This is
confirmed by a Tukey post-hoc test [p<0.01] and was to be expected, since the lane drop caused
a disturbance in throughput and traffic flow stability.
6.2.5

Fundamental diagrams

The traffic volume, speed and density are associated for link 4 and 5 (before and after the lane
drop) in the fundamental diagrams (speed-volume, speed-density, volume-density) in figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 Fundamental diagrams – Reference scenario

The diagrams prove that the traffic volumes are high, but not so high that capacity is reached.
The speed-volume curve of link 4 demonstrates that the merging process clearly causes lower
speeds than on link 5. Furthermore, the speed-volume relation of link 4 illustrates speed
reductions at traffic volumes around 7,000 passenger car units (pcu) per hour. Still, a real
collapse in speed and traffic volumes is not observed. On link 5 traffic flow is processed in free
flow regime, which is established by an almost flat speed-volume diagram.
Under very low density conditions, traffic volume approaches zero and speed approaches freeflow speed (vf). As traffic volume increases, density increases while speed is decreasing.
Appendix C provides an overview of all the fundamental diagrams (speed-volume, speed-density
and volume-density) and the relationships between volume, speed and time for the links 2, 3, 4
and 5 of this reference scenario. Reflecting on these diagrams, it is observed that the diagrams of
link 3 are practically comparable to the diagrams of link 5, which indicates that after the merging
the original patterns are mainly restored.
6.2.6

Maximum intensity

The maximum intensity is measured by determining the queue discharge rate after the lane drop.
The queue discharge rate is the outflow of a traffic jam and is in this highway lay-out equal to the
maximum intensity on link 5, which is the three-lane link directly after the bottleneck. In figure 6.5
the three highest 5-minute average traffic volumes measured on link 5 are represented.
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Figure 6.5 Maximum intensity – Reference scenario

The figure shows that on link 5 maximum intensities around 8,000 pcu per hour are observed for
5-minute intervals. It should be noted that these traffic volumes are quite high when compared
with common estimates for the capacity of a three-lane motorway. The Dutch Highway Capacity
Manual (AVV, 1999) gives an estimate of 7,250 pcu/h for a three-lane motorway.
6.2.7

Division over lanes

The division over the lanes is an explanatorily indicator for traffic performance. The evolution of
the merging process is illustrated by plotting the division over the lanes as visualised in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6 Division over lanes – Reference scenario

Figure 6.6 illustrates that on the first three links traffic is distributed quite evenly over the lanes,
although more vehicles are driving on the two right lanes (55%) than on the left lanes (45%). The
merging process is nearly completed at 500 meters before the road narrowing (measurement
point is located in the middle of every link). Only 2% of the vehicles in the reference scenario are
still driving on the left lane at the middle of the 4th link. Besides that vehicles have switched from
lane 4 to 3 on the link before the lane drop, vehicles have changed lanes from lane 3 to lane 2
and from lane 2 to lane 1. However, after the lane drop no proportionally division over the lanes is
observed. More vehicles drive on the left side of the highway. This may explain that the average
speed does not show full recovery after the bottleneck.
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6.2.8

Conclusion

Considering the performance on the indicators for the quality of the simulation, traffic stability and
throughput, it is concluded that an appropriate reference case is designed. In the reference case
a disturbance in throughput is created, caused by a lane drop from 4 to 3 lanes, without resulting
in heavy congestion in which speeds drop tremendously. These traffic characteristics make it
possible to study the car-following behaviour of CACC.
6.3

CACC scenarios

6.3.1

Removed vehicles

Table 6.2 contains information about the number of vehicles removed from the simulation. Figure
6.7 presents the number of removed vehicles due to conflicts and failure to merge graphically. It
is demonstrated that the penetration level of CACC clearly influences the number of removals, in
particular on the link before the lane drop. The reasons for the increase of removed vehicles on
the network as more CACC equipped vehicles are present can primarily be found in undesired
effects of the short time headway between consecutive vehicles. Secondarily, the severe
increase in number of removals on link 4 was to be expected, as described in section 4.4.
Vehicles that must change lanes due to the lane drop cannot merge in to a platoon of CACC
equipped vehicles driving on 0.5 second time headways. These vehicles are removed from the
simulation because the mandatory lane change leads to conflicts on the third lane. The number of
removals runs with higher CACC fractions, since platoons of CACC vehicles are longer and as a
result fewer gaps on the third lane are available for vehicles on the fourth lane (most left lane) to
cut in.
In the presence of a dedicated CACC-lane the number of conflicts is higher than on a highway
configuration without a special lane, as demonstrated in table 6.3. The reason for this increase of
conflicts is that more lane changes of manually driven vehicles are performed. These vehicles
must change lanes because a regular lane is replaced by a CACC-lane and the same problem as
described above occurs. It is seen that besides removals due to a conflict or failure to merge, a
certain number of removals can be dedicated to manually driven vehicles driving on an illegal
lane. Evidently, a number of manually driven vehicles was not able to leave their current lane
before it changed to a CACC-lane. The 20% CACC scenario leads to heavy congestion on the
highway-layout with a dedicated lane. As a result the number of removals for this scenario is
exceptionally high and traffic performance is worse. Even a standing traffic situation occurs.
Apparently, if only a small fraction of CACC equipped vehicles uses the dedicated lane, traffic
volumes are too high for the three regular lanes. Concluding this, a traffic flow analysis of this
scenario is left out of consideration.
Table 6.2 Removed vehicles per link and total – CACC scenarios without CACC-lane
% CACC
Link 1
Link 2
Link 3
Link 4 (Failure to merge)
Link 5
Link 6
Total (% of total)
Difference with reference

Ref
25
2
3
95 (31)
5
4
134 (0.8%)
0

20%
51
25
35
147 (29)
48
39
343 (2.1%)
209

Removed vehicles
40%
60%
63
74
36
60
35
73
176 (50)
268 (107)
51
89
42
60
404 (2.5%)
624 (3.9%)
270
490
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80%
79
81
101
410 (258)
118
93
882 (5.5%)
748

100%
104
129
127
561 (404)
126
105
1152 (7.1%)
1018
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Table 6.3 Removed vehicles per link and total – CACC scenarios with CACC-lane
% CACC

40% CACClane
69
64
256
275 (169)
39
31
734 (4.6%)
600

Removed vehicles (#)

Link 1
Link 2
Link 3
Link 4 (Failure to merge)
Link 5
Link 6
Total (% of total)
Difference with reference

Removed vehicles
60% CACC80% CACClane
lane
88
96
76
103
197
146
591 (442)
930 (734)
99
110
49
71
1101 (6.9%)
1456 (9.1%)
967
1322
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Figure 6.7 Removed vehicles – CACC scenarios

The difference in number of removed vehicles between CACC scenarios and the reference case
is so large that it cannot be neglected. When analysing traffic volume related criteria for a specific
link, corrections for the number of removed vehicles on previous links need to be made in order to
level the traffic demand with the reference case.
In the discussion on model results described in section 6.4 options for dealing with the CACClane-change problem are given.
6.3.2

Shock waves

In this section the effect of CACC on traffic flow stability is analysed with the indicator ‘number of
shock waves’. The significance of the effects is determined with statistical analyses. The
statistical analyses are presented more extensively in Appendix D.
Figure 6.8 presents the number of shockwaves per link (2, 3, 4 and 5) for CACC penetration
levels of 0% (reference), 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%. The figures show the effect of a
CACC-lane on the number of shock waves in situations of 40%, 60% and 80% CACC equipped
vehicles as well.
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Figure 6.8 Number of shock waves per link – CACC scenarios

In general, an exponential reduction of the number of shock waves is seen when more CACC
equipped vehicles are present. This reduction is significant [p<0.001] for all CACC cases on link 4
and 5 and for fractions of 60% CACC and higher on link 3. With respect to the reference case no
significant effect on link 2 is explored. Considering the figures above, it is revealed that when
more CACC vehicles are present, the reduction of the number of shock waves on link 4 is
exceptionally large in comparison with the reference case. Since in a more congested traffic
situation a large part of traffic is driving in a car-following situation, there are more opportunities
for CACC vehicles to participate in a CACC platoon. CACC appears to have a large
homogeneous effect under high traffic conditions.
The scenarios in which a regular lane is replaced by a CACC-lane report the same patterns as
the CACC scenarios without a CACC-lane. The only exception is the 40% CACC scenario. The
40% CACC scenario has a strong negative effect on the number of shock waves on link 2 and 3 if
in the highway configuration a lane is dedicated to CACC vehicles. Since fewer vehicles need to
leave the left two lanes because a regular lane is replaced by a CACC-lane, the difference in
number of shock waves between both highway lay-outs flattens out with a higher CACC
penetration level (60-80%).
Additionally, it should be noticed that the characteristics of a shock wave in terms of average
number of vehicles in a shockwave, number of observations and speed of shock waves do not
change significantly for the CACC scenarios analysed.
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6.3.3

Average speed

The diagrams of figure 6.9 show the average speed of the vehicles in the simulation per link and
for different percentages of CACC equipped vehicles in traffic, both with and without a special
lane for CACC vehicles.
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Figure 6.9 Average speed per link – CACC scenarios

The diagrams of links 2 (20% CACC scenario significantly lower than reference case) and 3 (up
to 60% CACC fractions significantly lower than the reference case) show that the average speed
decreases with respect to the reference variant if small fractions of CACC equipped vehicles are
introduced. Introducing more CACC vehicles results in a recovery of the average speed with
respect to the reference scenario (for link 2: CACC fractions above 20% not significantly different
from reference case; for link 3: CACC fractions above 60% not significantly different from
reference case). The diagram of link 4 establishes the same pattern as the diagrams of link 2 and
3, except that on this link already at a relatively low CACC penetration level (30-40%) the average
speed equals the speeds of the reference scenario. The average speed exceeds the average
speed in the reference case at CACC fractions above 40%. The main reason for the late recovery
of average speed on link 5 (only 100% CACC scenario not significantly lower than reference
case) is that the speed reduction at an introduction of small fractions of CACC with respect to the
reference case is larger than on the other links.
Looking at the CACC-lane scenarios it is remarkable that on links 2, 3 and 5 speeds are
significant lower (p<0.001) with respect to the CACC scenarios without a CACC-lane. However,
on the link before the bottleneck a significant higher (p<0.001) average speed in the 40% and
60% CACC scenario is measured. With respect to the reference case all CACC scenarios show
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an increase in average speed on this link. This improvement is explained by significant
speeds on both the CACC-lane (40% CACC: 19% higher speeds, 60% CACC: 12%
speeds) and the third lane next to the CACC-lane (40% CACC and 60% CACC: 5%
speeds). The difference with the CACC scenarios without a CACC-lane levels at the 80%
scenario.

higher
higher
higher
CACC

In summary, it is concluded that in low free-flow traffic conditions the impact of CACC on average
speed is slightly negative if small fractions of CACC equipped vehicles are introduced. At higher
CACC fractions no effects in throughput with respect to the reference case are measured on the
low-intensity stretches. In more congested traffic, CACC fractions of 40% and higher result in
higher speeds. Since intensities on the link before the lane drop are high, there is a large
interaction between vehicles. In other words, there are more opportunities for participating in a
CACC platoon if intensities are high. This effect was to be expected, since vehicles can only drive
in CACC mode if two vehicles are following each other. In free-flow traffic conditions, CACC
works like a regular cruise control.
6.3.4

Standard deviation of speed

Figure 6.10 illustrates the standard deviation (SD) of speed for increasing fractions of CACC on
the four links, both with and without a special lane for CACC vehicles.
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Figure 6.10 Standard deviation of speed per link – CACC scenarios

Post-hoc tests prove that the speed variance for link 2, 3 and 5 are only significantly higher in the
80% and 100% CACC scenario (link 2 and 3: p<0.001; link 5: p<0.002) than the reference case.
Apparently, when flow conditions are low and almost all vehicles are CACC equipped, the
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homogeneity of traffic flow (and therefore traffic throughput) decreases slightly with respect to the
reference case. This does not match with the observation that CACC has a homogenising
influence, which is indicated by a decreasing number of shock waves on these links.
On link 4, where higher intensities are measured, the speed variance significantly decreases
(p<0.001) with CACC penetration levels beyond 60%. Apparently, CACC has a positive effect on
the spread in speeds when intensities are high. Again, this is proof that CACC improves the
homogeneity of traffic under high flow conditions.
The 60% and 80% CACC-lane scenarios on links 2, 3 and 5 show comparable results with the
same non CACC-lane scenarios. The 40% CACC scenario demonstrates a higher speed
variance on the link where the CACC-lane begins (link 3). The significantly lower standard
deviation of speed on the link before the bottleneck with respect to the same scenarios in a
highway layout without a CACC-lane explains the improved throughput in terms of higher speeds
on this link. This improvement in speed variance if a CACC-lane is present is seen on all lanes,
but especially on the third (40% CACC: 40% lower SD of speed, 60% CACC: 27% lower SD of
speed) and the CACC-lane (40% CACC: 30% lower SD of speed, 60% CACC: 11% lower SD of
speed). However, when differences with the highway layout without CACC-lane are observed, it
is seen that the results on speed variance in all CACC scenarios do not change significantly with
an increasing CACC penetration rate.
For completeness, detailed simulation results on number of shock waves, average speed and
standard deviation of speed are represented in tables in Appendix C.
6.3.5

Fundamental diagrams

Especially of interest is the traffic performance on link 4, representing the merging process and
on link 5, representing the bottleneck throughput. Link 3 is interesting to analyse, because in the
CACC-lane scenarios on this link the left lane is replaced by a CACC-lane. In figure 6.11, 6.12
and 6.13 speed-time, volume-time and speed-volume curves for link 3, link 4 and link 5 of the
following CACC scenarios are presented: reference (0% CACC), 40% CACC and 80% CACC
without a CACC-lane and 40% CACC and 80% CACC with a CACC-lane. Not all CACC
scenarios are visualised in the diagrams in order to make an orderly comparison possible.
The diagrams of link 3 confirm that CACC does not have a demonstrable effect on throughput.
Except when a regular lane is replaced by a dedicated CACC-lane, then traffic show degradation
of performance in the 40% CACC scenario, which is indicated by a reduction of speeds. The
fundamental diagrams establish that on link 4 and 5 at comparable traffic volumes, speeds are
higher if more CACC equipped vehicles are present in traffic. This indicates a higher motorway
capacity. However, if traffic demand is really high (at the end of the simulation) the average speed
shows some peaks downwards if CACC is present.
Information on traffic volume does not prove a large effect of CACC fractions or a dedicated lane
for CACC vehicles, except when traffic demand is high. In this case lower intensities are
measured on all links. The increasing number of removed vehicles due to the merging problem,
particularly at high intensities, may have influenced this performance negatively.
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Figure 6.11 Speed - time for link 3, 4 and 5
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6.3.6

Maximum intensity

Figure 6.14 gives the three highest 5-minute average traffic volumes measured on link 5. These
maximum intensities are used for addressing the motorway capacity enlargement.
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Figure 6.14 Maximum intensity on link after lane drop – CACC scenarios

Figure 6.11 is compensated for the number of removed vehicles. The upper limit for the
correction is estimated by adding the difference (with respect to the 0%-case) in hourly averaged
number of removed vehicles on the first 4 links. The real traffic volume then lies between the
observed value and the maximally corrected value. Because no average for the whole simulation
period is calculated, but 5-minute average traffic volumes are used, the compensation does not
lead to a large increase. The maximum observed intensities on the link before the bottleneck
show only small differences for different CACC penetration levels. Analysis of variance prove a
significant increase of CACC on the highest maximum intensity measured if no CACC-lane is
present [F(2.62)=4.05; p<0.008]. Considering the highest maximum intensity post hoc tests prove
a significant increase with respect to the reference case of the 60% [p<0.021] and 80% CACC
scenario [p<0.013]. However, on the second and third highest maximum intensity measured on
the link before the bottleneck no significant effect of CACC is established.
The replacement of a regular lane for a CACC-lane does not improve the maximum intensity of
the link after the bottleneck. Even a slight degradation of performance can be observed with
respect to similar CACC fractions is no CACC-lane is present [I max 1: F(4.20)=7.22; p<0.012, I
max 2: F(4.20)=20;p<0.001, I max 2: F(4.20)=13.9;p<0.001].
In general, it is concluded that the MIXIC simulations do not indicate distinctly that CACC
improves the maximum intensity.
6.3.7

Division over the lanes

In figure 6.15 the division over the lanes is demonstrated for the reference case, 40% CACC and
80% CACC if no dedicated CACC-lane is present and for 40% CACC and 80% CACC if a regular
left lane is replaced by a dedicated CACC-lane.
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Figure 6.15 Division over lanes – CACC scenarios

The diagrams of figure 6.12 prove that the division over the lanes does not change tremendously
with respect to the reference case if more CACC equipped vehicles are present in traffic on the
highway without a dedicated CACC-lane. Nevertheless, it is observed that if CACC equipped
vehicles are present some more vehicles drive on both left lanes. As a result the division of traffic
over the four lanes is optimised. This may explain the improving traffic flow performance if higher
fractions of CACC are present.
In case a regular lane is replaced by a CACC-lane the 40% CACC scenario shows some
remarkable results on average speed and speed variance. The traffic flow performance on link 3,
which is the link where the CACC-lane begins, is moderate, whereas this scenario shows an
improvement in throughput on the link before the road narrowing (link 4) with respect to both the
40% CACC scenario without CACC-lane and the reference case. Figure 6.12 shows an
unbalanced division over the lanes on link 3. On link 4 on the other hand it is seen that traffic has
moved from the left lane to the middle lane. Additionally, it is demonstrated that halfway link 4 all
mandatory lane changes are performed, which indicates that traffic is in a steady state sooner
after the merging process. This may explain the relatively high average speed and low speed
variance on this link.
6.4

Discussion on model results

From this study it is concluded that CACC is able to improve traffic flow. However, to what extent
depends heavily on the traffic flow conditions on the motorway stretch and the CACC penetration
rate. When confronting the model results with the expectations based on the literature review and
the functionality of the system, the following conclusions are given:


The expectation that a low penetration rate of CACC (<40%) does not have an effect on
traffic flow throughput is correct. A reduction in the number of shock waves is demonstrated
on the links with relatively high flow conditions (link 4 and 5). However, this does not
significantly affect traffic throughput in terms of higher speeds. Even a small decrease in
average speed is established when only a small number of vehicles are CACC equipped.
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The hypothesis that a high CACC penetration rate (>60%) has benefits on traffic stability and
throughput proves to be right. However, the level of improvement does heavily depend on the
traffic flow condition.
In high flow conditions there is more interaction between vehicles than in low flow conditions.
As a result more vehicles are able to participate in a CACC platoon. Since CACC reduces
time headways and improves string stability, traffic flow improves stronger in high traffic flow
conditions. This is proved by a higher average speed and a high reduction of the number of
shock waves and standard deviation of speed on the link before the bottleneck.
In low flow conditions (links 2 and 3) a high CACC penetration rate results in a decrease of
the number of shock waves, which demonstrates a better traffic stability. This reduction in
shock waves results in a small increase in average speed. Considering these results, it is
remarkable that the speed variance increases on the links where intensities are not really
high. A reasonable explanation is that vehicles on a link which is not heavily possessed
switch quite often between car-following (in CACC mode) and free-driving state in order to
reach their desired speed. This behaviour causes relatively many accelerations and
decelerations, which leads to a higher speed variance.
An explanatory indicator for traffic flow performance is the division over the lanes. It is
observed that if CACC equipped vehicles are present some more vehicles drive on both left
lanes. As a result the division of traffic over the four lanes is optimised. This may explain the
improving traffic flow performance when higher fractions of CACC are present.



The presupposition that if a regular lane is replaced by a lane dedicated to CACC equipped
vehicles and CACC fractions are low a degradation of performance will be seen is correct.
The 20% CACC scenario even results in severe congestion on the link before the lane drop.
The 40% CACC scenario demonstrates a high increase in the number of shock waves on
links 2 and 3 with respect to both the reference case and the 40% CACC scenario without a
CACC-lane. On link 3, which is the link where the CACC-lane begins, this results also in a
moderate traffic throughput, which is indicated by a low average speed and a high speed
variance. A possible reason for this moderate performance on the first links is dual. On the
one hand intensities on the regular lanes increase, since the largest fraction of the vehicles
(60%) is not allowed on the CACC-lane. On the other hand the number of lane changes due
to the presence of CACC-lanes is high, because manually driven vehicles should leave the
CACC-lane. As a result an unbalanced division over the lanes is demonstrated.



The expectation that in the presence of a CACC-lane higher CACC fractions lead to an
improvement of traffic flow on the highway with respect to the same CACC penetration rate
and no CACC-lane is only confirmed by the MIXIC simulations for the high-intensity stretch
before the bottleneck. A CACC-lane improves traffic flow on link 4 with respect to the
scenarios without CACC-lane as well as the reference case. This is demonstrated by higher
speeds and lower standard deviations of speed. An explanation for this good performance of
the CACC lane is the division over the lanes. On link 4 it is seen that halfway link 4 all
mandatory lane changes are performed, which indicates traffic is in a steady state sooner
after the merging process. Higher fractions of CACC (60% and 80%) show comparable
results with the highway configuration without a dedicated lane on link 2 and link 3.



The hypothesis that if communication is restricted to longitudinal control, the system
assumedly has a negative effect on traffic safety in the merging process is confirmed. Close
CACC platoons prevent other vehicles from cutting in, because the gap between consecutive
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CACC vehicles is lower than the gap accepted for performing a mandatory lane change. The
unsafe lateral effect of the presence of CACC in traffic is revealed by an increasing number of
removed vehicles due to conflicts as more CACC equipped vehicles are present in traffic. A
few options for improvement of the CACC system on this issue are considered. If vehicles
which want to merge in to a CACC platoon cannot find a proper gap, a gap should be
created. Alternative options for creating a gap for merging vehicles are:
1. CACC beacon in road infrastructure: If a bottleneck is ahead, a CACC beacon at the side
of the highway can announce the intended merge manoevre to CACC vehicles. As a
reaction they can increase their time headway to another CACC vehicle. This enables a
merging vehicle to cut in. However, it should be remarked that a vehicle cutting in, can
only participate in the CACC platoon if it is CACC equipped.
2. ‘Co-operative Merging’ (CM) added to CACC system: In the design of the CACC system
only longitudinal communication is taken into account. However, if lateral communication
possibilities are added to the CACC system, lane change manoeuvres can be
coordinated as well. Co-operative merging should be able to improve traffic performance
by preventing disturbances due to lane changing.
3. Limitation of the length of the CACC platoons: Limiting the length of the CACC platoons
enables it for merging vehicles to find an appropriate gap more easily. The time between
the moment the driver is aware of the bottleneck and the last moment it is possible for the
driver to perform a safe merge should be sufficient for a merging vehicle to find a gap to
cut in.
Another explanation for the high number of removed vehicles on the high intensity stretch
could be the presence of emergency braking situations. In an emergency braking situation,
which is more likely to occur on high intensity stretches of the highway, the driver should take
over, because the capability of the ACC controller is limited to a specific range. However, in
the time gap between two CACC equipped vehicles may be too short for a following driver to
prevent a collision if he/she has to take over the system. Therefore, it is concluded that, if
CACC is deployed in mixed traffic, a Co-operative Forward Collision Avoidance system
should be added to the CACC system in order to prevent unsafe traffic situations in case of
emergency braking upstream in the traffic flow.


The potential positive effects of CACC on motorway capacity could not be established
explicitly by these MIXIC simulations. However, there are some indications that capacity
increases. The fundamental diagrams demonstrate that in high traffic conditions at
comparable intensities, speeds are higher if more CACC equipped vehicles are present in
traffic. A possible reason why the maximum intensity does not improve clearly is the negative
side effect of the relatively small speed differences on the link before the bottleneck. The
large homogeneity of traffic on this link can reduce the capability of accelerating to gaps
alongside. In other words, platoons with a large number of CACC vehicles can have a
negative effect on an efficient use of the highway. Secondly, the traffic volumes on the link
after the road narrowing in the reference case are rather high (8,000 pcu/h measured, whilst
the Dutch Highway Capacity manual gives an estimate of 7,250 pcu/h for a three-lane
highway). Reflecting on this, there are not much possibilities for an enhancement of highway
capacity. In addition, it should be mentioned MIXIC is not really designed for capacity study,
because MIXIC does not contain a capacity model. As a result only indications for capacity
effects can be derived.
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7

Conditions for a Successful CACC Deployment

7.1

Introduction

Implementing CACC is not only a matter of demonstrating technological progress and traffic flow
improvement. Lots of other factors influence the development and deployment of CACC. Since
CACC is in a very early stage of development, it is useful to identify factors that may have any
impact on CACC deployment and to define conditions for a successful market introduction of
CACC. Figure 7.1 visualises the research approach for the identification of factors influencing
CACC deployment and conditions for a successful market introduction of this system.
Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control

Product Analysis
(7.2)

Stakeholder Analysis
(7.3)

Context Analysis
(7.4)

California

The Netherlands

Strengths

Interests

Driving Forces

Driving forces

Weaknesses

Attitude

Barriers

Barriers

Conditions for a
successful CACC
deployment
(7.5)

Figure 7.1 Research approach

As a start the strengths and weaknesses of the CACC system considering the results of the
microscopic traffic simulation study are listed (section 7.2). Secondly, a stakeholder analysis is
accomplished (section 7.3). In this analysis it is identified which stakeholders are involved in the
process of introducing CACC to the market and what their current attitude is towards CACC
development and deployment. The results of the stakeholder analysis are used to identify driving
forces and barriers for potential CACC deployment (section 7.4). This section also points out
major commonalities and differences in these opportunities and threats between the State of
California (USA) and the Netherlands (Europe) in order to find driving forces and barriers for
CACC deployment in both areas. In the end, the conditions that need be fulfilled in order to
successfully deploy CACC are described (section 7.5).
Information is gathered from both literature and expert interviews in the field of ADA systems. A
description of this research approach, a list of persons which have been interviewed and the
questionnaire are given in Appendix E. It is of importance to notice that the ambition of this
chapter is exploratory. The analyses done are primarily descriptive and only give indications for
factors influencing CACC deployment.
7.2

Product analysis

In this section the strengths and weaknesses of the CACC system are summarised. The
strengths and weaknesses are derived from results of the microscopic traffic simulation study on
the one hand and from interviews with experts on the other hand. Table 7.1 and 7.2 list the most
important strengths and weaknesses of the CACC system.
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Table 7.1 Strengths of CACC

Strengths






Improvement in string stability, because the system enables interaction between multiple ACC vehicles
Communication system overcomes sensor limitations of autonomous ACC
Better information about preceding vehicle is gathered
Higher performance of the car-following algorithm
If no communication can take place, the system can fall back to autonomous or even conventional
cruise control behaviour
Relatively easy to add a co-operative forward collision avoidance system



And if more vehicles will be CACC equipped:

Improved traffic performance in terms of reduced travel times, higher speeds and increased traffic
stability

Higher lane capacity

Potential safety benefits possible which will not be gotten with autonomous ACC

Table 7.2 Weaknesses of CACC

Weaknesses



Only useful if a high fraction of the vehicle fleet is CACC equipped
Bad performance in merging process, because system is designed for longitudinal communication
between two vehicles
Drivers become too dependent on intelligent systems and do not recognise limitations
Different modes of operation (i.e. manually, CCC, ACC, CACC) could be disorderly to the driver
Expensive to produce and almost impossible to add to existing cars because of software implications
Precarious drivers will assumedly buy the system less easy than cautious drivers
24/7 connectivity necessary, despite bad weather conditions
System could be sensitive to hacking and virus attacks








7.3

Stakeholder analysis

In order to recognise the drivers and barriers for a market introduction of CACC it is of concern to
know the attitude of the involved stakeholders towards CACC deployment. Before focusing on
this attitude it is of importance to identify the stakeholders who are involved in the development
process of CACC and to get an idea of their interests in the CACC system.
7.3.1

Identification of stakeholders

Stakeholders who are involved in the development of ADA systems are listed below. It is
reasonable to assume that these are also the stakeholders who are involved in the development
of the CACC system.


Public sector: The public sector includes all governmental agencies, like the European
government (only for the Netherlands), the national government, the provincial/ state
government, regional bodies and regulatory bodies.



Automotive industry: The automotive industry includes three different actors, which can be
described as (i) the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM), who produce the vehicles, (ii)
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suppliers of CACC systems, who produce the ACC systems and deliver them to the
manufacturers and (iii) dealers, who sell the vehicles to the consumer.


Telecommunication sector: Owns and manages data-transportation infrastructure.



Drivers: Consumer and end-user of the CACC system.



Research institutes (including universities): Perform research on the technical design of the
CACC system and on the impact of the CACC system on traffic efficiency, traffic safety,
vehicle driver and environment.

7.3.2

Stakeholders’ interests in CACC

Table 7.3 presents the interest(s) of the stakeholders identified.
Table 7.3 Stakeholders’ interests

Stakeholder

Stakeholders interest(s) in CACC

Public sector
Automotive industry
Telecommunication sector
Drivers

Improved traffic safety and traffic flow efficiency
Increased revenues on vehicles and supplies
Increased revenues on data transportation
Higher level of comfort and personal safety, reduced travel times
and fuel costs savings
Extensive research on technical design of the system and on
safety, traffic flow and environmental impacts

Research institutes

Reflecting on the table above it is concluded that the interests of the stakeholders in CACC differ
from each other. These different interests will have influence on the development and the celerity
of market introduction of the CACC system. In the next section it is described what the current
attitude of the stakeholders is with respect to an introduction of ADA systems in general or if
possible of CACC in specific. The attitudes of the stakeholders are derived from research reports
primarily based on expert workshops and interviews and individual interviews with experts in the
research area of advanced driver assistance systems.
7.3.3

Stakeholders’ attitude towards CACC

The attitude towards CACC is assessed for both the public sector and the private market. For an
assessment of the private market is focused on the automotive industry and the general public.
The telecommunication sector is left out of consideration, because in this early stage of CACC
development these stakeholders do not have a clear opinion about the system. The research
institutes and universities are considered to be objective.


Public sector

Since the CACC systems will be used on public infrastructure, the role of the public sector is of
crucial importance. Concerning the transport policy with respect to technological innovation,
Jansen (1995) describes 6 possible roles:


Monitor: keeps track of the technological developments in the area and tries to take these into
account when making transport policy.
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Framework body: determines the rules and conditions which influence innovation.
Implementer: applies new products in its own process.
R&D agent: promotes Research and Development directly.
Innovation agent: promotes successful implementation of R&D products.
Developer: carrying out in-house R&D.

The role of the Dutch government can best be described as a monitor and innovation agent. This
is considered to be an appropriate role for early stages in the development of the CACC system.
In later development stages of CACC, it is required that the other roles are also considered, since
the use and management of infrastructure will become important. The Californian Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) has actively sponsored R&D of the concept of an Automated Highway
System for almost a decade (Van Arem & Tsao, 1997). Despite the project stopped in the first
years of the 21st century, Caltrans is a leading player among all states of the USA in ITS
research.
The automotive industry determines whether or not to deploy ADA systems in general and CACC
in specific. However, both in the Netherlands and in California every vehicle type (including
possible ADA systems) that enters the market should be approved. Therefore, the automotive
industry needs commitment from the government (and also from the insurance companies). For
this reason, the public sector works together with the automotive industry in several research
projects that study the impacts of ADA systems. In these projects the governmental agencies will
always be aware of potentially negative effects of driver assistance systems.
The governmental agencies in both the Netherlands and in California have a general transport
policy of giving priority to a better use of the existing infrastructure above building new roads.
California has let go its ‘building our way out’ policy to deal with congestion. Recently, both in
Europe and in the USA initiatives have been started to accelerate the development, deployment
and use of ADA systems in general and, since vehicle-to-vehicle communication systems have
been developed rapidly, co-operative ADA systems in specific. Within these programs the
governmental parties as well as the automotive industry and experts participate. The European
Commission started in 2002 the eSafety-initiative, which stimulates the development of Intelligent
Integrated Safety systems that use information and communication technologies in order to
increase road safety. In the USA in 2004 the ‘Vehicle Infrastructure Integration’ program started,
which has the purpose to create an enabling communication infrastructure to support vehicle-tovehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications. It is analysed and discussed whether or not
the investment necessary to equip new vehicles and the roadway infrastructure with
communications are warranted and can be synchronised (VII public meeting, 2005).
Considering both the American (VII) and European (eSafety) initiatives it is concluded that
vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication are both in Europe and the USA
considered to have a great opportunity to improve mobility and especially traffic safety. However,
a lot of tuning is needed in order to align the different interests of the stakeholders and to ensure
the long-term stability of the communication systems.


Automotive industry

The automotive industry is a profit making industry. Car manufacturers tend to make incremental
investments for the introduction of driver assistance features as CACC. The automotive industry
is aware of the pressing need of deployment of ADA systems, since the number of fatalities in
traffic is increasing and travel times are running up. Besides this, the industry has the technology
for vehicle-to-vehicle communication available and the costs are tractable (VII public meeting,
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2005). However, the automotive industry is uncertain about the short-term availability and longterm stability of co-operative driver assistance systems. Considering the short-term availability the
USA industry is doubtful about the possibilities of a national rollout, the time certainty of for
example the CACC system, the guarantee of connectivity at all time and the achievement of an
early value to their costumers. In addition, the industry does not have the guarantee of long-term
stability (> 20 years) in terms of technology, costs and possibilities for expansions and
modifications.
In view of the attitude of the European automotive industry towards intelligent vehicle systems the
American doubts about short-term availability and usability and long-term stability are confirmed.
The European industry does not want to take financial risks as the interest of the public is not
demonstrated (Berghout et al., 2004).
Another issue is the organisation of selling vehicles to the consumers. The car manufacturers
(OEM) do not sell the vehicles directly to the consumer, but sell their cars to the dealers.
Subsequently, the dealers sell the cars to the public. Since ADA systems are primarily sold as
optional features, it is up to the dealers to convince the driver of the benefits of ADA systems.
This makes the car industry dependent. In the Netherlands the vehicle industry is active in selling,
but there are limited vehicle development or product activities. In Europe, main concentrations of
car manufacturers are found in Sweden, Germany, France, Italy and the United Kingdom.
Therefore, commitment between car manufacturers and the government in Europe could be more
difficult than in the United States.
Different suppliers of ADA systems make different types of ADA systems. The car manufacturers
have integrated different types of AACC in their cars. Even the same type of car has different
types of ACC in different countries. In summary, it can be said that there are no standards for the
technical characteristics of ADA systems. Since CACC includes a communication system,
standardisation is essential to enable cars to communicate with each other. The automotive
industry considers the current lack of standardisation as a barrier for introducing systems
including vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
As a result of the considerations above, the worldwide automotive industry employs a
conservative strategy for (large) investments in CACC. The USA automotive industry seems to be
a bit more preserved in comparison with the European industry, which is illustrated by the
introduction of the autonomous ACC system. Until now ACC systems have only been introduced
by European and Japanese car manufacturers2.


Drivers (general public)

The attitude of the general public towards CACC has not been taken into account yet, because
the system is in a very early stage of development. Nevertheless, the human factors, driver’s
awareness and driver’s needs are very important in the development and deployment of CACC.
After all, CACC will be introduced to the market as a commercial system that has to match with
the demand of the general public. The first key issue to be addressed here is determining how
willing drivers will be to operate their cars closer together when they have high-performance
CACC available. The second important question is how much consumers want to pay for the
CACC system. After all, in the early stage of market introduction costs will be high and benefits
will be low, since there are only few vehicles to communicate with.

2

The AACC systems that are present in US traffic are in European and Japanese cars.
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7.4

Context analysis

In the context analysis opportunities (or driving forces) and threats (or barriers) for a market
introduction of CACC are identified. As a start factors which may affect the deployment of CACC
are listed. Thereafter, commonalities and differences between the state of California and the
Netherlands are identified. Finally, a table containing the driving forces and barriers for CACC
deployment is presented.
7.4.1

Factors influencing CACC deployment

A potential market introduction will take place within the existing transportation system. The
celerity of CACC deployment depends mainly on the construction and current performance of the
transportation system. Factors that are relevant to a prospective CACC market introduction can
therefore be derived from the transportations system. Analyzing differences and commonalities
between the Dutch and Californian transportation systems may point out opportunities and
barriers for CACC deployment. A framework for representing the transportation system and its
context is given in figure 7.2 (Van Arem & Smits, 1997).

Pricing and regulation

Infrastructure use

Infrastructure demand

Infrastructure supply

Generalized level of service

Car ownership

Transportation system
Demographic development
Economical development
Technological development
Societal and cultural development
Land in use development
General transport policy
Transportation system context

Figure 7.2 Transportation system [source: Van Arem & Smits, 1997]

The transportation system is represented by assumptions for the supply, demand and use of
infrastructure, addressing different infrastructure modes. The generalised level of service
indicates general quality of a trip made and can be expressed in time delay, reliability, costs,
safety etc. Of special importance to ADA systems and in specific to CACC is the factor carownership, which has an effect on the infrastructure demand. Car-ownership may be influenced
indirectly by the generalised level of service, if for instance owning a car with ADA systems would
result in a direct advantage in the level of service. Infrastructure demand, supply and carownership can be influenced by specific pricing and regulation measures. The development of the
transportation system has to be considered in relation with a number of factors in the
transportation system context, such as social, economic and technological factors. Also general
transport policy factors are relevant, for instance the priority assigned to ADA developments in
relation to other transport measures (Van Arem & Smits, 1997).
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Not every aspect of the transportation system will have a demonstrable impact on a prospective
CACC market introduction. Reflecting on the position of the CACC system in the transportation
system and its context, the factors that are assessed when analyzing drivers and barriers for a
market introduction of CACC in California and the Netherlands are listed in table 7.4. Besides
these aspects, the attitude of the stakeholders involved in the development of CACC (public
sector; including general transport policy, automotive industry, drivers), as described in section
7.3, will influence a market introduction of the CACC system positively or negatively.
Table 7.4 Factors in transportation system and context effecting CACC deployment

Factors in transportation system effecting CACC
deployment

Car-ownership

Driving behavior (infrastructure use)

Infrastructure (infrastructure supply)

Mobility (infrastructure demand)

Traffic performance and safety (generalised level
of service)

7.4.2

Factors in transportation context effecting CACC
deployment

Privacy and liability issues (social and
cultural development)

The Netherlands and California compared

In this section the Netherlands and California are compared to each other on the indicators
selected. Since this chapter has an exploratory character, indicators (relative per inhabitant, per
household) that are assessed for the USA are assumed to be comparable for California.
Car-ownership
The car markets in the US and the Netherlands show major differences, resulting in large
differences in car-ownership. Figure 7.3 and 7.4 show the development of the number of cars per
inhabitant and per household respectively.
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It is seen that the US household and US inhabitant possess more cars (average) than a Dutch
individual and household respectively. A possible explanation is the higher household size in the
USA (Visser, 2003) and the unattractiveness of owning one or even several cars in dense urban
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areas in the Netherlands (Van Arem & Tsao, 1997). This makes the Californian market more
fertile for CACC deployment.
Driving behaviour
Comparing the Californian driving behaviour to the Dutch driving behaviour two differences can
be pointed out:
-

The Californian driver is more used to driving with automatic transmission and conventional
cruise control;
Almost every Californian car is standard equipped with a cruise control system and an
automatic transmission. Cruise control is a system that is much more appropriate in California
than in the Netherlands, because of the relatively long distances.

-

The Californian policy on free-way driving is keep-your-lane, while in the Netherlands it is
compelled to drive on the right lane if no slower predecessor is in front.
Californian drivers have a keep-your-lane policy and overtake both on the right and the left
side. In the Netherlands, the number of lane-changes is much higher, because overtaking is
allowed only on the left side and there is a rule that says that if it is possible to drive on the
right lane you should. It is presumable that the keep-your-lane driving behaviour in California
does have more opportunities for CACC use in mixed traffic than the Dutch driving behaviour.

Reflecting on these differences in driving behavior there are grounds to assume that the
Californian driver is easily willing to let a system take over the longitudinal control of the vehicle
(by CACC). This makes the USA a more fertile market for CACC from a driving behaviour point of
view.
Infrastructure
The Dutch freeway network comprised some 2208 km in 1995, of which the majority (2019)
comprises two lanes in each direction. The California freeway network is comprised of some 6483
km in 1995. In the urbanised parts, freeways with four lanes in each direction are by far most
common (4096 km) (Van Arem & Tsao, 1997). Having a look at the alternative modes for highway
transportation it is seen that the Netherlands has an extensive rail network connecting the major
cities with a frequency of at least two trains per hour. Locations that are not served by train are
served by other forms of public transport. In California a public transport network is present
especially in the urbanised areas, although most places are only accessible by car.
Considering the infrastructure supply in both areas, it is concluded that both California and the
Netherlands are suitable for CACC deployment. However, since the Californian freeway network
is more extensive and alternative transport modes for the car are limited, it may be assumed that
California is more favorable for CACC deployment considering the infrastructure supply.
Mobility
The mobility of people determines to what extent the infrastructure is used. Figure 7.5 point out
that the people in the US drive about two times as much as Dutch citizens. Figure 7.6 gives the
use of public transport in both the Netherlands and the US. It is confirmed that public transport
use is far more common in the Netherlands.
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Given the facts on mobility it seems that the USA is a more fertile market for the CACC system,
since the car is used more extensively in the US and the moderate available alternative transport
modes are hardly used.
Traffic performance and safety
Both in California and the Netherlands the delay suffered from congestion has increased
tremendously. In the USA traffic safety in terms of fatalities has improved, but is still high as
indicated by figure 7.7. However, reflection on the number of fatalities per billion vehicle
kilometres, visualised in figure 7.8, point out that in the last 20 years the Netherlands and the
USA show comparable results.
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The worsening traffic flow performance could be both for California and the Netherlands a
pressing need for the deployment of CACC. In addition, a significant number of accidents in both
California and the Netherlands are still fatal. It should be mentioned that CACC is developed as a
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comfort system, which gives convenience to the driver. Despite that it is not a safety-system, it
may though have positive safety and traffic flow effects.
Privacy and liability issues
Privacy is a sensitive issue for people, which is proved by the fact that there are still debates
about privacy standards. A study by U.S. D.O.T. (1997) sees the issue optimistically, arguing that
privacy is not a serious barrier to the implementation of automated highway systems.
The introduction of a new product such as CACC raises new questions with respect to the legal
framework. Van Wees (2003) reviews ADA systems in relation to product liability, traffic liability
and automobile insurance. Concerning product liability, Van Wees (2003) mentioned that the
presentation of the ADA product is a crucial element in potential claims. Evidently, this is the
reason that ADA systems are not presented as safety systems, but as comfort systems (Van
Arem et al., 2004). Further, Van Wees mentions the time when the product was put to market as
a relevant circumstance in determining the defectiveness of a product. A producer is not liable if
he can prove that the state of scientific and technical was not such as to discover the existence of
the defect. Van Wees however, does not conclude that product liability would be a barrier for
market introduction. He indicates that ‘case law on this subject in Europe is rather scarce’. Van
Wees finally discusses that the motor vehicle insurers may contribute to the success of ADA
systems through their insurance policies, but that current insurance practices seems less than
optimal towards safety innovations.
Assessing the results of a research of the US Department of Transportation (1997) as well as
Van Wees (2003) it is assumed that privacy will not be a severe barrier for drivers, although it
should not be denied. Both in Europe and in the USA car manufacturers and public sector are
discussing the liability issue extensively. The liability of the CACC system is assumedly more an
issue in California, because in the USA is raging much more a so called ‘claiming-culture’.
7.4.2

Conclusions on comparison

The comparison between the Netherlands and California has identified issues that are influencing
CACC deployment. Based on this comparison no hard conclusions can be drawn on which of
both areas is more appropriate for a CACC market introduction. However, some indications can
be given.
The following information on the transportation system indicates that the Californian market is
more fertile for CACC deployment than the Dutch market:






It seems that California is more sensitive for early adoption of CACC than the Netherlands.
This is indicated by the fact that the Californian driver is more used to automatic transmission
and conventional cruise control than the Dutch driver. However, a correlation between the
use of cruise control and automatic transmission and the willingness of using the ACC system
cannot be proved explicitly.
The Netherlands has an extensive public transportation system, which is an alternative
transport mode for the car. Public transportation is hardly an alternative mode for the car in
California.
Car-ownership (average number of cars per inhabitant and per household), car-use and
highway use are higher in California than in the Netherlands.
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Nevertheless, there are also factors that indicate that it is tougher to introduce CACC to the
Californian market than the Dutch market:


The liability of the CACC system is assumedly more an issue in California, because in the
USA is raging much more a so called ‘claiming-culture’.
In contrast to the European car manufacturers the US automotive industry did not introduce
autonomous ACC to the market, which indicates that the European industry is less
conservative to development and deployment of ADA systems than the European industry.



7.4.3

Driving forces and barriers for CACC deployment

The driving forces and barriers are derived from both the analysis of the transportation system
and the attitude of the involved stakeholders towards CACC deployment. The opportunities are
listed in table 7.5, the barriers in table 7.6.
Table 7.5 Driving forces for CACC deployment

Driving forces
-

Large and increasing delays due to (heavy) congestion on highways
The number of fatal accidents in California and the Netherlands are still high
Communication technology for CACC is available
Communication can be used for many other applications (traveller information, parking, crash
avoidance etc.)
‘VII’ and ‘eSafety’ program stimulating the development and deployment of vehicle-to-vehicle and
vehicle-to-infrastructure technology
Costs are tractable
Drivers are used to full-automation and cruise control (only for California)
High car-use and car-ownership
Transport policy of more efficient use of existing highways
Intensive highway use and limited alternative transport modes for car (only for California)
Co-operative systems can strengthen each other (e.g. CFCW and CACC)

Table 7.6 Barriers for CACC deployment

Barriers
-

-

CACC system only useful when significant number of CACC vehicles is present on the highway, which
is not an incentive for drivers to pay a high price (as a result of high production costs) for the extra ‘C’.
This price will only decrease if production volumes increase
User-acceptance for CACC unknown (short time headway, full automation)
Consumer demand unknown
Uncertainties in reliability and responsibility issues
Standardisation on technical characteristics is lacking
Different interests among large number of stakeholders
Conservative attitude of automotive industry because of doubts about short-term usability and longterm stability
Data-transportation can encroach on privacy
System can only be integrated in new built cars
Introduction usually starts from luxury cars and are usually available as optional
Drivers do not have much experience with autonomous ACC
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7.5

Conditions

In the previous section not only driving forces, but also barriers for CACC deployment have been
listed. At this moment these barriers assumedly prevent CACC from being introduced to the
market when the system design is completed. Since CACC is in a very early stage of
development, it is valuable to identify conditions for a successful deployment of CACC. These
conditions are based on the analysis of both the strengths and weaknesses of CACC and the
driving forces and barriers for CACC deployment.
1. Considering human factors, driver awareness and driver’s wishes in the development of
CACC. The CACC system should be designed in a way it best supports the driver needs to
make a market introduction successful. After all, in the end the public determines the success
of an ADA system. It cannot be a reason to deploy CACC just because the technology is
available. The US National Automated Highway System Research Program (NAHSRP) failed,
because the program was trapped into technological optimism and did not pay sufficient
attention to the people’s social, economic and environmental concerns (Cheon, 2003).
2. Clarifying impacts of CACC by intensifying research. Extensive research to CACC is
necessary in order to be clear about what the CACC system can benefit to the driver and the
government. Not only traffic flow effects and safety impacts need to be researched, but also
risk-adjusted cost-benefits analysis should be performed to eventually develop a business
case for the automotive industry. If impacts of CACC are clear in an early stage of
development the system design can be adjusted in order to maximize the advantages for
both the driver (individual safety and comfort) and the general public.
3. Getting Autonomous ACC to a stage where the system is widely recognised and used, so
that production volumes can increase and costs can be reduced. From a drivers point of view
it is advisable to introduce the CACC system to the market when AACC is widely introduced.
After drivers are used to the ACC system, shorter time headways can be set with the help of
CACC.
4. Developing strategies to deal with the low usability in the early stage of deployment. The
recently started ‘Vehicle Infrastructure Integration (VII)’ program in the USA deals with this
condition by analysing and discussing whether or not the investment necessary to equip new
vehicles and the roadway infrastructure with communications are warranted and can be
synchronised. If new vehicles are from a certain point on equipped with a communication
system, the deployment of a large number of applications, including CACC (but also
intersection assistance, traveller information, automatic parking payment etc), will be more
likely. In other words, the general ‘communication backbone’ can be used for a large number
of advanced assistant functionalities, including CACC. This condition can also be described
as the ‘cost-benefit challenge’. How can costs be decreased and benefits be increased, so
that the drivers decide to buy the system on a large scale? Considering this question, it is
useful to research which co-operative ADA systems can strengthen each other (e.g. CACC
and Co-operative Forward Collision Avoidance).
5. Agreeing on standards for a reliable communication system. An important step in the
development of CACC is the standardisation of the communication system. After all, in the
end all vehicles should be able to communicate with each other. Standardisation ensures the
car-manufacturers of return on their investments by guaranteeing long-term stability.
Additionally, if the technology used is stable, modifications and expansions are possible on
the long-term.
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8

Conclusions and Recommendations

In the first section the conclusions of this research are summarised. In section 8.2
recommendations for further research are presented.
8.1

Conclusions

This study examines to what extent the ADA-system ‘Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control’
(CACC) can contribute to a better traffic flow performance. CACC is a communication based
system which is designed to enhance driving comfort on highways by relieving the driver of the
need to continually adjust his or her speed to match that of preceding vehicles while also
maintaining a constant time headway. A literature survey to both the functionality and potential
traffic flow effects indicate that despite CACC is designed as a comfort system, it is supposed that
the system has an impact on traffic flow when widely recognised and used. However, since
CACC is still at the prototype level, not much research has been done to the traffic flow impacts
of CACC.
The functionality of CACC is elaborated in functional specifications for the microscopic traffic
simulation model ‘MIXIC’ and the model is extended with this functionality. An experiment with
two following CACC equipped vehicles on a single lane establishes that if two consecutives
following each other in the CACC mode the time gap between these CACC vehicles can safely
be decreased to as small as 0.5 second, because following CACC vehicles react fast and smooth
on an acceleration or deceleration action of a CACC predecessor. A second experiment with a
platoon of 5 vehicles following each other in the CACC mode on a single lane demonstrates an
improvement of the string stability with respect to a platoon of manually driven vehicles. This is
demonstrated by a relative speed to a predecessor of almost zero.
MIXIC simulations with data measured on a 4-lane Dutch highway with a bottleneck due to a road
narrowing prove that CACC has the ability to improve traffic flow performance. However, to what
extent depends heavily on the traffic flow conditions on the motorway stretch and the CACC
penetration rate. In high flow conditions there is more interaction between vehicles than in freeflow conditions. As a result more vehicles are able to participate in a CACC platoon (if they are
CACC equipped). Since CACC reduces time headways and improves string stability, traffic flow
improves stronger in high traffic flow conditions and when high fractions of the vehicle fleet are
CACC equipped.
Traffic flow stability improves with increasing fractions of CACC present in traffic. This is
measured as a reduction of the number of shock waves, varying from 25% (20% CACC) to 90%
(100% CACC) on the high-intensity stretch before the lane drop. If the CACC penetration rate is
low (<40%), this improvement in traffic stability does not result in a better throughput. Even
slightly lower average speeds are measured on all links. If the largest part of the vehicle fleet is
CACC equipped (>60%) an improved traffic flow performance in terms of average speed with
respect to the reference case is established (up to 10% improvement on the stretch before the
bottleneck).
The impact of a dedicated lane for CACC equipped vehicles depends heavily on the CACC
penetration rate. A low CACC presence (<40%) leads to a degradation of performance, which is
demonstrated by lower speeds, higher speed variances and more shock waves. This is explained
by an increase of the intensities on the regular lanes and a relatively high number of lane-
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changes, because manually driven vehicles should leave the fourth lane before it turns into a
CACC-lane. As a result an unbalanced division over the lanes is seen. The potential improvement
of traffic performance of a CACC-lane with respect to a highway configuration without CACC-lane
is only confirmed for the high-intensity stretch before the bottleneck. This is demonstrated by
higher speeds and lower speed variances.
As communication is restricted to longitudinal control and no restrictions to the length and
compactness of CACC platoons is given, the system has a negative effect on traffic safety in the
merging process. Close CACC platoons prevent other vehicles from cutting in, because the gap
between consecutive CACC vehicles (0.5 s) is lower than the gap accepted for performing a
mandatory lane change. The unsafe lateral effect of the presence of CACC in traffic is revealed
by an increasing number of removed vehicles due to conflicts as more vehicles are CACC
equipped. It is recommended to study possible solutions for dealing with this negative effect on
merging of CACC. Options for improvement are (i) limiting the length of a CACC platoon, (ii) an
infrastructural beacon on the motorway-stretch before a bottleneck communicating to vehicles
that they should enlarge the time gap to its predecessor enabling vehicles to perform a
(mandatory) lane change and (iii) adding a ‘Co-operative Merging’ application to the CACC
system enabling vehicles to communicate their lateral (lane-change) movements.
In an emergency braking situation, which is more likely to occur on high intensity stretches of the
highway, the driver should take over, because the capability of the ACC controller is limited to a
specific range. However, the time gap between two CACC equipped vehicles may be too short for
a following driver to prevent a collision if he/she has to take over the system. Therefore, it is
concluded that, if CACC is deployed in mixed traffic, a Co-operative Forward Collision Avoidance
system should be added to the CACC system in order to prevent unsafe traffic situations in case
of emergency braking upstream in the traffic flow.
Implementing the CACC system is not simply a matter of demonstrating technological progress
and traffic improvement, but also on other aspects like usability, legal issues, financial risks,
public policy, etc. Therefore, it is of importance to evaluate introduction effects already at an early
stage of system development. An explorative study into the context of the CACC system has
been performed in order to recognise driving forces and barriers that may affect a potential CACC
deployment. Stakeholders who are involved in the development of ADA systems in general and
CACC in specific have different interests in this system and as a result take their own position
towards CACC development and deployment. It is concluded that different conditions for a
successful market introduction of CACC can be identified. These conditions are summarised as
follows:
-

Considering human factors, driver awareness and driver’s wishes in the development of
CACC.
Clarifying impacts of CACC by intensifying research.
Getting autonomous ACC to a stage where the system is widely recognised and used.
Developing of strategies to deal with the low usability in the early stage of deployment.
Agreeing on standards for a reliable communication system.

An overview of the commonalities and differences in these opportunities and barriers between the
State of California (USA) and the Netherlands (Europe) gives indications that the Californian
market is a bit more fertile for CACC use. Car-ownership, car-use and highway use are much
higher in California than in the Netherlands and the Californian driver is more used to automatic
transmission and conventional cruise control than the Dutch driver. However, the US automotive
industry appears to be more conservative than the European industry.
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8.2

Recommendations for further research

It is concluded that the CACC system has the potency to improve traffic flow performance.
However, extensive research on all areas is necessary to get detailed information about effects
on traffic flow, safety, environment and energy consumption. In addition, research should be done
to user acceptance, liability issues, cost-benefits etc. This information is necessary to adjust the
design of the CACC system to prevent adverse traffic effects and to best support future advances
for the driver. The following more specific recommendations for further research are given:
1. Studying driver acceptance of short headways. In this study it is assumed that drivers accept
the short time headway of 0.5 second. Nevertheless, drivers may feel uncomfortable driving
at these short time headways. Driving simulator studies and/ or field experiments should
provide information whether or not this time headway is applicable.
2. Assessing capacity effects of CACC more explicitly. The potential positive impacts of CACC
on motorway capacity could not be established explicitly by the MIXIC simulations. Only
indications for capacity could be derived. It is recommended to assess the capacity effects of
CACC more explicitly with a capacity model.
3. Validating the CACC system physically. This study is conducted with a functional design of
CACC derived from described system architectures. It provides a strong justification to
implement the CACC design on cars to support the physical validation. Physical system
testing in an early phase of development assumedly points out shortcomings and possibilities
for improvement.
4. Adjusting CACC functionality and system design so it can deal with the merging problems
due to the formation of long CACC platoons. A clear distinction between short-term and longterm solutions should be made. Reflecting on the possible solutions, limiting the length of the
CACC platoons seems to be a short-term solution. An infrastructural beacon communicating
to CACC platoons that the time gap between consecutive CACC equipped vehicles should
increase because a bottleneck is ahead and the concept of Co-operative Merging appear to
be more long-term solutions. It is recommended to design and test ‘Co-operative Merging’
(CM) and assess the impact of this system. The question is to what extent CM can be
integrated in the CACC application.
5. Assessing effects on traffic flow and traffic safety if different combinations of cruise control
systems (AACC, CACC, stop & go ACC) are present on highways. Cruise control systems
develop rapidly and it is to be expected that in a few years from now different cruise control
systems are introduced to the market. It is uncertain how these different (adaptive) cruise
control systems interact and what the impacts are of this diversity of systems.
6. Researching the interaction between CACC and Co-operative Forward Collision Avoidance.
In this research a recommendation is given of adding a Co-operative Forward Collision
Avoidance system (event-based communication) to CACC (continuous communication). The
possibilities, constraints and effects of these kinds of combinations should be studied more
extensively in order to adapt the functional and technical design of these systems in an early
stage of development to best support advances for integration. Successful combinations of
systems may improve the usability.
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7. Defining, analysing and assessing possible CACC development paths. The explorative study
on factors influencing CACC deployment is considered to be a start-document. It provides
insight in the driving forces, barriers and conditions for success for a market introduction of
CACC. However, more extensive and detailed research, in which different stakeholders and
experts should be consulted, is necessary to define and analyse development paths for
CACC.
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A Lateral Behaviour of CACC in MIXIC
A.1 Description of MIXIC lane-change models
An important part of the MIXIC driver model is the lane-change model. The lane-change model
distinguishes two different types of lane-change models: (i) the free lane-change model and (ii)
the mandatory lane-change model (Van Arem et al., 1997b). In this appendix the working of these
models is described.
A.1.1 Free lane-change model
The first step of the lane change model is to determine whether the modelled driver decides to
execute a lane-change manoeuvre to the right or the left lane. Secondly, when a lane-change
decision has been taken, a simple procedure is used to simulate the actual lane-change
execution. In MIXIC rules are specified for ‘want to change’ and ‘perform change’, both to the left
and to the right. The rules for ‘want to change’ include a comparison of the current speed with the
desired speed and with the speed of the lead vehicle in the current lane. Also the vehicle’s actual
acceleration with respect to the maximum comfortable acceleration and deceleration is evaluated.
The rules for ‘perform change’ refer to the safety of the intended manoevre, determined by a
sufficiently large gap in the target lane.
Since no lateral control is included in MIXIC, a time delay is used to simulate the actual lanechange execution. When a lane-change decision has been taken, it is executed not immediately,
but only after this delay. During this delay time, the lane-change decision is re-evaluated in every
time step to allow for the possibility to abort an intended lane-change manoeuvre. The delay
mechanism also prevents the model from executing a lane-change just one time interval after
having finished a previous one, which would be unrealistic.
A.2.2 Mandatory lane-change model
The mandatory lane-changing process consists of a number of steps:
- Perception of the forthcoming situation and choice of a destination lane
- Deciding on the intention to change lane
- Scanning for an appropriate gap and controlling relative speed and position
- If the speed difference and position error are small enough the lane change is executed
At the end of each section there may be a discontinuity point: this may imply that the lane a driver
is driving on will not be available to him. For each discontinuity point, there is a pre-warning
distance, assigned by default a value of 1350 m (which is based on the Dutch standard distance
to announce an exit (1200 m) and a perception distance). As soon as a driver passes the prewarning distance, the target (or destination) lane is determined.
There is a distance at which the driver will start to undertake action to change lane. If a
mandatory lane change is needed the intention to change is drawn from a normal distribution cut
of between the pre-warning distance and some distance before the discontinuity point. If the
distance of a driver to the next discontinuity point is less than his intention distance, he starts to
look for an appropriate gap in the adjacent lane. If the driver has an AICC system which is active,
then he first switches it off: gap scanning and controlling relative speed and position are done
manually. The ‘negotiation’ of a mandatory lane-change gives simultaneously results for the
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desired acceleration and the intended lane change. It is checked whether the speed matches the
relative speed with respect to the target lane sufficiently by:
- if the relative speed is sufficiently small or if the relative speed is non-perceivable, or if there
is no target vehicle than the driver checks whether the nearest gap is larger than the
minimum required gap. If this is the case, then it is checked whether there is sufficient room
at the front and the rear of the vehicle, and fine tuning of the relative position with respect the
room is done.
- If the nearest gap is too small, the driver evaluates an alternative gap. If his desired speed is
above the speed of the target lane and the gap ahead of the nearest gap is large enough and
his predecessor in his own lane is not in the way (after an anticipation period) he moves to
the gap in front. Otherwise he moves one gap behind.
The mandatory lane change is initiated when:
- the gap is large enough
- the relative position with respect to the gap is right
- the angular speed with respect to the new predecessor and successor are less than a certain
threshold (0.021 rad/s by default)
The mandatory lane change model of MIXIC has been designed for uncongested traffic
conditions and has been tuned so that in normal traffic (reference variant) the capacity value is
valid. The model however is not necessarily valid in conditions near capacity for other than
normal traffic, e.g. in the presence of CACC (Tampère et al., 1999). Therefore it is required to test
the lateral impact of the CACC model in MIXIC.
A.2 Testing CACC impact on lane-change behaviour in MIXIC
The CACC model which is newly implemented in MIXIC is tested extensively on its longitudinal
behaviour on a single lane highway layout without bottlenecks and only with a few following
vehicles. It is useful to test the effect of the presence of the CACC system on more lanes and with
a large traffic demand in order to evaluate the lateral (lane-change) behaviour of traffic. It is
validated if the CACC system is disengaged during the lane change process. In addition, it is
studied how traffic behaves around the lane drop. The lane drop makes it necessary for vehicles
driving on the most left lane to perform a mandatory lane change according to the process
described in the previous section. A few tests have been conducted with real data measured on a
four lane highway configuration narrowing to a 3 lane motorway.
Considering the graphical mode of MIXIC, which is presented in figure A.1, there are two main
observations:
1. The CACC system is switched off when the vehicle performs a lane change, despite it is a
free lane change or a mandatory lane change. This matches the functionality of the CACC
system.
2. A vehicle which wants to conduct a mandatory lane change due to the narrowing of the road
cannot merge in to a platoon of CACC equipped vehicles driving on 0.5 second time gap. The
merging vehicle cannot find an appropriate gap to cut in, because the CACC equipped
vehicles drive really close behind each other. If both traffic volumes and CACC fractions are
high, the CACC platoons can be very long. This is strengthened by the MIXIC assumption
that CACC equipped vehicles has their CACC system switched on as much as possible. As a
result the vehicle is not able to perform the lane change and is removed from the simulation
because the lane does not continue on the next link.
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Lane changing vehicle

CACC platoon

Figure A.1 Merging problem CACC

This lane changing problem is very likely to occur in real traffic if a significant amount of vehicles
is equipped with the CACC system. Possible solutions can focus on both the CACC platoon as
the lane changing vehicle. A first possible solution is that the vehicle that needs to conduct the
lane change warns the CACC platoon that he is cutting in. As a reaction two consecutive vehicles
in the platoon can decrease their time headway and the vehicle on the most left lane is able to cut
in. A second possible solution is that the lane changing vehicle decreases its speed until it is able
to join the platoon at the tail. The first solution described sounds more reasonable. As mentioned
before in this study lateral communication is not taken into account. In order to decrease the
negative effects of the mandatory lane changing problem as much as possible the parameters of
the MIXIC mandatory lane change model are calibrated. These parameters are described in table
A.1.
Table A.1 Parameters mandatory lane-change model MIXIC

Parameter
mlc_prewarningdist_fix_1
mlc_prewarningdist_var_1
mlc_headway_fix
mlc_headway_var
mlc_dist_dev_factor_ard_
alpha
mlc_sp_dev_factor_p_ard_alpha
mlc_speed_diff_thresh
mlc_gap_fix
mlc_gap_var
mlc_angspeed_thresh
mlc_hw_accept

Description
Constant factor for deciding on intention to
change lane
Constant factor for deciding on intention to
change lane
Constant factor for gap acceptance
Constant factor for gap acceptance
Fierceness with which a driver tries to control
distance deviations
Fierceness with which a driver tries to control
speed deviations
Constant factor for checking if speed equals
speed on desired lane
Constant factor for minimum required gap
Constant factor for minimum required gap
Angular velocity in lane changing (rad/s)
Minimum accepted headway for lane changing (s)

Default
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.75
1
1
0.1
0.25
0.75
0.021
0.5

The traffic demand and highway configuration are equal to the simulation setup described in
chapter 5. The reference case of this calibration is a scenario which contains the default values
for the parameters of the mandatory lane change model of MIXIC 1.3 (see column ‘ref’ in Table
A.2). The other test scenarios (columns 1 to 11 in Table A.2) differ from the reference scenario
and from each other concerning the mandatory lane change parameters. The values of the
parameters are changed in a way vehicles conduct the lane change sooner and in a more
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‘aggressive’ way. The scenarios are derived from a MIXIC study which explored the effects of an
autonomous ACC around a disturbance caused by traffic coming from a merging on-ramp (De
Jong, 2004).
An important quantity reflecting the quality of a simulation run is the number of vehicles that are
removed from the simulation (Van Arem, 1997). Within the model, vehicles are removed in the
case of physical overlap (the rear vehicle is removed) or in the case of a failure to merge. A low
number of vehicles removed from the simulation means there are not many problems with
merging traffic. Although, it should be mentioned that a decrease in the number of removed
vehicles can lead to a severe increase in the number of shockwaves on the link before the lane
drop because vehicles cut in too aggressive.
The mandatory lane change model is calibrated on an as small as possible number of vehicles
removed from the simulation, without leading to a severe increase in the amount of shockwaves
on the link before the lane drop.
Table A.2 Parameter setting study mandatory lane-change model MIXIC
Parameter\ scenario
mlc_prewarningdist_fix_1
mlc_prewarningdist_var_1
mlc_headway_fix
mlc_headway_var
mlc_dist_dev_factor_ard_
alpha
mlc_sp_dev_factor_p_ard_
alpha
mlc_speed_diff_thresh
mlc_gap_fix
mlc_gap_var
mlc_angspeed_thresh
mlc_hw_accept
removed from simulation
Shockwaves on link before
lane drop

ref
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.75
1

1
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.75
1

2
1
0
0.25
0.75
3

3
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.75
1

4
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.75
1

5
1
0
0.25
0.75
1

6
1
0
0.25
0.75
1

7
1
0
0.25
0.75
10

8
1
0
0.25
0.75
1

9
1
0
0.25
0.75
3

10
1
0
0.25
0.75
6

11
1
0
0.25
0.75
2

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

10

1

3

6

2

0.1
0.25
0.75
0.021
0.5
504
35

0.1
0.1
0.9
0.021
0.5
544
18

0.1
0
0
0.021
0.5
515
12

0.1
0
1
0.021
0.5
566
45

0.02
0
1
0.021
0.5
422
99

0.1
0
1
0.021
0.5
547
23

0.1
0
0
0.021
0.5
611
45

0.1
0
0
0.021
0.5
582
45

0.1
0
0
0.042
0.5
744
59

0.1
0
0
0.042
0.5
752
32

0.1
0
0
0.042
0.5
696
59

0.1
0
0
0.063
0.5
1038
56

Table A.2 shows that scenario 3 is the best scenario. Nevertheless, the amount of removed
vehicles as a result of the lane drop is still quite high. The table illustrates also that the third
scenario improves the reference case, because the amount of shockwaves decreases with a
factor 3 by somewhat the same amount of removed vehicles. Apparently, increasing the values of
the fierceness parameters for lane changing improves the mandatory lane change process. The
parameter setting of the mandatory lane change model is matched with scenario 3. Despite the
optimal parameter setting, the simulations with a high traffic demand will certainly give a relative
high number of removed vehicles from the simulation due to the mandatory lane change problem.
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B CACC algorithms in MIXIC source code
In this appendix the source code of the CACC model algorithms is presented. It should be
mentioned not the total CACC model source code (definition of variables, interaction with other
MIXIC models etc) is presented, but only a translation of the CACC algorithms are given.
Modelling process
To program the CACC model it is of importance to define different steps in the programming
process. The construction of the CACC model is equal to the existing AACC model. In
comparison to the AACC model the main differences are found in the following phases of the
model:
1. calculate reference acceleration on the basis of the speed controller
2. calculate reference acceleration on the basis of the distance controller
a) ask for distance headway and relative speed to predecessor
b) ask for acceleration and speed of predecessor
c) calculate safe distance headway and minimum allowed distance headway
3. calculate restrictive reference acceleration as minimum of speed controller and distance
controller
4. new CACC parameters in MIXIC input file
The calculation of the position of the pedals and the gear number on the basis of the reference
acceleration is equal to the existing AACC model in MIXIC. For this reason this part of the CACC
model is not described.
Calculate reference acceleration of speed controller
In the CACC model the reference acceleration of a vehicle in the case of free driving is
determined by the assumption that the difference between the current speed and the intended
speed of the system should be zero.

icc_a_ref_v_cacc = K_CACC * ( int_speed – speed ( Time – commDelayCACC) )

icc_a_ref_v_cacc
K_CACC
int_speed
speed
Time
commDelayCACC

= reference acceleration of CACC for free driving (m/s2)
= a constant factor
= intended speed (m/s)
= speed of following vehicle (m/s)
= time (s)
= communication delay of CACC system (s)

Calculate reference acceleration of distance controller
For vehicles with CACC, the following functions are subsequently executed in each iteration in
order to determine the reference (car-following) acceleration:
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1. hw_sens & rel_speed_sens: ask for the distance headway and relative speed to the
predecessor at a certain time during the simulation
2. hw_ref: calculate the reference distance headway to predecessor
a. GetAccelerationPred & GetSpeedPred: get the acceleration and speed of the
predecessor at a certain simulation time
b. hw_safe & hw_min: calculate the safety headway to predecessor regarding the
difference in braking capability of two consecutive vehicles and the absolute
minimum allowed headway to predecessor
3. hw_err: calculate the headway error between the reference headway and the headway
measured at a certain time during the simulation
4. icc_a_ref_d_CACC: calculate the reference acceleration of the distance controller
1. hw_sens & rel_speed_sens
This function provides the outputs of the CACC’s sensor, taking into account the communication
delay and a detection range of the sensor. The outputs of the sensor are respectively:
- the headway to the lead vehicle at time = current time minus the communication delay of the
CACC system
- the relative speed to the lead vehicle at time = current time minus the communication delay of
the CACC system
The sensors are supposed to be ideal in the sense that it will always correctly detect a lead
vehicle in the same lane as long as it is within the detection range.
2. hw_ref
If a pair of vehicles is equipped with CACC this system makes it possible to set a time gap of 0.5
second between consecutive vehicles. This time gap is converted to the distance headway. This
is a function of the speed of the following vehicle. After all, in order to keep the time gap between
consecutive vehicles 0.5 second at higher speeds the distance headway needs to increase to
guarantee a safe following distance.

hw_0.5s = Current_ICC_tau * Speed ( Time – commDelayCACC )

hw_0.5s
Current_ICC_tau

= distance headway at time gap 0.5 second (m)
= time gap setting (s)

The reference distance headway is defined as a maximum among safe following distance, the
calculated following distance with a time gap of 0.5 second and a minimum allowed distance.

hw_ref = max (hw_min, hw_0.5s, hw_safe)

In case the CACC equipped vehicle is following a non-CACC equipped vehicle the reference
headway must fall back to a larger value (1.4 seconds). After all, two-way communication is
impossible. In this case the CACC functions like an AACC system.

hw_0.5s_pred_nonCACC = Current_ICC_tau_pred_nonCACC * Speed (Time – commDelayCACC )
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Current_ICC_tau_pred_nonCACC

= time gap setting when predecessor does not have an
active CACC system (s)

The braking capability of the predecessor is unknown, because V2V communication is not taking
place. Therefore the safe headway is denied when the leading vehicle does not have a CACC
system (active).

hw_ref_pred_nonCACC

= max (hw_min, hw_0.5s_pred_nonCACC)

a. GetAccelerationPred & GetSpeedPred
The CACC system is able to measure the acceleration of the predecessor. This in comparison
with the AACC controller, which is only able to measure the relative speed and distance headway
to the predecessor with detectors. The acceleration and speed of the leading vehicle are
necessary to calculate the safe headway and the reference acceleration. The outputs of the
vehicle-to-vehicle communication messages are:
- the acceleration of the lead vehicle at time = current time minus the communication delay of
the CACC system
- the speed of the lead vehicle at time = current time minus the communication delay of the
CACC system
b. hw_safe & hw_min
When the following vehicle has less braking power than its predecessor dangerous situations
may occur when the time gap of 0.5 s. is the only criterion for the reference distance headway. A
safe distance headway depending on the speed of the predecessor and the difference in braking
capability of two consecutive vehicles should avoid collision.

hw_safe = 0.5 * speed_predecessor * speed_predecessor * ( (1/max_dec_suc) – (1/max_dec_pred) ) +
commDelayCACC * speed_predecessor * speed_predecessor

hw_safe
speed_predecessor
max_dec_suc
max_dec_pred

= safe distance headway (m)
= speed of preceding vehicle (m/s)
= maximum deceleration or braking capability of following vehicle (m/s2)
= maximum deceleration or braking capability of preceding vehicle (m/s2)

Besides a safe headway based on the difference in braking capability of two consecutive vehicles
an absolute minimum allowed headway is defined (hw_min). The default value of hw_min is 2 m.
3. hw_err
When the reference headway is calculated and the current headway is measured with the
communication systems, a headway error can be calculated. The headway error is defined as the
difference between the reference headway calculated (hw_ref and hw_ref_pred_nonCACC) and
the current distance headway measured with the sensor.
If the predecessor is a CACC equipped vehicle:
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Hw_err = hw_ref – hw_sens

If the predecessor is a non-CACC equipped vehicle:

Hw_err = hw_ref_pred_nonCACC – hw_sens

4. icc_a_ref_d_cacc
In the car-following situation the reference acceleration of the following CACC equipped vehicle is
calculated by adding a third error based control, a1 = a2 , to the familiar AACC model. In case the
CACC equipped vehicle is following a non-CACC equipped vehicles the acceleration factor must
be removed from the calculation of the reference acceleration of the distance controller.

If (((AICC(pred.veh_dr_comb_id))) && (pred_dr_state.AICC_active))
icc_a_ref_d_cacc = Kd_CACC*hw_err + Kv_CACC*rel_speed_sens/3.6 - Ka_CACC*GetAccelerationPred
else icc_a_ref_d_cacc = Kd_CACC*hw_err + Kv_CACC*rel_speed_sens/3.6
icc_a_ref_d_cacc = - icc_a_ref_d_cacc

icc_a_ref_d_cacc
Ka_CACC, Kd_CACC, Kv_CACC
GetAccelerationPred

= reference acceleration of CACC for car-following(m/s2)
= constant factors identical for all vehicles
= current acceleration of the preceding vehicle (m/s2)

Calculate restrictive reference acceleration
The overall reference acceleration is determined by taking the most restrictive of the free driving
and car-following acceleration references.

icc_a_ref_cacc

= min (icc_a_ref_v_cacc, icc_a_ref_d_cacc)

Finally, this value is limited between the maximum acceleration and deceleration of the CACC.

icc_a_ref_cacc
icc_a_ref_cacc
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C Detailed Simulation Results
C.1 Speed – Volume – Density – Time relationships for Reference scenario
The relations of speed and volume against time give a good qualitative impression of traffic flow
during the entire simulation. The ‘fundamental diagrams’, the relations between speed, volume
and density, summarize the properties of traffic flow.
Three flow characteristics forming the fundamental curves are speed (v), intensity (q) and density
(k) (May, 1990).
 Intensity is defined as the number of vehicles passing a specific point or short section in a
given period of time in a single lane expressed as an hourly rate, pcu/h. As mentioned one
unique flow parameter is maximum intensity or capacity (qm).
 Speed is defined as the average rate of motion and is expressed in km per hour, km/h. Two
unique speed parameters are free-flow speed (vf) and optimum speed (vo). Free-flow speed is
that speed which exists when the intensity approaches zero under free-flow conditions while
optimum speed is that speed which exists under maximum intensity.
 Density is defined as the number of vehicles occupying a section of roadway in a single lane
expressed on a per km basis, pcu/km. Two unique density parameters are jam density (kj)
and optimum density (ko). Jam density is that density that occurs when both flow and speed
approach zero while optimum density occurs under maximum intensity.
The relations between these traffic flow characteristics form the three fundamental curves: (1) the
speed – intensity curve, (2) the speed – density curve and (3) the intensity – density curve.
Figure C.1 to figure C.4 give the relationships between speed, volume and density and the
relationships between speed and time and volume and time for links 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the
reference scenario.
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C.1.1 Link 2
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Figure C.1: Relationships between Speed, Volume, Density & Time for the Reference scenario (0% CACC) on link 2.

C.1.2 Link 3
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Figure C.2: Relationships between Speed, Volume, Density & Time for the Reference scenario (0% CACC) on link 3.
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C.1.3 Link 4: before the bottleneck
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Figure C.3: Relationships between Speed, Volume, Density & Time for the Reference scenario (0% CACC) on link 4
(before the lane drop).

C.1.5 Link 5: after the bottleneck
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Figure C.4: Relationships between Speed, Volume, Density & Time for the Reference scenario (0% CACC) on link 5
(after the lane drop).
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C.2 Key indicators for CACC scenarios
In this section detailed simulation results are presented for links 2 to 5. Tables C.1 to C.3 give the
number of shock waves, average speed and standard deviation of speed respectively for all
CACC-scenarios on link 2. Tables C.4 to C.6 list the same information for link 3, tables C.7 to C.9
for link 4 and table C.10, table C.11and table C.12 for link 5.
C.2.1 Link 2
Table C.1 Number of shock waves on link 2

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Number of shock
waves (#)
65
70
47
40
32
32
104
59
41

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
-7.69
(no)
-27.69 (no)
-38.46 (no)
-50.77 (no)
-50.77 (no)
60.00 (yes)
-9.23
(no)
-36.92 (no)

Table C.2 Average speed on link 2

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Average speed (km/h)

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

109.13
108.33
108.40
108.58
109.23
110.18
108.61
107.64
108.87

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
--0.73
(yes)
-0.67
(no)
-0.50
(no)
-0.09
(no)
0.96
(yes)
-0.48
(yes)
-1.37
(yes)
-0.24
(no)

Standard deviation of
speed (km/h)
11.39
11.59
11.38
11.67
12.02
12.54
12.14
12.06
12.28

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
-1.76
(no)
-0.09
(no)
2.46
(no)
5.53
(yes)
10.10 (no)
6.58
(yes)
5.88
(yes)
7.81
(yes)

Table C.3 Standard deviation of speed on link 2

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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C.2.2 Link 3
Table C.4 Number of shock waves on link 3

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Number of shock
waves (#)
107
112
77
74
52
44
245
86
26

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
-4.67
(no)
-28.04 (no)
-30.84 (yes)
-51.40 (yes)
-58.88 (yes)
128.97 (yes)
-19.63 (no)
-75.70 (yes)

Table C.5 Average speed on link 3

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Average speed (km/h)

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

109.41
108.47
108.36
108.35
109.18
110.14
95.83
104.23
107.43

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
--0.86
(yes)
-0.96
(yes)
-0.97
(yes)
-0.21
(no)
0.67
(no)
-12.41 (yes)
-4.73
(yes)
-1.81
(yes)

Standard deviation of
speed (km/h)
11.58
11.70
11.55
12.17
12.28
12.84
18.19
13.67
12.42

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
-1.04
(no)
-0.26
(no)
5.09
(no)
6.04
(yes)
10.88 (yes)
57.08 (yes)
18.05 (yes)
7.25
(yes)

Table C.6 Standard deviation of speed on link 3

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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C.2.3 Link 4: before bottleneck
Table C.7 Number of shock waves on link 4

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Number of shock
waves (#)
506
347
192
114
73
49
139
135
79

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
--31.42 (yes)
-62.06 (yes)
-77.47 (yes)
-85.57 (yes)
-90.32 (yes)
-72.53 (yes)
-73.32 (yes)
-84.39 (yes)

Table C.8 Average speed on link 4

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Average speed (km/h)

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

97.18
94.64
96.10
98.42
103.06
107.00
101.28
102.68
103.71

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
--2.61
(yes)
-1.11
(no)
1.28
(no)
6.05
(yes)
10.10 (yes)
4.22
(yes)
5.66
(yes)
6.72
(yes)

Standard deviation of
speed (km/h)
15.46
15.40
14.64
14.11
12.99
12.45
12.27
11.69
11.93

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
--0.39
(no)
-5.30
(no)
-8.73
(yes)
-15.98 (yes)
-19.47 (yes)
-20.63 (yes)
-24.39 (yes)
-22.83 (yes)

Table C.9 Standard deviation of speed on link 4

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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C.2.4 Link 5: after bottleneck
Table C.10 Number of shock waves on link 5

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Number of shock
waves (#)
108
91
59
42
32
33
61
36
21

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
--15.74 (no)
-45.37 (yes)
-61.11 (yes)
-70.37 (yes)
-69.44 (yes)
-43.52 (yes)
-66.67 (yes)
-80.56 (yes)

Table C.11 Average speed on link 5

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Average speed (km/h)

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

106.82
103.27
103.48
103.14
104.21
106.20
100.50
100.89
100.94

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
--3.32
(yes)
-3.13
(yes)
-3.45
(yes)
-2.44
(yes)
-0.58
(no)
-5.92
(yes)
-5.55
(yes)
-5.50
(yes)

Standard deviation of
speed (km/h)
10.91
11.83
11.19
11.89
11.86
12.27
11.52
11.23
11.07

Difference with reference in
% (significant)
-8.43
(no)
2.57
(no)
8.98
(no)
8.71
(no)
12.47 (yes)
5.59
(no)
2.93
(no)
1.47
(no)

Table C.12 Standard deviation of speed on link 5

Scenario

% CACC

CACC-lane

Reference
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

0
20
40
60
80
100
40
60
80

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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D Statistical analyses on CACC model results
In order to determine if an effect is significant statistical analyses are performed. The following
statistical analyses are done on the indicators ‘number of shock waves’, ‘average speed’ and
‘standard deviation of speed’:
1. Main effect of CACC penetration level on indicator for highway lay-out with no CACC-lane –
Analyses of Variance (ANOVA), F-test.
2. Main effect of CACC penetration level on indicator for highway lay-out with CACC-lane –
Analyses of Variance (ANOVA), F-test.
3. Main effect of CACC-lane on indicator – Analyses of Variance (ANOVA), F-test.
4. Effect of CACC scenarios in comparison with Reference scenario – Post hoc Dunett’s
pairwise multiple comparisons test.
The notification for the Analyses of Variance is as follows.
F (Fcritical) = Fcalculated; p < significance level
If the calculated F exceeds the critical F it is assumed that the observed significance level is
obtained. The hypothesis that the means of the groups are equal is rejected. It is concluded that
at least two means differ significantly from each other. In short, if the calculated F is higher than
the critical F there is a significant effect (Kallenberg, 1999).
The statistical analyses for the number of shock waves, average speed, standard deviation of
speed and maximum intensity are presented in figures D.1, D.2, D.3 and D.4 respectively.
D.1 Number of shock waves
Link 3

120
100
80

Shock waves (#)

Shock waves (#)

Link 2

60
40
20
0
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on shock waves (no
CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on shock waves
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on
shock waves

F(2.62)=3.82; p<0.0109

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane: --

F(3.89)=13.7; p<0.001

F(4.20)=8.52; p<0.007

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.019

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on shock waves (no
CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on shock waves
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on
shock waves

F(2.62)=14.3; p<0.001

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
60%; p<0.037
80%; p<0.001
100%; p<0.001

F(3.89)=162; p<0.001

F(4.20)=4.00; p<0.055

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001
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Link 5

600
500
400

Shock waves (#)

Shock waves (#)

Link 4

300
200
100
0
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on shock waves (no
CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on shock waves
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on
shock waves

F(2.62)=409; p<0.001

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
20%; p<0.001
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001
100%; p<0.001

F(3.89)=4.92; p<0.001

F(4.20)=0.24; p<0.626

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on shock waves (no
CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on shock waves
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on
shock waves

F(2.62)=21; p<0.001

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001
100%; p<0.001

F(3.89)=17.2; p<0.001

F(4.20)=0.75; p<0.194

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001

Figure D.1 Statistical analyses on number of shock waves

No CACC-lane
Analysis of variance shows a significant main effect of CACC penetration level on the number of
shock waves on all links [link 1: F(2.62)=3.82; p<0.011, link 2: F(2.62)=14.3; p<0.001, link 3:
F(2.62)=409; p<0.001, link 5: F(2.62)=21; p<0.001]. In general, an exponential reduction of the
number of shock waves can be seen if more CACC equipped vehicles are present. Post-hoc tests
prove that for link 2 there is no CACC scenario significantly different from the reference variant if
no CACC-lane is present. For link 3 the scenarios with 60% (p<0.037), 80% (p<0.001) and 100%
(p<0.001) CACC fractions differ significantly from the reference case. For link 4 all the CACC
scenarios (p<0.001) differ significantly from the reference case and for link 5 every CACC
scenario (p<0.001) except the 20% CACC case differ significantly from the 0% CACC case.
CACC-lane
Analysis of variance indicates that there is no significant main effect of a CACC-lane on traffic
flow stability in terms of the number of shock waves in these simulations, except on link 2 [link 2:
F(4.20)=8.52; p<0.007, link 3: F(4.20)=4.00; p<0.055, link 4: F(4.20)=0.24; p<0.626, link 5:
F(4.20)=0.75; p<0.194]. In other words, if a regular lane is replaced by a CACC-lane the number
of shock waves around the lane drop does not significantly differ with the regular highway
configuration. Post-hoc Dunett tests reveal that for link 2 only the 40% CACC (p<0.019) scenario
is significantly different from the reference case. For link 3 in the CACC-lane highway lay-out both
the 40% CACC (p<0.001) and 80% CACC (p<0.001) differ significantly from the reference case.
For link 4 the 40% CACC scenarios as well as the 60% and 80% CACC (all: p<0.001) scenarios
are significantly different from the reference case. This is comparable for link 5 (all: p<0.001).
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D.2 Average speed
Link 3
Average speed (km/h)

Average speed (km/h)

Link 2
115
110
105
100
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

115
110
105
100
95
90

100%

Ref

20%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

40%

CACC-lane

no CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on average speed
(no CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on average speed
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on
average speed

F(2.62)=60; p<0.001

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
20%; p<0.035
100%; p<0.003

F(3.89)=13.6; p<0.001

F(4.20)=10.7; p<0.002

CACC-lane

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
20%; p<0.019
40%; p<0.007
60%; p<0.007

F(3.89)=445; p<0.001

F(4.20)=21; p<0.001

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001
Link 5
Average speed (km/h)

Average speed (km/h)

100%

F(2.62)=20; p<0.001

Link 4
115
110
105
100
95
90
20%

80%

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on average speed
(no CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on average speed
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on
average speed

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001

Ref

60%

CACC penetration level

40%

60%

80%

100%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on average speed
(no CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on average speed
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on
average speed

F(2.62)=261; p<0.001

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
20%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001
100%; p<0.001

F(3.89)=8.23; p<0.006

F(4.20)=15.2; p<0.001

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001

115
110
105
100
95
90
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on average speed
(no CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on average speed
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on
average speed

F(2.62)=25; p<0.001

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
20%; p<0.001
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001

F(3.89)=0.52; p<0.607

F(4.20)=128; p<0.001

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001

Figure D.2 Statistical analyses on average speed
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No CACC-lane
Analysis of variance demonstrates a significant main effect of the fraction of CACC equipped
vehicles on the average speed for all links [link 1: F(2.62)=60; p<0.001, link 2: F(2.62)=20;
p<0.001, link 3: F(2.62)=261; p<0.001, link 5: F(2.62)=25; p<0.001]. Post-hoc Dunett tests show
that for link 2 the only the 20% (p<0.035) and 100% CACC scenario (p<0.003) differ significantly
from the reference scenario. For link 3, the 20% CACC (p<0.019), 40% CACC (p<0.007) and
60% CACC scenario (p<0.007) give significant effects with respect to the reference case. Link 4
show significant effects for the 20%, 80% and 100% CACC variants (all: p<0.001), while for link 5
the 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% CACC scenarios (all: p<0.001) are significantly different from the
reference situation.
CACC-lane
The presence of a CACC-lane does have a significant main effect on average speed, except on
link 5 [link 2: F(4.20)=10.7; p<0.002, link 3: F(4.20)=21; p<0.001, link 4: F(4.20)=15.2; p<0.001,
link 5: F(4.20)=128; p<0.001]. On link 2 and 3 the average speed decreases with respect to a
highway configuration without a CACC-lane. The CACC-lane has a positive effect on speeds on
link 4. It can be concluded that in the 40% CACC scenario the negative effect on traffic stability
due to an increase in mandatory lane changes, affects traffic flow throughput negatively.
D.3 Standard deviation of speed
Link 3

15

Average SD of speed
(km/h)

Average SD of speed
(km/h)

Link 2

14
13
12
11
10
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on SD of speed (no
CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on SD of speed
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on SD
of speed

F(2.62)=19.0; p<0.001

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
80%; p<0.013
100%; p<0.001

F(3.89)=0.40; p<0.678

F(4.20)=13.7; p<0.001

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.002
60%; P<0.007
80%; p<0.001
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18
16
14
12
10
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on SD of speed (no
CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on SD of speed
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on SD
of speed

F(2.62)=15.3; p<0.001

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
80%; p<0.029
100%; p<0.001

F(3.89)=196; p<0.001

F(4.20)=16.4; p<0.001

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.006
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Link 5

16
15
14

Average SD of speed
(km/h)

Average SD of speed
(km/h)

Link 4

13
12
11
10
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

100%

15
14
13
12
11
10
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

CACC penetration level
no CACC-lane

CACC-lane

Effect ‘CACC
penetration level’ on
SD of speed (no
CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC
penetration level’ on
SD of speed
(CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’
on SD of speed

F(2.62)=37; p<0.001

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on SD of speed (no
CACC-lane)

F(2.62)=5.40; p<0.002

F(3.89)=1.21; p<0.331

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on SD of speed
(CACC-lane)

F(3.89)=0.44; p<0.655

F(4.20)=52; p<0.001

Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on SD
of speed

F(4.20)=2.71; p<0.111

Significantly
different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001
100%; p<0.001

Significantly different from
reference scenario

No CACC-lane:
100%; p<0.006
CACC-lane: --

CACC-lane:
40%; p<0.001
60%; p<0.001
80%; p<0.001
Figure D.3 Statistical analyses on SD of speed

No CACC-lane
Analysis of variance proves a significant effect of CACC introduction on the speed variance if no
CACC-lane is present [link 1: F(2.62)=19; p<0.001, link 2: F(2.62)=15.3; p<0.001, link 3:
F(2.62)=37; p<0.001, link 5: F(2.62)=5.40; p<0.002]. Post-hoc tests demonstrate that for link 2
only the 80% CACC scenario (p<0.013) significantly differs from the reference variant. For link 3
besides the 80% CACC scenario (p<0.029) the 100% CACC scenario (p<0.001) is significantly
different from the 0% CACC case. On link 4 it can be seen that the 60%, 80% and 100% CACC
scenarios (all: p<0.001) differ significantly from the reference case. For link 5 only the 100%
CACC case (p<0.006) differs from the reference variant without CACC-lane.
CACC-lane
Analysis of variance shows that a CACC-lane has a significant main effect on the standard
deviation of speed on link 3 and 4 [link 2: F(4.20)=1.73; p<0.198, link 3: F(4.20)=16.4; p<0.001,
link 4: F(4.20)=52; p<0.001, link 5: F(4.20)=2.71; p<0.111]. The speed variance on link 3 is,
comparable to the average speed, much higher than in a configuration without CACC-lane if 40%
of the vehicles are CACC equipped. Post-hoc tests demonstrate that for link 2, 3 and 4 the 40%
[link 2: p<0.002, link 3: p<0.001, link 4: p<0.001], 60% [link 2: p<0.007, link 3: p<0.001, link 4:
p<0.001] and 80% CACC scenarios [link 2: p<0.001, link 3: p<0.006, link 4: p<0.001] significantly
differ from the reference scenario (without CACC-lane). For link 5 none of the CACC scenarios is
significantly different from the reference case.
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D.4 Maximum intensity

9000
8500
8000
7500
7000
6500
6000
Ref

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

no CACC-lane
I max 1

Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on maximum
intensity (no CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC penetration
level’ on maximum
intensity (CACC-lane)
Effect ‘CACC-lane’ on
maximum intensity
Significantly different from
reference scenario

40%

60%

80%

CACC-lane
I max 2

I max 3

I max 1

I max 2

I max 3

F(2.62)=4.05; p<0.008

F(2.62)=2.00; p<0.114

F(2.62)=0.66; p<0.659

F(3.89)=6.46; p<0.012

F(3.89)=1.27; p<0.315

F(3.89)=7.01; p<0.010

F(4.20)=7.22; p<0.012

F(4.20)=20; p<0.001

F(4.20)=13.9; p<0.001

No CACC-lane:
60%; p<0.021
80%; p<0.013

No CACC-lane:
--

No CACC-lane:
--

CACC-lane:
80%; p<0.011

CACC-lane:
60%; p<0.026
80%; p<0.001

CACC-lane:
-Figure D.4 Statistical analysis of maximum intensity

No CACC-lane
Analysis of variance prove a significant effect of CACC on the highest maximum intensity
measured [F(2.62)=4.05; p<0.008]. On the second and third highest maximum intensity
measured on the link before the bottleneck no significant effect of CACC is established.
Considering the highest maximum intensity post hoc tests prove a significant effect with respect
to the reference case of the 60% [p<0.021] and 80% CACC scenario [p<0.013].
CACC-lane
Analysis of variance prove a significant effect of CACC on the highest [F(3.89)=6.46; p<0.012]
and third highest [F(3.89)=7.01; p<0.01] maximum intensity measured on the link before the
bottleneck if a lane is dedicated to CACC equipped vehicles. This effect cannot be proved for the
second highest maximum intensity [F(3.89)=1.27; p<0.315]. Analysis of variance prove also that a
CACC-lane has a significant effect on the three highest maximum intensities measured in the
simulation. Post hoc tests demonstrate that with respect to the reference case no CACC-lane
scenario differs significantly if looked at the highest maximum intensity measured. Considering
the second highest maximum intensity the 80% CACC scenario is significantly different from the
reference case [p<0.011]. Post hoc Dunett tests on the third highest maximum intensity prove a
significant effect of both the 60% [p<0.026] and 80% [p<0.001] scenario with respect to the
reference case if a lane is dedicated to CACC equipped vehicles.
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E Expert interviews
An explorative study to the context of the CACC system has been done in order to define aspects
influencing a potential deployment of CACC. In this appendix more insight is given in the
interview method and the contents of the interview. Additionally, a list of the experts interviewed
and an introduction document, which has been sent to the interviewees, are shown.
E.1 Interview method
The method of interview for this explorative research is based on semi-structured and personal
questioning. In these semi-structured oral interviews the structure of the questions is determined
and the answers are open. This enables it to ask new or additional questions, which may focus
on a specific subject.
The persons which are interviewed are considered to be experts on CACC. The experts
interviewed have worked on CACC research projects or at least at related studies. These experts
are considered to have a broad view on the subject. Stakeholders on the other hand could give
more insight into the practical issues of CACC. Since stakeholders involved in the development of
CACC have not been interviewed, the ambition of the interview study is only explorative.
E.2 Contents of the interview
The interview was designed in such a way that it could be done in about an hour. However, in
practice, some of the interviews took more time. The interview questions are:
1. Are you familiar with “Cooperative Cruise Control (CCC) systems” and in particular
“Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC)”?
2. Which stakeholders play an important role in the development of CACC?
a) What are their interests in CACC?
b) In which way will the interest of the different stakeholders affect a possible
market introduction CACC?
3. What are according to you the strengths of the CACC system?
4. What are according to you the weaknesses of the CACC system?
5. Which of the strengths and weaknesses of CACC you mentioned will have the largest impact
on market introduction?
6. What are the opportunities for a possible market introduction of CACC in the USA?
a) Which of the opportunities will have the largest influence on market introduction
and why?
7. What are the barriers for a possible market introduction of CACC in the USA?
a) Which of the barriers will have the largest impact on market introduction and
why?
8. What is the National and Californian policy on CACC?
9. When do you expect CACC to be introduced to the Californian market?
E.3 Interviewees
In this study experts of the California Program for Advanced Transit and Highways (PATH) have
been interviewed. The following PATH experts, who have worked on CACC research projects or
at least at related studies, have been interviewed:
- S.E. Shladover
- M.A. Miller
- J.A. Misener
- D. Cody
- J. VanderWerf
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E.4 Introduction to interview
Before performing the interview, the interviewee has been sent an introduction to explain the
content of the project and the purpose of the interview. This introduction can be found below.
Introduction
This interview is part of my masters’ thesis that will conclude the study of Civil Engineering at the
University of Twente, the Netherlands. I am performing this project at the knowledge centre
Applications of Integrated Driver Assistance (AIDA), which is a cooperation between the Centre of
Transport Studies of the University and TNO Environment and Geosciences in Delft, the
Netherlands.
This research is aimed at the possibilities for co-operative cruise control systems. In the first part
of my thesis I studied the impact on traffic flow of the ADA-system Co-operative Adaptive Cruise
Control. In the second part of this project I will analyse the possibilities and threats for a further
development path or even market introduction.
The persons that will be interviewed are selected from a group of stakeholders that have an
obvious relation with the development of these kinds of systems. Also a group of experts from
universities and consulting agencies will be questioned.
This document is meant as a preparation to the interview. The next section describes the system
Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC). In the following section an introduction to the
interview-question is given. After that, a number of main questions are given that could be
thought over as a preparation for the interview. Finally, the confidentiality of this research is
discussed.
If you have any questions about the interview after reading this document, you can of course
pose these questions preliminary to the interview (contact information at the end of this paper).
Co-operative Cruise Control systems
Today’s commercially available adaptive cruise control systems are primarily intended to improve
driving comfort. In the world of R&D recently vehicle to vehicle communication (V-V) is added to
autonomous ACC. Besides the information gathered with the sensors V-V communication can
provide an ACC system with more information about the vehicle it is following. As a result the
preceding vehicle can communicate actively with the following vehicle so that their speed
changes can be coordinated with each
Cruise Control systems
other. Because communication is
quicker, more reliable and less noisy
than autonomous sensing and because
braking rates as well as maximum
Conventional
Cruise Control
braking capability can be communicated,
(CCC)
significantly closer safe headways (0.5
Autonomous Adaptive
second) can be postulated. Regarding
Cruise Control (AACC)
this, CACC has the potency to increase
the capacity of a motorway without
Co-operative
decreasing traffic safety and comfort. In
Adaptive Cruise Control
Radar sensors
(CACC)
addition,
vehicle
to
vehicle
communication makes it possible to add
different functionalities to the car as CoVehicle-vehicle
communication
operative
Collision
Avoidance,
Cooperative merging and Stop & Go
ACC.
Contents of the interview
The interview will take about an hour and will focus on the following subjects:
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-

Introduction, objective of the interview and possible questions about the interview
Description of expertise
Questions about strengths and weaknesses of Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control and
drivers and barriers for a possible market introduction of these kind of systems.

Main questions to prepare for the interview
In the interview the following main questions will be discussed:
 Which stakeholders will play an important role in the possible market introduction of CACC?
 What are the strengths and weaknesses of this system?
 What are the opportunities/ drivers and threats/ barriers for a possible market introduction of
CACC in California?
 Which of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats will have the largest impact on
a market introduction in California?
 When do you expect CACC to be introduced to the Californian market?
Confidentially
Of this research a final report will be made up. In the main text of the report, I will limit the
information to the branch that you are active in. If you agree, I would like to publish a list of the
names and organizations of people I have interviewed for the analysis in an appendix of my
report.
Contact information
Ruben Visser
E: ruben.visser@.tno.nl
T: +31 (0) 15 269 6728
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